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“COLONEL JOHN CHESNUT” By GILBERT STUART 

_ Courtesy of The Miich Galleries. 
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Grand Central 

Galleries Hold 

Modern Show 

Downtown Gallery Exhibition 

Of Modern Art Shows Work 

By Thirty-three 

Painters and Sculptors. 

American 

The Grand Central Galleries are act- 
first time hosts to a 

American 
Some 

the 
modern 

ing for as 
group of 

sculptures. 
paintings 

and modern pic- 

tures have appeared there in Carnegie 
but the exhibition 

marks the first deviation from 
the safe academic path. The pictures 
were gathered by the Downtown Gal- 

lery and the exhibition is given under 
that but it is understood that 
the Grand Central Galleries made the 

move and invited the 
in and cheer up the old folks. 

the Galleries looked so 
sculpture 

present 
real 

shows 

name, 

first moderns 

to coms 
Never have 

well. The hitherto 

damp and dank, has become a lively 
place, furnished with things pleasant 
to look at. The 

the entrance hall have been replaced 
with entertaining prints. The walls 

of the Galleries, formerly hidden be- 

neath stuffy draperies, have been un- 
and the _ exhibition 

seem both larger and brighter. 
The exhibition, both in the 

tion of the represented 
the quality of the pictures, 
comparison the American 
at the Museum of Modern Art. 
of the nineteen men in the 

here. Sterne is not 

and both missed, but 
the thirty-three painters form a much 

court, 

colored plasters in 

covered rooms 

selec- 
and in 
invites 

men 

show 

Right 
Museum 

with 

show are here, 
nor Marin, are 

more coherent group and the level of 
quality throughout the 
much higher than in the earlier show. 

exhibition is 

The conflict of purpose as well as of 
manner which made the Museum’s dis- 
play confusing is almost entirely ab- 

sent here. No two of these men paint 

alike but all are trying to 

good pictures or sculptures 
satires Main Street, 

of New York’s 
back yards, sociological documents or 
the ultimate in delicacy and 
ment, 

The 
most 

r carve 
produce 

and 
boisterous 

not on 
accounts 

refine- 

exhibition is a 
the 

Grand Central 
emphatic demonstration of 

strength of the modern American 

The whole group is much 
more impressive than are individual 
pictures although there are many first 
rate things in the show. Part of this 
is due to the manner in which the 
exhibition has been arranged. It has 
been divided into four parts, ex- 
clusive of sculpture, oils, water colors, 
drawings and prints, and each painter 
is represented only once in each di- 
vision. One picture is not enough to 
establish leadership and, since the 
various divisions are hung in separate 
galleries, it would be difficult to make 
even an attempt at comparative study. 
' Since no favorites have been played 
'n the exhibition it would be unfair 
to recall pictures which are not here 
and so build up differences which are 
hot apparent in the show. It {is 
nresented primarily as a group and 
does answer any possible doubts about 
the vitality of contemporary Ameri- 
can art. 
Among the pictures which do most 

‘9 make the exhibition successful are 
Pmile Branchard’s “Birch Trees.” 
Alexander Rrook’s “Seated Model.” 
Arnold Friedman’s nude. Wood Gay- 
ors “Cireus,” Samuel Halpert’s “Girl 
™ Bathine Snit,” Stephan WHirsch’s 
Steel.” Morris Kantor’s “Woman 

6) 

school. 

(Continued on page 
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NEW YORK, FEBRUARY Il, 

RECENT GIFTS TO | 

BRITISH MUSEUM 

LONDON.—The Contemporary Art 
Society has presented an important | 
collection of prints and drawings of | 
the present day to the British Museum, 
reports The Times of London. The 
group represents purchases by the So 
ciety and presentations made to it 
within the past five or six years. They 
will now rest in the Department of 
Prints and Drawings, whose Keeper, 
Mr. Campbell Dodgson, has supervised 
their selection. Among the drawings 
are three examples of Mr. Robert Aus 
tin’s work—a pencil drawing of apple | 
trees, filled in with ink; a pencil study 
for his engraving “The Stonebreaker,” 
and a second for his engraving of a 
woman milking a goat. Fifteen other 
British and foreign artists are repre- 
sented by one drawing each. Among 
them are J. L. Chadel, Marchand, Sig 
nac, and Segonzac, from France; 
Mariano Andreii, the Spanish artist; 
and Mr. Sidney Unwin, Mr. James | 
Paterson, of the Scottish Academy 
and Mr. William Rothenstein among 
the British draughtsmen. Mr. Roth 
enstein’s pastel portrait of Mr. Augus 
tus John is a notable early work. 

The engravings are one hundred 
and eighty-three in number, and they 
show the styles of seventy-six British 
and thirty-1fne foreign artists. Mr 
Eric Gill’s “Eve,” Mr. Eric Daglish’s 
series: of nine British birds, Mrs 
Clarke-Hall’s etching of a nude child, 
and an early state of Mr. G. L. Brock 
hurst’s etching “The Dancer” are all 

(Continued on page 5) 

“PORTRAIT OF GUILIA GONZAGA” 

Recently acquired by Mr. Max Epstein of Chicago from Bohler and Steinmeyer, New York. 

Havemeyer Gives 

S. W. FRANKEL, Publisher 

More Art to 

Metropolitan 

In addition to her airect bequest to 
the 
late 
in 

| from 
given 
Hor 
no 

Metropolitan Museum of Art, the 
» Mrs. H. O. Havemeyer provided 
her will that additional objects 

her collection might later be 
to the Museum by her son, 

‘ace Havemeyer. Until this week 
information has been obtainable 

regarding any gifts other than those 
made directly by Mrs. Havemeyer. 
Announcement has now been 

of 
has 
er’s 
is s 
however, 

made 
the fact that Horace Havemeyer 
substantially increased his moth- 
bequest, but specific information 

till unobtainable. It is understood, 
that a number of paintings, 

including works by El Greco, Manet, 
Cor ot and Cezanne, are included in the 
recent gift and that many near-eastern 

| and 
presented. 

oriental have also 
plans for the exhibi- 

objects 
No 

tion of the Havemeyer gifts have been 
announced. 

P 

tion to the collection of modern Amer- | 
ical 
Pennsylvania Museum of Art was an- Carles of 
nounced recently by R. Sturgis Inger- | Life. 
soll 

'EAKINS GIVEN TO 

PENNSYLVANIA 

HILADELPHIA.—A notable addi- 

1 art now in the possession of the 

, chairman of the Museum commit- 

(Continued on page 19) 

been | 

By TITIAN 

‘PENN. ACADEMY _ 

| AWARDS PRIZES 

| PHILADELPHIA.—The largest and 
|}most inclusive exhibition in the long 
history of the Pennsylvania Academy 
of the Fine Arts opened with a private 
view on the evening of January 25th, 
according to a New York Times cor- 
respondent. Virtually every trend of 
art is represented among the 6571 
paintings which, with 139 exhibits of 
sculpture, are seen in the 125th an- 
nual show, in which 490 artists com- 
peted for prizes. 

As a special feature of the plastic 
section two rooms have been set aside 
for a memorial exhibition of Charles 
Grafly’s works, for which many busts 
and smaller figures as well as 
sketches and models of the sculptor’s 
monumental pieces have been gath- 
| ered from both his Boston and Phila- 
| delphia studios. 

“We believe 
|educational show ever held by the 
|}academy,” said Hugh H. Brecken- 
| ridge, chairman of the jury of selec- 
jtion. “It represents every educational 
and aesthetic idea in painting. We 
|have tried to include all forms, from 
|the most conservative to the most 
| radical.” 

Previous to the opening the awards 
| were announced as follows: 

Temple Gold Medal for the best pic- 
|ture in the exhibition, to Arthur B. 

Philadelphia for his “Still 

that this is the most 

Gold Medal for 

(Continued on page 18) 

Jennie Sesnan the | | 

' 

Duveen Room 

Opened on 

January 9th 

Venetian and Allied Schools 

Installed in Room Presented 

to the National Gallery by 

Sir Joseph Duveen, Bart. 

LONDON.—With the opening of the 
Duveen Room at the National Gallery 
by Prince George on January 9th our 

magnificent collection of Venetian 
and allied paintings may be said to 

give an almost audible sigh of con- 

tentment and extend itself in shin- 
ing order, writes the art critic of The 
Times. 

On January 12th, 1928, the Mond 
Room, to contain the bequest of forty- 

two Italian pictures made by the late 

Dr. Ludwig Mond, was opened at the 

National Gallery, the trustees of Dr. 
Mond’s will having contributed half 

the cost of its construction. Dis- 
cussing the event The Times sug- 

gested that here was a useful example 

to any would-be benefactor to the Na- 
tional Gallery; and during his opening 

address the Prime Minister made the 

welcome announcement that Sir 
Joseph Duveen, to whom and his 

father we were already indebted for 
important additions to the Tate Gal- 

lery, had risen to the occasion and 

telegraphed offering to provide a new 
room, similar to the Mond Room, at 

Trafalgar Square. Sir Joseph Du- 

veen’s further benefactions—the ex- 

tension of the National Portrait Gal- 
lery, a gallery for modern foreign 

sculpture at Millbank, and a gallery 

for the better display of the Elgin 

Marbles at the British Museum-—are 

matters of recent history. 
On entering the Duveen Room from 

Gallery VI, the unwary visitor is al- 

most certain to say that it is darker 
than the others of the range. The room 

iself may be, the truth being that in 

the other rooms a good deal of the 

light is wasted on lighting precisely 

the rooms and the people in them. 

Here all the available light from the 
sky is directed upon the pictures, the 

visitor himself remaining in compara- 

tive shadow, with a great gain in free- 

dom from distraction. The way in 

which attention is naturally concen- 
trated upon the pictures is very 
marked. The system adopted is that 
of an opaque barrel vault running the 
length of the gallery in the center 
and continuous flat “lay lights” on 
either side—an inversion of the cleres- 
tory principle, so to speak. The barrel 
is coffered, and at every fourth seg- 
ment glass is substituted for opaque 
paneling, thus avoiding too sharp a 
contrast between shadowed floor and 
lighted walls. No doubt there were 
constructional reasons against it, but 
one cannot help wondering why the 
weaving-shed system of pitch-roofec 
aisles, with the outer slopes opaque, 
adopted at the new Belfast Art Gal- 
lery, was not employed here. All the 
light falls upon the walls, but more 
or less vertically, whereas at Belfast 
it is directed at an angle from the 
inner slopes of the roofs. 

The gallery, designed by Sir Rich- 
ard Allison, F.R.I.B.A., of the Office 
of Works, is 118 feet long, 35 feet 
wide, and 17 feet to the spring of the 
barrel. Following the principle 
adopted in the Marlay extension of 
the Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge, 
designed by Messrs. Smith and 
Brewer, it is divided into three bays 

(Continued on page 16) 



The Art News 

“RAPE OF EUROPA” By LUCA GIORDANO 
Recently purchased by the Wadsworth Atheneum, Hartford, and now shown in their exhibition of Italian 

painting of the sei-and settecento. 

Sei- and Settecento Art Shown 

At Wadsworth Atheneum 

By Artuur McComp 

é 

In the last three or four years only | 

have American collectors turned at all 

to that demoded field, Italian painting 

of the XVIIth and XVIilIth centuries. 
What has already been accomplished, 
what unsuspected beauty has come to 
light, how rewarding the effort, is il- 
lustrated by the exhibition which 
opened at the Wadsworth Atheneum | 
on January 22, 1930. Museums and} 
collectors from all over the country | 
have generously lent works which re- | 
flect all the principal phases of the| 
Sei- and Settecento movement, with | 
the natural exception, of course, of 

| 

| 

palace ceiling decoration which by its 
nature is immovable and can _ be 
studied only in Italy. 

That late phase of Italian painting 
which it is the object of the exhibition 
to illustrate may be said to begin 
when at the very end of the XVIth 
century Annibale Carracci and his 
great rival Michelangelo da Cara- 
vaggio came to Rome from the north. 
The two divergent artistic currents of 
which they were the sources continued 
to flow on far into the century. Anni- 
bale was eclectic, austere, academic. 
With him design, formal relations 
counted for almost everything; color 

seen, optically, scientifically rendered, 
he cared not at all. Always in the 
grand tradition, he thought of him 
self as the reformer of Italian paint 
ing, the man who was rescuing it from 
the manneristic slough into which the 
followers of Parmigianino and Vasari 
had allowed, or even encouraged, it 
to fall. At a moment late in his life 
after he had finished his great chef 
d’oeuvre, the Farnese Gallery, he 
turned to landscape and would allow 
himself the exquisitely sober charm 
of such a work as Mr. J. N. Brown’s 
drawing. If Annibale was a reformer, 
Caravaggio was a revolutionary. Never 
before the 1590s had anyone in Italy 
painted so strictly from life, with so 
singular a regard for the observed 
reality. These unusually dark shad- 
ows too which we may observe in 
the “Card Players” were a feature of 
his style faithfully imitated by his 
pupils and by the Seicento Neapolitans 

HAVE REMOVED TO 

that grandiose and opulent church and | for proportionately little. For the thing} who derived from him, so that they 

REMOVAL | | | 

ANNOUNCEMENT | | 

newcntaecines!! DE MOTTE — 

PICTURE FRAME MAKERS | | 

INC LARGER SHOW ROOMS 

45 WEST 27th STREET 
BET. BROADWAY & 6th AVE. 

STOCK FRAMES] | 
On hand in regular sizes 

for immediate delivery 

Catalogues sent upon request 
Mail Orders receive prompt 

attention 

Georce A. McCoy, Manager 
Art Gallery and Work Shop 

. 

L ” aaa. si 

| N€W-YORK 

B25GAHST # 

| 78 tT STREGT 

400-408 North State St., Chicago, IIl. 

| GOTHIC SCULPTURES 

| TAPESTRIES, IVORIES, ENAMELS 

STAINED GLASS, FURNITURE 

H PARISH | 

27 RUG DE 

BERR} (VIII®) 

| XIXth 

: } 
came to be known as Tenebrosi. One 

| of these was the painter of the Fogg 
St. Sebastian and Massimo Stanzione, | 
perhaps the most brilliant of the 
Neapolitans, is here represented by a 

| beautiful St. Margaret. 

Salvator Rosa, so much loved in the 
century for his wild and ro- 

mantic landscapes, was also a Neapol- | 
itan by birth but falls outside the} 
groups of his contemporaries, being | 
largely self-taught. None of his 
large, ambitious figure-pieces with the 
strangely neo-classic air have found 
favor with American collectors but a 
fine example, once in the Holford col- | 
lection, of his early, sketchy, impres- | 

Saturday, February 1, 1930 
a 

sionistic, bozzetto manner is here 

And coming down later, the 
indefatigable 
shown. 

Giordano puts some of 

his incredible virtuosity, his overflow. 
ing vitality into two canvases which, 
in their wasteful profusion of riches, 
resemble nothing so much as over. 
turned cornucopias. 

The North Italians with their greater 
interest in brushwork, their vigorous 
handling, their rich impasto, are beay. 
tifully represented by the Feti gt 
Stephen and the Strozzi Concert, ang 
by the Magnascos, of which there are 
no less than eleven. The popularity 

(Continued on page 5) 

BY APPOINTMENT 

One of the miniature 

BY APPOINTMENT 

PEPPER 

DREDGERS of A. D. 1720 reputed by 
some to have been 

days for Ginger 

Wines. 

for spicing 

used in the old 
their 

This little piece is in perfect condi- 

tion, standing 3 inches high and has 

a diameter of 2 inches at the base. 

The Maker’s Mark, illustrated by a 
5-leaf Flower under a Crown, is 

“LAWRENCE JONES” who was one 

of the Royal Silversmiths. 

HARMAN G&G LAMBERT 

(HARMAN & CO., LTD.) 

Dealers in Antique Silver and Jewellery 

Silversmiths by Royal Warrant to His Majesty the King 

and Her Majesty the Queen 

177 New Bond Street London, W. 1 

Cables: Harlamsilv, London 
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Saturday, February 1, 1930 

Late Italian 

Painting at 

H artford| 

(Continued from page 4) 

of this master who was so 

intensely personal, with his exciting 

and vivacious use of paint, with the 

indefinable macabre air which hangs 

over all his creations, indicates that 

many collectors may have come to ap- 

preciate the Italian Baroque by way of 

El Greco, with Magnasco 

a certain affinity of temperament. 

Pannini and Marieschi represent the | 

Genoese 

whom has 

painters of ruins, a genre by itself in 

the Italian Settecento, and the exhibi- 

tion is rounded out, the evolution con- 

cluded, by works of Tiepolo and 

Guardi, who even in the days of the 
greatest indifference were regarded 
with affection, as in some sense, per 
haps because of the luminosity of their 
color and the absence of dark shadows, 
belated masters of the Renaissance. 

The numerous drawings, too, illus-| 
trating the great masters from the 
Carracci to Tiepolo, of whom Guercino 
will certainly be found one of the 
most exciting, fill in many inevitable 
gaps in the sequence of the paintings, 
and complete this highly interesting 
view of the late Italians in American 
collections. 

The following collectors, dealers and 
museums have loaned works for the 
showing: Thomas Agnew & Sons, 
New Yerk; R. Kirk Askew, Jr., Esq., 
New York; Mrs. Eugene Atwood, Ston- 
ington, Connecticut; Dr. Carl Beck, 
Chicago; August Bontoux, Esq., Chi- | 
cago; John Nicholas Brown, Esq., | 
Providence, R. I.; Reginald S. Carroll, 
Esq., New York; Detroit Institute of 
Art; A. S. Drey, New York; Durlacher 
Brothers, New York; Sir Joseph Du- 
veen, New York; The Ehrich Galleries, 
New York; The Fogg Art Museum, 
Cambridge; P. W. French & Company, 
New York; Mrs. Oliver D. Grover, 
Chicago; Philip Hofer, Esq., New 
York; Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Morgan 
Johnston, Pittsburgh; Frank Gair 
Macomber, Esq., Boston; Minneapolis 
Institute of Arts; The Pierpont Mor- 
gan Library, New York; Arthur U. 
Newton, New York; Adam Paff, Esaq., 
New York; Harold Woodbury Parsons, 
Esq., New York; Martin A. Ryerson, 
Esq., Chicago; Memorial Art Gallery, 
Rochester; Paul J. Sachs, Esq., Cam- 
bridge; E. and A. Silberman, New| 
York: Mr. and Mrs. Charles F. T.| 
Seaverns, Hartford; Vassar College, | 
Poughkeepsie, New York; E. Weyhe, | 
New York; Wildenstein & Company, | 
New York; Charles H. Worcester, 
Esq., Chicago. solid 

The Art News 

“ST. MARGARET” By MASSIMO STANZIONI 
Lent by Mrs. Eugene Atwood of New York to the exhibition of 

Italian painting of the sei—and settecento at 
the Wadsworth Atheneum. 

RECENT GIFTS TO | NEW QUARTERS FOR 

BRITISH MUSEUM LEVY GALLERIES 

(Continued from page 3) The John Levy Galleries, located for 

worth attention. Among much other |™any years at 559 Fifth Avenue, re 
British work Mr. J. A. Shepherd’s | cently leased for their new home space 
“Melancholy” (a rare lithograph of|jn the New York Trust Company 
three monkeys), Mr. Bernard Rice’s botidine he enented’? - t] 
woodcuts of Yugoslavia (employing EISERS, © De Orecteg at tne Germ 
slices of wood which show up the | east corner of Fifth Avenue and Fifty 

grain), and a lithograph by Mr. J | seventh Street. Brown, Wheelock: 
Spencer Pryse, adapted from one of! Harris, Vought & Company were the 
his Empire posters, display in each | brokers. 

|case a very decided individuality. The The lease is at a rental approximat 
list of foreign engravers embraces al ing $500,000 for about eleven years 
most every country from Denmark to/from January Ist, next and involves 
Japan. Among many less familiar|the store at 1 East Fifty-seventh 
names are Utrillo, Urushibara, André | Street and the entire second floor, the 
Mare, and Luc Moreau. Moreau’s two|two to be connected with a private 
studies of boxers are particularly |elevator. The lease carries an option 

looking lithographs. to renew for a similar period. 

A Flexible 

Specimens from 

Cables: ‘‘Euclase, Wesdo, London” 

RARE ENGLISH & CONTINENTAL 
SILVER, MINIATURES, ANTIQUE 
JEWELS, FINE SNUFF BOXES 

Diamond Brooch and Pair of Earrings, Circa 1780 

my collection of X VIII century Jewels 

SPECIAL TERMS TO THE TRADE 

S. J. PHILLIPS 

113, NEW BOND ST., LONDON, W.1. 

Established 1870 

A. TOOTH & SONS 
LTD. —_—_—_—— 

MARIE LAURENCIN, 18” x 15’ 

FINE ENGLISH PORTRAITS 

MODERN BRITISH 

AND FRENCH ART 

155 NEW BOND STREET, LONDON 
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“BIRCH TREES” 

Modern American 

At Grand 

(Continued from page 3) O 

Reading,” Bernard Karfiol’s “The Bal- | 
cony,” Yasuo Kuniyoshi’s “Two Ba- | 

bies,” Jules Pascin’s nude, 
Varian’s “Flowers,” Max Weber's | 
“Music” and Marguerite Zorach’s 

“Boy with Cello.” 

This list includes exactly half of | 
the paintings shown. None of the| 
others is negligible but it is amazing | 
to find so many that are first rate | 
and it is probable that no other coun- | 
try could show twenty-six pictures, | 
each by a different painter, in which 
the average of quality would be 
higher. 

A few of the painters, Kuhn, Walko- 

Dorothy | 

Art Shown 

itz, Pollet, Sheeler, and Coleman 
among them, are better represented 
by their water colors or drawings 
than by their canvases. 

In any exhibition individual prefer- 
ence is bound to light on a few things 
and to me there are three or four can- 
vases in this show which deserve high 
rank in contemporary art. Weber's 
“Music” is an outstanding picture and 
so are Friedman’s nude and Kantor’s 
“Woman Reading.” 

The sculptors, Diederich, Ferguson, 
Laurent, Nakian and Zorach are rep- 
resented by several pieces’ each. 
Among the finest works are Fer- 
guson’s figure of a man, Laurent’s 
‘Standing Figure” and Zorach’s 
whole group. 

Central Galleries 

News 

By EMILE BRANCHARD 
In the Downtown Gallery exhibition at the Grand Central Galleries. 

“ 
AMERICAN INDIAN 

r ia el 
ART EXHIBITED 

An exhibition that will place the 
Indian in a new light as a competent | 
artist opens to the public on the first | 
floor of the Brooklyn Museum on Sat- | 
urday morning, February Ist. It will | 
consist of a collection of colored draw- 
ings by American Indians, the prop- 
erty of Miss A. E. White of New York | 
and Sante Fe. Miss White was led | 
to make this collection because of 
her welfare work among the Indians. | 
She recognized the talent and en- | 
couraged native craftsmanship in bet- 
ter textiles as well as the more am- 
bitious fields of expression. The work 
is principally that of the Pueblo In- | 
dians of New Mexico and Arizona 
and includes in addition, pictures 
drawn by Kiowa Indians of Oklahoma. 

The exhibition will be on view for | 
a month. 

‘'MAGINNIS ELECTED achusetts; 

BOSTON TRUSTEE 

BOSTON. 
ginnis, well 

Charles Donagh Ma- 
architect, 

member of the 
of the Museum of 

Fine Arts, Boston, to fill the vacancy 
caused by the recent death of Henry 

Bigelow. Mr. Maginnis is a 

member of the architectural firm of 

Maginnis and Walsh, architects for St. 
Catharine’s Church, Somerville, Mass- 

known Boston 
has been elected a 
board of trustees 

Forbes 

Saturday, February 1, 1930 

the Boston College build- 
ings, Chestnut Hill; Notre Dame Ac. 

ademy, the Fenway, Boston; Nationa] 

Shrine of the Immaculate Conception, 
Washington, D. C.; Carmelite Con- 

vent, Santa Clara, California; Chapel 
of Trinity College, Washington; 

| Chapel of Holy Cross College, Worces- 
iter, Massachusetts; and other wel] 
known buildings. His firm was 
awarded the gold medal for ecclesias- 

| tical architecture by the American In- 
stitute of Architects, in 1925; and the 
Washington Chamber of Commerce 
bronze medal in 1926. 

Music” 

roof at the same time. 

Oil Painting by Max 
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Longden Invites 

American Dealers to 

Visit Italian Show 

Major A. A. Longden, Secretary 

General of the Royal Academy, sent 
the following cable to F. Newlin Price, 

President of the American Art Deal- 
ers’ Association, on January 21: 

“Greatly hope that you and the offi- 
cers of the American Art Dealers As- 

sociation will be able to pay a visit 
to our great Italian Exhibition, clos- 

ing on March 8. Never again will such 

an opportunity arise and you will all 

be very welcome.—A. A. Longden.” 
The reply of Mr. F. Newlin Price, 

in behalf of the American dealers, is 

printed below: 
“Your cable grand 

precedent in international art affairs. 

We thank you and look forward to the 

time when American art 
art patrons in America 
glorious an opportunity 

great art of all time. 
invitation. Two important 
will come at once, Mr. David Keppel, 
President of Keppel & Company, and 

Mr. Carl Henschel, President of M. 

Knoedler & Company. The officials of 

the American Art Dealers Association 
consider it a great honor to accept 
your gracious invitation. Mr. Otto 
Torrington, President of Kennedy and 
Company and Vice President of the 
Association; Mr. Robert Macbeth, 
President of the Macbeth Galleries 
and Treasurer of the Association; 
Mr. Walter M. Grant, American-An- 
derson Galleries, Secretary of the As- 
sociation; also your humble servant, 
President of the Ferargil Galleries, 
will be with you soon. Cable arrival. 

Frederick Newlin Price, President 
American Art Dealers Association.” 

“MET. MOVIES” IN 

BENEFIT SHOW 

establishes a 

dealers and 
will have so 

the 

In regard your 

to see 

members 

Two hundred and fifty original draw- 
ings of the “Metropolitan Movies” ap- 

pearing currently in the New York 
World, have been donated by their cre- 

Wortman, to the Needle 
Guild for exhibition and 

the American-Anderson Gal- 

The exhibition will open with 
a private and tea Sunday 

afternoon, February 2nd, and will con- 

tinue until the 8th. 

Mr. Wortman began 

career as a_ landscape 
newspaper 

the age of thirty-three. 

Denys 

Bobbin 
ator, 

and 
sale at 

leries. 
view on 

his artistic 
painter, but 

changed to illustration at 

Proceeds of the sale will be devoted 

to the activities of the Needle and 
Bobbin Guild, which is a combination 
of groups interested in design and tech- 
nique in fine needlework endeavoring 
to keep alive the talents of artisans, 
lace-makers and needleworkers, both 
native and foreign born. A showroom 
where examples of the Guild’s work is 
displayed is maintained at 674 Madison 
Avenue. 

On the committee 
coming exhibitions are: 
Coleman Taylor, Mrs. Frederick B. 
Pratt, Mrs. Cornelius Sullivan, Miss 
Edith Wetmore, Miss Katherine Allen, 
Mrs, Alexander Tyson, Mrs. William 
H. Cary and Mrs. John Camp Wil- 
liams. 

ART TREASURES 

SENT TO ENGLAND 

sponsoring the 
Mrs. Robert 

LONDON. 
toric works 

A large number of his- 
of art, sold to 

during the present century, will re- 
turn to England in February. They 
are being sent back by Mr. W. R. 
Hearst, and they are destined for the 
Welsh feudal castle of St. Donat, re- 
cently acquired by him. The ship- 
ment of the paneling, tapestries and 
fudor furniture is in the hands of the 
firm of White Allom. The same firm 
IS superintending the furnishing of 
this castle, which is to become the 
home of so much of exceptional in- 
terest and value both from the his- 
toric and artistic points of view.— 
L. G. S. 

“STANDING FIGURE” 

ROMNEY PORTRAIT 
ry. q 

QUESTIONED 

LONDON.—Recent dispatches from 

America reporting the sale of Rom- 
ney’s portrait of Edward Wortley Mon- 

tague, in turban and Turkish costume, 

by a New York firm to a New England 

collector, have aroused great interest 

here since the only authentic portrait 
of Montague of this type is asserted to 

be in the possession of the Earl of 

Wharncliffe and is said to be now 

hanging in Wortley Hall, Sheffield. 

When interviewed, the Duchess said 

that the portrait in America cannot be 
the original. 

The recent history of the painting is 

In the Downtown Gallery exhibition at the Grand Central Galleries. 
By WILLIAM ZORACH 

this: in 1867 it was shown in an ex- 
hibition of national portraits at the 
South Kensington Museum. Some time 
before it had been purchased by Cap- 
tain Vernon Wentworth of Wentworth 
Castle, Yorkshire. It is from _ this 
castle that the American dealer says 
that the Romney in America was se- 
cured. However, in 1919, the Earl] of 
Wharncliffe purchased it at Christie’s 
and his family says that it has not 
been sold since. 

According to connoisseurs, the only 
possible explanation is that Romney 
painted two portraits of the same sit- 
ter and that the American painting is 
not the three-quarter length portrait in 
question but only a view of the head, 
of which a reproduction is recorded in 
the Sir Robert Witt library here. It 
is thought that the whereabouts of the 
original is unknown. 
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E eyption Finds 

By University 

Expeditions 

PHILADELPHIA.—One of the larg- 
est tombs ever discovered in Egypt 
has been brought to light by the ex- 
pedition of the Museum of the Uni- 
versity of Pennsylvania, engaged in its 
first season of archaeological work at 
Meydum, according to a report just 
received from Alan Rowe, field direc- 
tor. 

The tomb, a mastabah constructed 
of stone evenly laid, is about three 
hundred and twenty feet long by one 
hundred and sixty wide. The name of 
the owner is so far unknown, but it is 
probable that it contains several burial! 
chambers some of which may never 
have been plundered, as have so many 
Ancient Egyptian tombs. 
“Undoubtedly the tomb dates from 

the same period as the Great Pyram‘d 
of Meydum, that is, in the Fourth 
Dynasty or about 2,800 B. C.,” Mr. 
Rowe states in his report to the Mu 
seum. 

“One of the most interesting discov 
eries in connection with clearing this 
mastabah is that after removing the 
debris from the tops and sides of the 
huge brick retaining walls, we were 
astonished to find that these walls 
were honeycombed with intrusive 
burials dating from the new Empire 
(2,000 B. C.) or later. 
“The individual graves so far found 

here number some forty in all and their 
contents are very interesting. Many 
of these comprise carefully wrapped 
mummies in either anthropoid or rec 
tangular coffins. A number of these 

“CIRCUS” 

orate religious symbols and in hiero- 
glyphs.” 

In addition to the 
the great mastabah, Mr. Rowe and his 
staff have been engaged in clearing 
the faces of the great pyramid by re- 
moving the debris that fills the orig- 
inal passageway. 

task of clearing 

coffins are brightly painted with elab 
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NEW YORK 
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OLD PAINTINGS 

of ART 
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In the Downtown Gallery exhibition at the Grand Central Galleries. 

“The clearing of the pyramid pas 
sage,”’ writes Mr. Rowe, “is a long and 
arduous task, as the further we pene- 
trate the worse the air becomes. In 
fact when we had reached the bottom 
of the sloping passage leading from the 
outer entrance, just at the point where 
| the passage runs into an antechamber, 

Davies likens 
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| means of a long chain of men, now 
some sixty in all, who hand up ful! 
baskets of debris and pass down the 
empty Little by little we are 
thus removing the enormous quantities 
of broken stone and other materials 
which have accumulated here in the 
last five thousand years. 

“Scarcely a day passes without a 
discovery of some interest and al- 
though it is still early in the season we 
have already greatly augmented what 
was previously known about this site. 
Meydum is certainly one of the most 
important sites in Egypt and we are 
convinced that a thorough exploration 
of the great pyramid and the surround- 
ing land will produce discoveries of 
great interest and significance.” 

The Egyptian expedition of the Uni- 
versity Museum is carried on under the 
Eckley Brinton Coxe Foundation and 
work at Meydum will probably be pur. 
sued for a number of successive years, 

ones. 

CAIRO. More archaeological dis- 
coveries have been made in the vicini. 
ty of the Gizeh Pyramids on land ad- 
joining the concession of Harvard Uni- 
versity’s expedition, according to a 
cable to The New York Times. These 
explorations are the first carried out 
by an Egyptian expedition, the govern- 
ment having recently made an appro- 
priation for the purpose. 

Twelve tombs have been unearthed, 
including one of a high priest of Upper 
and Lower Egypt, dating back to the 
fourth dynasty, and the excavators 
also found traces of the fifth dynasty. 
Two hundred workmen are engaged in 
excavating six subterranean passages 

By WOOD GAYLOR 

we were able to work for only one hour 
a day. At the end of this time our 
candles would go out, warning us that 
it Was unsafe to remain inside any 
longer. After being for only a short | leading to tombs which are expected 
while in the bad air one experiences a| to yield unusual treasures because 
severe headache. beautiful jewelry and exquisite statues 
“We are clearing the passage by] have already been unearthed. 
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COFFEY APPOINTED 

NEWARK CURATOR 

NEWARK.—Miss Katherine Coffey 
was appointed curator of the Newark 

Museum at the regular quarterly meet- 

ing of the board of trustees, January 

21st. Miss Coffey succeeds Miss Alice 

W. Kendall, who was elected assistant 

director of the Museum last October, 

Miss Beatrice Winser, former 

assistant, was made director, succeed- 

ing the late John Cotton Dana. Miss 

Coffey is a graduate of Barnard College 

and has been in charge of exhibits 

and of apprentice training in the New- 

ark Museum for five years. 

Plans for the new year, including 

further development of the late Di 

rector’s plans for branch museums and 

museum for nature study 
Raymond walled gar- 

Increase of the 
the museums 

when 

an outdoor 
in the Thomas L. 
den were approved. 
lending collection and 
collection of modern American paint- 
ings and sculpture, as planned by Mr. 
Dana are projected, the collection of 

modern art to be augmented by gift. 

Among exhibitions planned for the 
new year are: Rugs and other floor 

coverings, March-April; an art in in- 
dustry exhibition of machine parts and 
tools, April-May; an _ exhibition of 
modern American fine arts, succeed- 
ing the present exhibit of 107 modern 
American water colors, and an ex- 
hibition of arts of the Near and Far 
East. 

The present use of the Museum col- 
business men and 
be 

lections by students, 
manufacturers will 
means of special 
sive advertising. 

cultivated by 
services and exten- 

“MINETTA LANE, NIGHT” 

In the Downtown Gallery exhibition at the Grand 
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By GLENN O. COLEMAN 

Central Galleries. 

AWARDS O OFFERED 

FOR WEATHER VANE 

The Art Alliance of America has an- 
nounced a competition for a design 
for a weather vane to be placed on a 
water tower of the Carrier Engineer- 
ing Corporation. The Corporation is 
offering prizes consisting of a first 
prize of $500, a second prize of $300 
and a third prize of $200. The 
weather vane is to be in connection 
with a Neon Light aviation beacon 
within a mile of the Newark Airport 
and will indicate wind direction to 
aviators as well as to those on the 
ground, and will become a permanent 
landmark on aviation maps. Condi- 
tions of the contest and any further 
information desired may be obtained 
from The Secretary, Weather Vane 
Design Competition, The Art Alliance 
of America, 65 East 56th Street, New 
York one. 

SHIRLAW AT THE 

WOMEN’S CITY CLUB 

The Women’s City Club, 22 Park 
Avenue, has on view for the month of 
February a loan exhibit of a group of 
paintings by Walter Shirlaw through 
the courtesy of the Babcock Galleries. 
They are from the recent exhibit at 
the Brooklyn Museum, where through 
the efforts of a club member, Miss 
Katherine B. Dreier, a complete col- 
lection of his pictures were on view 
during December. 

The twelve canvases displayed at 
the Women’s City Club give a compre- 
hensive idea of the painter’s versa- 
tility. One of his finest paintings, 
“The Coming Storm,” combines care- 
ful study of light and shade with the 
inimitable brilliant green of Vermont. 
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to Main galler- 
tes, 9 East 59th 

Streat. 
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New York 

By the rearrangement of sev- 
eral galleries a sales room with 
@ seating capacity of between 
three and four hundred, taste- 
fully decorated and finely 
equipped, has been created and 
@ setting provided for exhibi- 
tions and sales of first rate col- 
lections during the coming sea- 
sun. 
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EXHIBITIONS IN THE NEW YORK GALLERIES | 

The Art News 

DERAIN AND PICASSO 

Reinhardt Galleries 

The retrospective exhibition of Pi- 

casso and Derain, now current at the 

Reinhardt Galleries, inevitably suffers 

by contrast with the more brilliant 
showing of these same masters af- 

forded by the Museum of Modern Art. 

Since the finest works by both mas 
ters were quite naturally comman 
deered for the “Painting in Paris” 

show, the Reinhardt Galleries had a 

somewhat negative choice in their at 
tempt to assemble a loan exhibition 

at this time. The Picasso group, domi 

nated by Knoedler’s brilliant “Woman 

in a Chair,” and enhanced by “Le 
Soupir” from De Hauke and the 1923 

“Harlequin” from the Reinhardt coi- 

lection, maintains a higher qualita- 

tive average than the Derains. Among 

the latter, there is more of charm 
than of brilliance, and with the pos- 
sible exception of the Samary-Toulon 
landscape of 1925, no canvas of the 
first water. Since, however, the finest 
achievements of both artists may be 
seen by ascending to the twelfth floor 
of the Heckscher Building, the cur 
rent Reinhardt show may justly be 
regarded as an interesting and often 
provocative supplement. For the stu- 
dent and artist especially, the group 
of experimental works and the minor 
canvases of the later period form an 
intimate chronicle of struggle and so- 
lution, while many paintings not im- 
portant in themselves throw brilliant 
sidelights on the concepts and tech- 
nique of the masterpieces. 

In the case of Picasso, the period 
illustrated in the Reinhardt exhibi- 
tion and in the Modern Museum show. 
ing is almost identical. In the front 
room at Reinhardt’s hang the finest 
paintings and drawings, presided over 
by Knoedler’s “Woman in a Chair,” of 
1924, which we reproduce in this is- 
sue. Of all the canvases in the Rein- 
hardt showing, it alone bears compari- 
son with the works in the “Painting 
in Paris” exhibition. The “Harlequin” 
of a year earlier, although extremely 
elegant in design and linear rhythm, 
is too flat in treatment, too much in 
the style of an enlarged drawing, to 
rank with Picasso’s finest achieve- 
ments. Among the drawings, “Le Sou- 
pir,” loaned by De Hauke and already 
shown at those galleries, is both the 
most characteristic and the most bril 
liant. 
Among the early works in the back 

room only the compact “Femme Ac- 
coudée” of 1903 from the Lewisohn 
collection reveals the essential Picas- 
so. The “Bal Tabarin” of 1901 combines 
a Manet-like brush stroke with little 
echoes of Renoir and Toulouse-Lau- 
trec. The savage and boldly painted 
“Supper Party” of 1904 is barely rec- 
ognizable as the work of Picasso and 
the “Nude” of 1907 is little more than 
an interesting reflection of the vogue 
for negro art then stirring Paris. 

Five abstractions are included in 
the showing. Of these, the most ambi- 
tious in scale is the “Roma” of 1917, 
which is scarcely more than clever and 
colorful. The little 1918 abstract, how- 
ever, is a genuine forerunner of the 
amazing compositions which are one 
of the most striking features of the 
Modern Museum showing, while a 1919 
composition, loaned by J. B. Neumann, 
is interesting in its use of Near East- 
ern color harmonies. A little canvas 
of 1924 loaned by Wildenstein is 
catalogued among the abstracts, but 
is in reality a child’s vision of castles 
and trees, done with the suggestive 
economy of a sophisticated artist. A 
very slight painting of an airplane 
over water, loaned by R. S. Ingersoll, 
is also on the border line between the 
abstract and the _ representational, 
while a rug on brilliant blue ground, 
loaned by Adolph Lewisohn, belongs 
by virtue of design in this section of 
the exhibition. 

In the Derain group charming, but 
slightly repetitive, heads of women 
and children from the Chester Dale, 
Ginn, Lewisohn and Lehman collec- 
tions are the predominant feature. Of 
these both the finest and most solidly 
painted is the 1926 “Head of a Wo- 
man” from the Dale collection. The 
others, despite their charming har- 
monies of pale yellow and ochre, their 
tender, yet unsentimental visions of 
childhood, must rank with Derain’s 
slighter achievements. From an earlier 

“WOMAN IN A CHAIR,” 1924 By PABLO PICASSO 

Loaned by Knoedler and Company to the retrospective exhibition 
of paintings by Picasso and Derain at the Reinhardt 

Galleries until February 21st. 

date is a rather classic head of a wo- 
man, done entirely in gray. 

The landscapes as a group afford 
an interesting study in Derain’s de. 
velopment, rather than examples of 
intrinsic importance. In the 1906 can- 
vas, loaned by John Van Nostrand 
Dorr, the sky almost reels with color, 
but the De Hauke “Bridge” of the 
same year is marked by greater re- 
straint and logic, even though reds, 
blues and greens have lost none of 
their intensity. Six years pass and the 
“Mill at Montreuil’ is painted, a far 
soberer performance, in which the 
polychrome exuberance of the earlier 
works is exchanged for rich harmonies 
in jade. Greens again dominate the 
charming Samary Toulon landscape 
of 1925, but they have mellowed to the 
soft olive tones of Corot. 

There is but a single early figure 
painting, a most curious “Portrait of 
a Man,” dating from 1906, which the 
casual gallery goer might almost mis- 
take for a Van Gogh. Two ballet sub- 
jects are also included in the exhibi- 
tion, a 1927 painting of dancers, 
loaned by Stephen C. Clark, and a 
drawing of about 1928, from the col- 
lection of Mr. and Mrs. George Spiegel- 
berg. 

W.A. VAN KONIJNENBURG 

Montross Gallery 

The first American exhibition of 

work by the Dutch painter Van Konij- 

nenburg opened this week at the 

Montross Gallery. Van Konijnenburg, 

although very highly regarded in Hol- 

land, has hitherto been almost un 
known in this country. 

The Montross exhibition is neces 
sarily a small one for though the 
artist is very prolific such of his works 
as are not desfgned for murals or 
other decorative purposes find an im 
mediate market in Holland. xcept, 
however, for his largest pieces, the 
show is a representative one and 
serves excellently as the introduction 
of a new personality. 

Van Konijnenburg is an unusually 
powerful draughtsman and _= seems 
more concerned with line and pattern 
than with color. Many of the pictures 
in the Montross exhibition are prac- 
tically colorless and rely entirely on 
their drawing and tone variations for 

suggestions of form and movement. 
He seems quite unconcerned with 
physical reality and much more in- 
terested in creating symbols of power, 
labor, youth or war. The character 
of his work invites comparison with 
that of Blake. Like Blake he illus- 
trates mythology superbly but his 
drawings and paintings remain illus- 
trations. Divorced from their sub- 
jects much of their interest would be 
lost for, unlike those of Blake, they 
seldom achieve the independence of 
works of art. 

In the pictures of the “Blue Horse 
man,” “Cows in the Meadow,” ‘Horse- 
men,” “Butcher” and “Shepherdess,” 
Van Konijnenburg has largely sup- 
pressed literary motives and conse- 
quently his creative ability is most 
clearly revealed in them. 

ANTHONY ANGAROLA 

Fifty-Sixth Street Galleries 

Thirty paintings by Anthony Anga- 

rola of Chicago, who died last year at 

the age of thirty-six, form a memorial 

exhibition at the Fifty-Sixth Street 

Galleries. Several characteristic as- 
pects of the artist’s work are revealed 
in the showing—a love of the land 
born of his Latin parentage, a mystical 
strain, strongly influenced by El Greco 
and the Italian primitives and most 
genuine of all, a preoccupation with 
Chicago—its straggling old houses, 
timorous suburbs, its parks on hot 
summer nights. 

All of Angarola’s work reveals a 
serious and sincere personality. He 
was, however, far more talented as a 
designer than as a colorist. His paint- 
ings aS a group show a careful regard 
for pattern and structure, evolved by 
interweavings of color and line, by 
rhythms and counter rhythms. In his 
use of. pigment he was not so happy 
and the low tones of blue and gray 
in which he chose to work most fre- 
quently often produced harmonies that 
were a trifle monotonous and dreary. 
However, a few of the later land- 
scapes, done in Cagnes, are lighter 
and gayer and reveal that, had Anga- 
rola lived, he might have handled 
color as skillfully as pattern. 

Angarola’s most personal work is 
found in the Chicago scenes and in| 

(Continued on page 12) 
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AN EXHIBITION OF 

EARLY ENGLISH CABINETS 
AND SECRETARIES 

An nteresting showing is now being made 
of several beautiful 18th century English 
cabinets and secretaire Bookcases in walnut, 
mahogany and satinwood. 

The cabinet illustrated shows an unusually 
fine example of the Sheraton period in 
satinwood inlaid with rare woods in a 
most exquisite manner, 1780-1790. Height 
6’ 915”, width 2’ 614”, depth 1’ 8” 
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N INTERESTING treatment 

of a corner in the Rosenbach 

Galleries. The decorated satinwood 

settee, covered in green damask, is 

flanked by a pair of antique original 

painted Hepplewhite tables. The Capo 

di monte vase lamps have shades of 

celadon moire silk. The framed mezzo- 

tints on the wall are by Sydney E. Wil- 

son; “The Milkmaid” on the left. and 

on the right “Lady Ravensworth.” 

PROMONLD 

Our 15 East 51st Street establishment in New 

York is devoted exclusively to Rare Books, 

Manuscripts, Autographs and Fine Prints. 
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such homely chronicles as “The Ger- 

man Picnic,” “Spring” and “Bench 

Lizards.” In the latter canvases his 

treatment of crowds, his gusto and 
tenderness for homely joys, have some- 

thing of the spirit of Jerome Myers 
The Cagnes landscapes, despite their 

technical advances, have not quite 
freed themselves from the painted 
reminiscences which haunt this locale. 

The mystical subjects, although ob 

viously sincere and of succint pattern, 

tend to be literary and decorative, 
rather than moving. 

Angarola’s work has been shown in 

many of the large museums, including 
the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine 

Arts, the Art Institute of Chicago, the 
Milwaukee Art Institute and the John 

Herron Art Institute of Indianapolis. 

The Carnegie International invited a 
group of his work in 1928, in which 

year he also was awarded a Guggen- 
heim fellowship for study and travel 

abroad. 

LEO LENTELLI 

HARRIET LORD 

Fifty-Sixth Street Galleries 

Sculptures, drawings and lithographs 
by Leo Lentelli occupy the third floor 

galleries at 6 56th Street, The 
artist’s aims are obviously decorative, 

cast 

and in the pursuit of such effects he 
allows himself considerable indulgence 

in pretty accessories. Needless to say, 

the surface qualities of 
receive far less consideration than the 

gilt Salomé or the oriental 

headdress of Serempi. From the point 
of view of the 

work in the room is a large fountain 

his bronzes 

curls of 

imposing size, most 

EXHIBITIONS IN NEW YORK 

figure, entitled “The Piper,” which} 

follows the most exuberant phantasy | 

imaginable. 

Two portraits are included in the| 
showing, among them a bust of a 

Chinese gentleman, which 
and more concerned with character | 

is simpler 

and surface than most of Lentelli’s | 

work. A small “Drinking Horse” and | 

“Blacksmith” are both carefully ob- 
served and cleverly modeled, while the 

torso in white 
plaster is a amid the} 

many highly decorated figures. 
In another room of the Fifty-Sixth 

Street Galleries are paintings by Har- 

riet Lord, the majority of them done 
in Egypt. The artist is mainly in 

in color and ef-| 

most in | 

quiet surface of a 
welcome note 

decorative 
strikingly 

such canvases as “City on the Nile” 

and various transcriptions of temples 
and monuments. In addition to the} 

Egyptian subjects, there are a number | 
of gay boating subjects on the Medi | 

terested 

fects, embodied 

terranean and a scene of old New) 
York, done in three panels. 

7 a “ 7 r “~ 
JULIUS FRANKE 

American-Anderson Galleries | 

Julius Franke has retired as an 
architect to become a painter and it 
is said that the exhibition of his pic- 
tures now current at the American- 
Anderson Galleries is held so that he 
may see how they look. | 
They look very much like snow and 

mountain pictures painted in Switzer- | 
land by a retired architect. 

| 
| | 

LAWRENCE'S ART | 

AFTER A CENTURY | 

Few artists have had more ups and 
downs in reputation than Sir Thomas 
Lawrence, P.R.A., whose centennial | 
occurred on January 7th, writes the| 
art critic of The Times of London. | 
At the age of ten he was drawing por- | 
traits professionally, at twenty-two he | 
was made a Supplemental Associate | 
of the Royal Academy—an appoint- 
ment which had never been made be- | 
fore. Honors, both British and for- 
eign, were showered upon him, and on 
the death of Benjamin West in 1820 | 
he was unanimously elected President 
of the Royal Academy, being at that 
time Principal Portrait Painter to the 

GALLERY NOTE 

Otto Burchard and Company, Inc., | 
announce the association of Mr. Ed- 
ward Wells as managing director of 
the Company. 

The Art News © 

“ESTHER” By DUNCAN FERGUSON 
In the Downtown Gallery exhibition at the Grand Central Galleries. 

King. After about the middle of the 
century, however, his reputation suf- 
fered a decline for which “slump” is 
the only word, and the reason is not 
very hard to find. The success of 
Lawrence in his lifetime is a striking 

| illustration of the capacity of the so- 
ber British public for being dazzled— 
and nobody is more bitter on recovery 
than the dazzled man. Until quite 
lately Lawrence was commonly re- 
ferred to—if at all—as the man who 
ruined English portraiture. 

During the last few years there has 
been an attempt to distinguish the bet- | 
ter qualities of Lawrence from those 

in November, 1926, his portrait of 
“Pinkie’’—little Miss Mary M. Barrett 

was sold for 74,000 guineas. This in- 
cident, however, must not be confused 
with the critical restitution, for such 
sensational prices have little bearing 
on artistic merit. Nor is the present 
high reputation of Lawrence in Paris 

| to be accepted at its face value, 
French dealers having a genius for 
engineering reputations; though it is 

| fair to say that appreciation of him 
|} has always been steadier there than 
| here. There are qualities in him that 
appeal to the French. Though a lesser 
artist he has some affinities with Dela- | 

| that dazzled his contemporaries, and| croix, and still more with Bonington,| the National Gallery. 

Saturday, February 1, 1930 

who has always been popular on the 
| Other side of the Channel. 

The word “flashy” exactly describes 
the worst qualities of Lawrence. But 
when all has been said against him 
three things in particular must be 

credit: a 
the 

derived 

genuine, if 
picture as a 

from his _per- 
old masters—a 

placed to his 
shallow, sense of 
composition 
sistent study of the 
feeling for style, and brilliancy in 
execution. Moreover, flatterer as he 
was, he has left us a convincing rec- 
ord of his social period. Like Reynolds, 
Opie, and Turner, Lawrence can be 
quoted against the generalization that 
all our famous painters come from 
East Anglia. He was born at Bristol, 
where his father was Supervisor of 
the Excise, and afterwards landlord 

|of the White Lion, Bristol, and the 
Black Bear, Devizes. Lawrence's first 
efforts were portraits in chalk of his 
father’s customers. At ten he was 
working as a portrait painter in cray- 
ons at Oxford, and soon set up in Bath, 
where he had an extraordinary suc- 
cess. He began to paint in oil in his 
seventeenth year, and in 1787 moved 
to London, becoming a student at the 
Royal Academy Schools, and proceed- 
ing rapidly to election as described. 
On the death of Reynolds he succeed- 
ed him as Painter in Ordinary to the 
King, being then less than twenty- 

| three years old. Between 1787 and 
| the year of his death Lawrence con- 
| tributed three hundred and eleven 
pictures to the Royal Academy. He 

| is represented in the National Portrait 
Gallery by twenty-two subjects, and 
the National Gallery has eleven por- 
traits by him, including “John Philip 
Kemble as Hamlet” and three ver- 
sions of Mrs. Siddons. His “Pope 
Pius VII” is at Windsor, and his “John 
J. Angerstein and His Wife” hangs 
in the Louvre. On the Continent he 
painted, besides Pius VII, Francis II, 

| Emperor of Austria, Charles X, King 
of France, and Cardinal Gonsalvi. 
Lawrence was knighted in 1815, and 
he was Chevalier of the Legion of 
Honor and member of the Academy of 
St. Luke at Rome. He died unmar- 
ried, and was buried in St. Paul's 
Cathedral. 

Irrespective of his merits as a paint- 
er—and “Pinkie,” “Master Lambton,” 
and “Miss Farren, afterwards Countess 
of Derby,” are engaging works—Law- 
rence deserves our gratitude for two 
things; he formed a collection of old 
master drawings probably unequaled 
in Europe—many of the Raphael and 
several of the Michelangelo drawings 
in the present exhibition of Italian art 
at Burlington House were at one time 
in his possession, the collection be- 
ing broken up after his death: and he 
was largely instrumental in founding 
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Two Tiepolo Drawings Added to 

The Ant News | 

NORTHCOTE CANVAS 

GIFT TO CARNEGIE 

Cleveland Museum Collection — 

In The Bulletin of the Cleveland Museum of Art 

When Tiepolo’s work and that of 

his contemporaries are placed side by 

side, and compared, with two of the 

eyeatest examples of Renaissance art— 
the Giotto frescoes in the Arena 

Chapel of Padua and the Sistine Ceiling 
of Michelangelo in the Vatican in 
Rome—it becomes evident that such 
intecedents dim the later work and 
rorce a sheer virtuosity into being. 

The XVIth to the XVIIIth centuries, 

which saw the brilliant color work of 

Titian, Tintoretto, and Veronese, heap 

up a debt which seems too overwhelm- 

ing to be met. Yet, XVIIIth century 

accomplishment would certainly be 

admitted as comparable, if only from 

the fact that the signal feature of that 

accomplishment was a greater under- 

standing of spacial composition than 

any attained by the more weighty 
forerunners of an earlier period. 

The subject matter of these later 

compositions was a veritable factor; 
vet the subtle advance reached its im- 
portance through the subordination 

of narrative ideas to the decorator’s 
viewpoint. The method by which this 
end was accomplished is made clear 

by the many preparatory sketches 
which have come down to us, evi- 
aences ot infinite resource and _ per- 
severance, (two such pieces of the 
very finest degree of workmanship 
have recently peen added to the col- 
iection of drawings in the Print De- 
partment of the ¢ leveland Museum. 

The trst, a drawing in bistre and 
wash, entitled “Flight Into Egypt: 
The Hoty Family Embarking in a 
Small Boat,’ was acquired for the Mu- 
seum trom the sale of drawings which 
belonged to the Vicomte d’Hende- 
court. It was formerly in the collec- 
tion of Prince Alexis Orloff, whose 
judgment in the choice of Tiepolo 
drawings was unusually discriminat- 
ing. in his recent monograph, von 
Hadeln has noted that Prince Orloff 
was among those collectors who 
seemed to nnd little difficulty in gath- 
ering together splendid groups of the 
finest pen and wash drawings. It was 
not hard to obtain Tiepolo drawings 
even in the latter half of the XIXth 
century; for instance, “‘a part of what 
was evidently once a gigantic collec- 
tion Was purchased by Edward Cheney 
in Venice in May, 1852, from a Count 
Algarotti Corniani and brought to 
England.” Two volumes containing 
these now form the bulk of the very 
important collection of the Victoria 
and Albert Museum, while the third 
comprises the group from the Fairfax 
Murray Collection now in the Morgan 
Library in New York. Another of 
these rich volumes, which contained 
the drawing in question, was bought 
by Prince Orloff. Von Hadeln again 
says, “in this case a connoisseur had 
been able to search out the choicest 
of the choice,” such as the brilliant 
variations on the theme of the “An- 
nunciation’” and of the “Flight into 
Egypt.” 
The question has been raised as to 

what idea actuated Tiepolo’s creations 
in each of these series. Whether or 
not they were done with the avowed 
purpose of studies for further com- 
positions in painting, or whether they 
were an end in themselves are prob- 
lems which cannot be finally solvea. 
The more obvious conclusion would 
be that the painter had determined to 
produce a number of totally individual 
scenes around a theme which is 
normally treated with but few varia- 
tions; and in this he has succeeded 
beyond a doubt. Von Hadeln says the 
master was primarily concerned with 
showing how brilliantly his lively 
fancy could vary the one motif. 
Domenico, the artist’s son, used the 
same idea in his series of etchings, 
“Idee pittoresche sopra al fuga in 
Egitto” (DeVesme, Nos. 1-27), but he 
did not even approximate the fertility 
Of his father’s ingenuity, as exempli- 
fied in this drawing. 
The quarterly, Old Master Drawings, 

in which this piece was published by 
Dr. Tancred Borenius, referred to it 
as “this magnificent sheet (which) 
formed part of the incomparable se- 
ries of Tiepolo drawings belonging to 
the late Prince Orloff.” No less than 
Seven of this series came in the Orloff 
album dealing with the “Flight into 
Egypt.” Moreover, Dr. Borenius com- 

* 

oe 

Mrs. B. F. Jones, Jr., has presented 
a painting, ‘Lady Kinnaird” by James 
Northcote, to the Department of Fine 
Arts, Carnegie Institute. This an- 

ments upon the peculiar fact that,|nouncement was made immediately 
despite its attraction for the artist, no | after the Fine Arts Committee met 
canvas or decoration of this subject | and accepted the gift. 
is known; he further praises it as The painting has been given as a 
“undoubtedly one of Tiepolo’s greatest | memorial to the late Mrs. J. Willis 
drawings.” Dalzell, an aunt of Mrs. Jones, who 

died February 13, 1929. Mrs. Dalzell 
was the donor of the J. Willis Dalzell 
Memorial at the Institute. This memo- 
rial is made up of thirty-eight paint- 
ings, most of them English portraits 
of the latter part of the XVIIIth cen- 
tury, which Mrs. Dalzell gave during 
her lifetime and by bequest at her 
death, as a memorial to her husband. 

The inherent greatness of Tiepolo 
lay in his masterly handling of dif- 
fused and contrasted lighting; this he 
attained by a series of accents, lumi- 
nous wash shadows, and plastic omis- 
sions if such a quality is possible. 
The composition in this drawing is 
of a diagonal character, the main 
movement going from the left fore- 
ground, with the ferryman and his : 
boat, to the right background of the ‘ ’ 
trees. The parallel of the ferryman’s 360 GUINEAS FOR 
staff and the line of the trees direct TENIERS WEAVE 
the interest to the group in the ccntinppaisatin 
middle, the Virgin, Child, and St. LONDON.—Messrs. Knight, Frank 
Joseph. and Rutley’s recent two days’ sale of 

The other sketch with which we |furniture, pictures, porcelain, etc., at 
are concerned is a red chalk drawing |}20, Hanover Square, included the 
of the “Head of a Young Man,” almost | property of the late Mrs. E. S. Lynch, 
in profile and looking up. Like the |of Colwood, Hayward’s Heath, and 
“Flight into Egypt,” it is published | property from other sources. 
and illustrated in the monograph by A panel of Brussels tapestry in two 
von Hadeln, and is referred to by | portions, each 8 feet by 7 feet, woven 
him as coming from a group of red|in rich colors after Teniers, with 
chalk drawings which appeared in | peasants engaged in archery and mer- 
England and which were acquired by |rymaking, brought 360 guineas; a 
the late Professor William Bateson. |Chippendale mahogany winged book- 
These red chalk drawings do not|case, carved at the angles with a 
seem to have found the same favor in| pendant of flowers—150 guineas; a 
the eyes of collectors as that gained |Chippendale carved mahogany pole 
by the pen and wash drawings. They |screen on tripod, the panel with Wil 
were gathered neither into portfolios |liam and Mary _ needlework, with 
nor into scrapbooks, as were the | equestrian and other figures, 24 inches 
others; but, with a furtiveness quite | by 22 inches—68 guineas; a panel of 
unwarranted, they seem to have | Queen Anne needlework in rich colors, 
drifted into the few places where they | With pastoral figures in a landscape, 
now exist. They show a brilliance |Signed “E. K. A. 12,” 28 inches by 21 
of accomplishment just as marked as |inches—70 guineas; and a Louis XV 
that of the other style, and exhibit | pattern kingwood writing table, with 
qualities which in their own way are, |ormolu mounts, 63 inches wide—66 
if anything, more individual. Von | guineas. 
Hadeln suggests that they often had |—— — —\—_____—_—_—__ 
more than one subject, a major idea| are compared with other distinctive 
accompanied by a number of auxiliary | works in the medium or with the pen 
sketches; also that the connoisseurs | and wash work of the master, they 
during the XVIIIth century, as well| attest the same care in detail, the 
as those of the XIXth, considered | complete command of the part which 
them as unfinished and hence not| proves the versatility of his large 
pictorial or of importance. This | finished decorations. 
erroneous conclusion may be_ re- A comparison with the time-honored 
sponsible for the sad lack of them, | tradition of previous centuries brings 
Since they exist only in small numbers | out the fact that the effort to make 
outside such plaees as the Stuttgart | pertinent detail an integral part of a 
Museum; Museo Correr, Venice; Wei- | whole composition is the unique con- 
mar Museum; the collection of Dr. | tribution of Tiepolo and the great 
Hans Wendland; and the former | later day decorators, in contradistinc- 
Habich collection. Yet when they /|tion te the ancients. 
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MODERN ART AND 

THE GRAND CENTRAL | 

Modern art has had no lack of spon- 

sors recently. Individual collectors, 

groups of collectors and those museums 

where intelligence and good taste are 
permitted expression have put the seal 

of their approval on non-academic con- 

temporary painting. Their generous 

aid, the result of their own appreciation 

of quality, has been invaluable. It has 

encouraged others to look less blindly 

at modern pictures and has raised 

doubts about academic _ virtue. 

Splendid as all this is it has not been 

entirely successful for there are still 

many persons who, because they have 

never attempted it, cannot credit any- 

one with the ability to make esthetic 

judgments. For them some plain and 

simple argument, entirely devoid of 

irrelevant considerations of quality, 

was necessary. Since, for such people, 

the value of a thing is completely given 

by its price, commercial success is un- 

answerable. If a thing sells it must 

be good. 

It is true that in recent years a few 

collectors have been ardent buyers of 
modern pictures but they have been 
persons who might be suspected of 

believing that art was not just the 
more or less clever reproduction in 

paint of familiar scenes. Their opin- 

ions are hardly to be trusted for they 

profess to see something more in a pic- 

ture than the representation of a land- 
scape, village street, cow or pretty 

girl. Obviously such pretentions are 
ridiculous; either you see at once what 

the thing is all about or you don’t and 
if you don’t it must be bad. So the col- 

lectors who buy modern art are lumped 

with the artists, except that the col- 

lectors are called misled and the 
artists crazy. 

The Grand Central Art Galleries 

have sprung into the breach and pro- 
vided the final proof of the triumph of 

modern art. The Grand Central Gal- 
leries have been accused of many 

things but never of the crime of setting 

quality above price and saleability in 
pictures. Their purely philanthropic 

...261 Dartmouth St. 

Mm 

“BOY WITH CELLO” 

purpose is to sell pictures and to do 

that they must have pictures which can 

be sold. There have been rumors that 
the south and middle west, long the 
mainstays of the market for the kind 

of American painting in which the Gal- 

leries have specialized, have begun to 
grow restless. The Galleries have seen 

the handwriting on the wall. 

No one expects that there will be a 

complete change of front. The Gal- 

leries will simply be broad-minded and 
show some of these modern pictures 

that everybody is talking about. Not 
everyone, even in the Galleries, will 

like them nor will the quality of the 
present exhibition always be main- 

tained, but, having tasted fresh fruit, 

the Galleries can never be quite con- 
tent with desert apples. 

SEVILLIAN PAINTING, SCULPTURE 
AND Potrery From THE XIItTH 

CENTURY TO THE PRESENT Day. 

By Cascales Munoz 
Madrid, 2 vols. 

A valuable contribution to the his- 

tory of Spanish art, notably of the 
Seville school, has been made by Cas- 

cales Mufioz in his recently published 
book entitled Sevillian Painting, Sculp- 

ture and Pottery from the XIIth Cen.- | ing,” 

The Art News 

| 

By MARGUERITE ZORACH 
In the Downtown Gallery exhibition at the Grand Central Galleries. 

tury to the Present Day, in two vol-|the XIXth century painters, as well 
umes, profusely illustrated. 

exhaustive compilation of all available 

material on the subject, and contains 

a mass of new information, carefully 
checked and _ investigated. It has 

taken the author thirty-seven years 
of unremitting labor to complete his 

book. Part I, dealing with painting, 
is the most extensive, the author 

classifying the Seville school of paint- 
ing into seven distinct periods, each 

of which is studied in a separate chap- 
ter. 

The first is devoted to origins, and 

describes the murals in the Cathedral, 
the churches of San Lorenzo and San 
Ildefonso, and the works of Garci- 

Fernandez and Juan Hispalense. The 
second chapter studies the introduc- 

tion of oil painting and the Primi- 

tives. The next is devoted to the 

Italian influence under Pedro de Cam- 
pana, and is followed by a masterly 
study of the realistic school created 

by Herrera and Pacheco. The fifth 
chapter, dealing with the “Golden 

Age of Sevillian Painting” describes 
the achievements of the early XVIIth 
century, and includes’ such great 

names as Zurbaran, Alonso Cano, 
Velazquez, Valdés Leal. “The Deca- 

dence” is a rapid survey of the sec- 
ond rate art that was produced from 

the second half of the XVIIth century, 

and the book closes with a chapter 

on “The Revival of Sevillian Paint- 

It is an|as those who in the present day are 

taking such a leading position in the 

field of modern art. 

Sevillian sculpture is studied in an 

introduction and six chapters, 

dealing with a separate period, rang- 
ing from the XVth century to the 

present day. The section devoted to 

ceramics is of especial interest, as 
it describes, in the light of evi- 

dence, the whole story of the famous 

each 

new 

Hispano-Moresque ware, since the in- 

troduction of Syrian and Mesopota- 

mian methods by the their 
assimilation by the atives, and the 

subsequent creation of a new art of 
great individuality and character, dis- 

tinctive and unique. 

A happy feature of the book is a 

series of indices, chronological and 
otherwise, which make it invaluable 
for reference.—E. T. 

Moors, 

OBITUARY 

EMILE RENE MENARD 

Emile René Ménard, French artist, 

of interest in practically all the Car- 

negie Internationals, died in Paris on 

ceived at the Carnegie Institute by 
| cable. 

Two of his paintings, “Judgment 
of Paris” and “The Rape of Europa,” 

a most interesting criticism of} are in the permanent collection at the 

| Graces,” is 

| Institute in 

ings 

| and 

whose paintings have been a center 

January 13th, according to word re-| 
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“The Three 

the Pittsburgh 

His 

owned by 

Institute. painting, 

Athletic Association, and many of his 

other works are in private collections 

in Pittsburgh. 

He began to exhibit at the Carnegie 

1897, and has been in 

Interna- 

1922 

practically every Carnegie 

tional since that time. In his 

painting, “‘Women Bathing in the 

Greve,” was awarded second prize. 

In the Nineteenth International, a gal. 

lery was set aside for twenty-two of 

1926 
works at 

his paintings. In there was a 

special show of his the In- 
stitute. Within years he has 
been invited to come to America by 
the Carnegie Institute to 

the jury of award, but had to decline 
oecause of ill health. 

recent 

serve on 

Ménard was born April 15, 1862. 

His father was director of the Schoo] 
of Decorative Arts in Paris. Ménard 

| Was very much influenced by his 

uncle, the celebrated Louis Ménard, 
writer, philosopher, Greek scholar, 

and mystic. As a boy, he spent his 
summers at Barbizon, where he be. 
came the life long friend of three dis- 
tinguished French artists, 

Emile Blanche, Lucien Simon, and 
Charles Cottet. Ménard first exhibited 

at the Paris Salon in 1883. His paint- 
hang in all the important gal- 

Europe and America. He 
was an officer of the Legion of Honor, 

was member of the 
French Institute in 1926. 

Jacques 

leries of 

elected a 

a portrait, he was best known for his 
| While Ménard occasionally painted 
| 
landscapes. His works were imagina- 
tive, poetic, and He was 

often called a Hellenist because of his 
classical point of view. In the days 

modern art was in the 
he went back to the tradition 

historical landscape in order 
and modernize it. 

classical. 

when 

dancy, 
of the 
to restate, 

ascen- 

review 

bephehreemeany EDOUARD HUOT 

Huot, well known 

died at 

Charles Edouard 

his home 
27th, ac- 

He 
studied at 

under 

Canadian 
the 

cording to 

painter, 
night of 

the Canadian 

Quebec and 
the Ecole des Beaux Arts, Paris, 

on January 

Press. 
was born in 

Cabanel. He received honorable men- 

tion at the Paris Exhibition of 1876 

and won a silver medal in the Paris 
Black and White Exhibition, 1888. 

BERLIN LETTER 

Exhibition of Sculpture by 

Barlach 

Dossena’s Works at the Kunst- 

lerhaus 
A Survey of the Berlin Market 

in 1929 
Antique Craft Work at the 

Altkunst 

By Friora Turket-Der! 
The Academy of Fine Arts has ar- 

ranged a comprehensive exhibition of 
the works of Ernst Barlach, in honor 
of his sixtieth birthday. This show- 
ing, which does homage to Germany's 
greatest living sculptor, should be an 
effective method of making his 
achievements more widely known and 
more deeply appreciated. Barlach’s 
claim to fame is not, however, con- 
fined to the field of sculpture, for he 
is also the author of several powerful 
dramas. 

In the field of wood sculpture, Bar- 
lach was among the first of our coD- 
|temporary artists to revive this me 
diaeval craft. His work in this medium 
has an imposing dignity, due partly to 
his method of stripping the blocked 
out forms of all save the essential. 

|Barlach’s’ greatest contribution to 
| modern art was, however, his success 
in uniting concentrated form with 

| emotional expression. All of the forty 
{sculptures in the present exhibition 
| are intensely human and imbued. with 
/a mysterious sense of life. Barlach’s 
| mastery of simplification and the eX 

(Continued on page 15) 
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standing events in the German art aD 

(Continued from page 14) market of 1929. It would be impossible sS 

2 

ne 3 
an 

; P hi here even to enumerate all the impor- 
< 

tea ordinary ‘ectness of his method 
SY 

raordinary dit ; ‘tant auctions and other sales which | 2 
az 

give his works an elemental VIg0r.|havye taken place during this pros-| 3) 
S 

Structural form as such is raised to|perous period; but it is sufficient to 
on' 

ove. 
> 

greatness by the subjective inspira- | state that Berlin has again made enor- 2 S > x 

‘ion of an artist so sensitive that he | mous strides in establishing her repu- | >} BY APPOINTMENT TO HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN a 

| could penetrate to the very core of | tation as an international art center. > a 

things. Although the financial situation is a| << = 

Before these sculptures one feels | considerable handicap to transactions iad 
& 

the touch of visionary truth that ani- here, the city 8 art trade is neverthe- y 
am 

mates their consistent form. They|less in a flourishing condition, for the SS 
$ 

represent the whole range of human German dealers are able to supply an |% 
ZA 

emotions—the primitive as well as international market with high class | £y 
a 

the divine, the elemental and the pas- art in every field. ES 
‘ i 

sionate. Great and lasting impressions The important auctions which have | %2 be 

are achieved without recourse ‘0O/been held in Berlin have done much ie ke 

pathos, and vigor is heightened by |to encourage her art life and have Ss $ 

the quiet and restrained style. The} been helpful in furthering prosperity | 5 
& 

solidity and massiveness of contour/in this field. These auctions proved vw & 

is not sacrificed to living fineness of | that in spite of money shortage, stock Ss INC. a 

surface or the animation of the wood | exchange disasters and other difficul- ¢ 
<4 

which, sturdy yet shapeable, answers | ties, capitalists still fully appreciated | %77 && 

fully to the artist’s intent. One fol-|art of fine quality. This, however, re- | sy S 

lows with delight the traces of the) fers solely to objects of first rank, for aS A <4 - 
knife, which, directed by a teeling for| second rate material, because of the ZA t-* 

the powerfully imaginative, carves) restricted purchasing power of the|é & 

: wooden blocks into figures that are | middle classes, is not so easily dis- S¥ 

deeply impressive in their intensifica- | posed of. On the whole, the situation ZA +=5 

tion of life. gives us every right to hope for a |&> 
In this connection it should be men-| prosperous year in 1930. 

tioned that on his sixtieth birthday 

another honor came to Barlach—the ; aed, 

commission to create eighteen sculp- It is largely due to the initiative of 

tures for the adornment of the Church | art dealers that so many fine exam- 

of St. Catherine in Lubeck. The statues ples of the art of former periods are 
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will be placed in eighteen vacant |»rought to general notice. And the : 

niches of the Gothic facade of the spirit of a period is nowhere better | >> Sy 

edifice, which is not used for ecclesi- illustrated than in the objects made : 

astical service, but kept as a museum. by its craftsmen. At the Altkunst on 

The figures will represent a “Commun- | Unter den Linden there are now to 

ion of the Saints,” and are to be exe- | be seen a number of objects worthy 
cuted in terra cotta. Admirers of Bar- of the careful attention of collectors 
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lach’s art are deeply grateful to Dr. and connoisseurs. An Augsburg silver < 

Heise, director of the Lubeck Mu-| breakfast set from about 1700 is in the | gy SS 
seum, who instigated the plan. The | ™anner of I. I. Priester and is illus- SS BZ 
n ’ : *" ive P > 2 > oe ta 7 O > = \ : 
Lubeck figures should give Barlach an | tative of the tendency of the époch | ¥ Sy 

opportunity for the crowning achieve-|towards sumptuous ornamentation. | & = 
ment of his life-long aspiration § to- Every piece of the set is adorned with > 

‘ 

| wards the monumental and the power-|@"2 enameled figural decor in colors | % 
- 

fully significant. representing allegorical scenes. I[n »> LA 

; ’ * * * spite of the elaborateness of the de- S cs 

; ™ ibiti t cents be Aloe tailed execution the service possesses | % ¥ 
The exhibition of works by Alceo | opoat dignity 3 f2A 

3 Dossena, now on view in the Kiinstler-|~ — ii ; 2 = 

: haus in Berlin, is-xrousing much in-| . Very noteworthy is a silver bap- > ks 

terest in art circles as well as among tismal set by the Master A. B., also iS ye! 

' the general public. This is the first from Augsburg, which consists of five | ¢ ¥ 

r time that acknowledged forgeries have | Pieces richly decorated in embossed 2 < 
s been shown under official auspices and | WOrK. The ornaments are distributed aS & 

the public, as it were, taken into the with a fine feeling for the harmony | ¢ SY [= 4 ' . B = hi e 
confidence of the connoisseurs. The Of the whole, but the effect is un- Pid 
fact that many eminent authorities studied. The set has a value far S ie 

l have been deceived by these sculp- higher than that of mere technical | *7 © 
tures proves that they are not weak | ™astery. Both of these sets were ex- | v7 & 

u imitations of an ancient style but hibited in the Maximilian Museum in es ae 
e rather inspired recreations of the | AUssburg on the seventy-fifth anni- = a 
(- work of a brilliant period. versary of the institution. ‘<7 & 
re This collection of some thirty of Also at the Altkunst is a tapestry | >> &} 

Dossena’s productions illustrates well| which was made about 1700 in the} iQ Dr 
M his rare faculty for immersing himself | famous Gobelin manufactory in Paris. es Ss 

T in the style of a past age. None of | It belongs to the “Portieres des Dieux” | >> gz 

n- these pieces is just a copy of an an-| series, woven after designs by Audran ss 
16 cient sculpture nor are any merely |the Younger. On this piece Bacchus | << Zz, 
is rough combinations of elements from | is represented against a background |v +} 

various works. Forgery of ancient | of elaborate folds and draperies. The | sy <a 
works of art—paintings as well as | dominant colors are rose and crimson | %2 > 
sculptures—is generally accomplished | while gold threads are lavishly woven | %= & 
by the faithful transcription of out-|into the material. S 5 
ward forms, a method which has much Another valuable textile is a frag-|é 53 
in common with naturalistic technique | ment of a late Gothic pictorial tap- 7 Sy 
in general. Obviously, this is not Dos-|estry which comes from the Middle | $>> & 

Dy sena’s mode of procedure. On the} Rhine. It displays the figure of aje: & 
contrary, he seems inspired by a sin-| girl with the heraldic shield of the * 4 3 cere emotion which enables him to} Mettenheim family, raised to nobility => i 

st very closely express the artistic feel-| by the Emperor Maximilian in 1505, | De 
ing of the period. This rare gift, which | and belongs to the series depicting the | D2 A FINELY CARVED CHIPPENDALE & 

et might be termed creative connoisseur- story of the “Prodigal Son,” the prop- |" — 
ship, is supplemented by extraordinary erty of the Kaiser Friedrich Museum. S MAHOGANY PEDESTAL 3 

he | ine from 2 technical point of view. | 4 notable addition to the Gallery's | & Z 
craft. , “| treasures is an old stained glass win- = S$ 

Dossona’s tadividuality ia soon when dow emanating from the Rein convent Pes S 
& wember of kin Ganies non anenibed in Styria, to which it was donated by S a 

J as has been done in this exhibition. | bine or the Sutra, te Desi | SS Za 
“a Then it becomes evident that they all — = ellie asia a psec 2 + 
Pe have a certain resemblance which be- f a > & 
we trays their common origin and lends S ra) 
y's a note of modernity to the showing. | = SS 
pe No doubt this repetition of similar ele- | FARIM KOUCHAKII| 2 
his a o a raph gn to various | Successor to a 

i S was in the end a potent factor | Wy as 
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Sir Joseph Duveen, Bart.,” and his | 
Duveen Room “Annunciation” and Mantegna’s| 

; “Triumph of Scipio” take the centers 
In National on either side. The middle bay is 

Gallery Opened given up to the Ferrarese painters, 
Cosimo Tura, Cossa, Ercole dei Ro- 

(Continued from page 3) |berti and so on, and the bay nearest 
‘ av ito Gallery VI to the painters from 

with splayed sides. sae gee, way | Verona and Vicenza, ee Mont- 
account for the choice of flat roof | aena, Bonsignori, and others. The 
lighting—externally, of course, the convenience of the bay arrangement 

roof, of continuous lights, is pitched, | for such contents will be evident, par- 
ticularly for the display of small pic- 

‘es. The actus anging has been 
available for the installation of elec: | (1%. ., Beery Bg ll oo, aie 

tric light—as it certainly lends itself adjustment between the treatment of 

particularly well to the purposes of the | each bay and that of the gallery as a 
room. The walls are covered with a/whole, and while balance is preserved 

reproduction of the flatter side of a|the weight is so disposed as to direct 
XVth century Italian brocade of an the attention onward to Gallery VI, 
indescribable sea-blue or sea-green which, colored a light buff, now con- 

tint with a pale gold shimmer in cer- | t4!ns the “central Venetian pictures 

tain lights, which brings out the of the Bellinis and their followers. 

colors of the works admirably. The | ; 
floor surround is of black Belgian | Venetian room, Gallery Vil, colored 

marble, the skirting and door sur-|srey, takes up the story with Titian, 

round being of green marble. Bricked- | Tintoretto, Veronese, and Moroni so 

up openings in the center bay provide \that the whole development of the 

for further extension by means of a 
crossing gallery. The room is panel |!Y Sequence. 

leaving a space above the flat lights 

heated by pipes concealed in the Among those who attended the 
walls, with an adequate system of |opening ceremony were: 
ventilation. Sir Austen and Lady Chamberlain, 

In the Duveen Room have been|Lord and Lady Melchett, Commenda- 
hung works of the schools closely re- | tore Modigliani, Lord Gerald Welles- 
lated to Venice. The end bay is given|ley, Sir Martin Conway, Dr. D. S. ” Send . | . - a : “ : ~-" 
up to “the Marches,” with Crivelli, | MacColl, Sir Cecil Harcourt-Smith, Sir | 
who is particularly well represented | Frederic Kenyon, Lord Muir Macken- 
at Trafalgar Square, and Mantegna |zie, Sir W. B. Hardy, Lady Colefax, 
as the leading figures. On the end/Captain Ernest Duveen, Mr. and Mrs. 
wall hangs Crivelli’s great altar-piece,|E. J. Duveen, Miss Duveen, Professor 
immediately under the _ inscription | W. Rothenstein, Sir Charles Cook, and 
“This Gallery was erected in 1929 by |Sir D. Y. Cameron, R. A. 

What has always been the large | 

| Venetian school is presented in order- | 

The Art News 

MUNICH LETTER 

| Death of Ferdinand von Miller 

| Purchases of the Germanic 

Museum in Nuremburg 

| Exhibition of Abstract Painting 

'The Liebig Museum in 

Frankfort 

Exhibition in Ulm 

Antique Children’s Toys 

By Dr. Husperr WiLM 
Ferdinand von Miller, the famous 

| Munich sculptor, former director of 
the Academy, and Nestor of Munich 

| art circles, died recently in that city. 
With his demise goes one of the last 
artistic leaders of Munich’s artistic 
heyday. His personal reminiscences 
and connections go back to the period 
of King Ludwig I. It was this art- 
loving prince who appointed Ferdinand 

von Miller as director of his father’s 
bronze works, famous not only in Eu- 
rope but also in America. As far back 
as the 70’s of the XIXth century Von 
Miller executed many important com- 
missions for America. His monuments 
are to be found in St. Louis, Cincinnati, 
Charleston and Bogata. The long and 

| honorable career of this artist has a 
parallel in the energetic career of his 
brother, creator of the German mu- 

}seum in Munich. 
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The Germanic Museum in Nurem-| Athena, by Myron, the great altar by 
burg has ‘been fortunate in making | Della Robbia, the alabaster altar from 
further additions to its collection of | Rimini and the wonderful Roman- 
valuable examples of German XVIIIth esque Madonna from the Middle Rhine 

| 

| century sculpture. Besides several} section. Last year the collections of 
the Museum were materially enriched 
by important acquisitions from the 

| Sigmaringen collection. 

|large works of various schools, thé 
| Museum has recently acquired two ex- 

ceedingly charming figures of putti, 
original works of the Munich rococo | 
sculptor, Ignaz Giinther. In addition 

Ba * a 

U.m on the Danube, which, like 
| Augsburg, is one of the principal re. 
positories of antique Swabian art, is 

rococo sculptures: the Kaiser Fried- | Planning : een Seren San ae |}summer of 1930. The art of Ulm and 
| upper Swabia as well as graphic work 

ee @ 8 from the Reformation and Counter- 

|} to the Germanic Museum two other 
German museums are now purchasing 

rich Museum in Berlin and the Frank, 
fort Museum. 

The Liebighaus, a museum devoted | Reformation will be shown, the ex. 

to antique sculpture that is a part of hibition thus including works from 
the Art Institute of Stidel, may now | between 1550 to 1700. This showing 

look back upon twenty years of ex-| Will afford for the first time a complete 
survey of ecclesiastical Renaissance istence. Its foundation was mainly ; , 

; ,| art in Swabian countries. 
due to the work of Dr. Swarzensky of . 6 8 

Frankfort, its general director. The The Deutsche Kunstverlag has re. 
building up of the collection has been | cently published a charming book 

which has met with great interest in 
: : . America. This volume, which is en- 

out. Objects on view range from an- titled Children’s Toys of the Past, is 

tique sculpture down to the XVIIIth| the work of Dr. Karl Groeber and 
century. A particularly large section | has three hundred illustrations. The 

volume gives a delightful picture of 
: é é _| toys from antiquity, the Middle Ages 

which stands opposite a collection of and the XVIth to XVIIIth centuries. 
plastic works of the Italian Renais-| Toys of more recent date are also illus: 

trated and discussed. The great ma. 
jority of the copies have been bought 

; : by German and French museums and 
tinguished examples. Among the most private collectors. In a short time the 
important acquisitions of the Museum| book will appear in an American 

;are to be numbered the _ beautiful | edition. 

very carefully and expertly carried 

is devoted to German Gothic sculpture, 

sance, German and _ Italian small 
bronzes are also represented in dis: | 
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LONDON 

| Messrs. CHRISTIE, MANSON & WOODS 

; beg to announce that they will sell at auction 

aveet Scr SRS 

One of a pair of Queen Anne silver-gilt Tazze by 
Pierre Platel, 1704, 

\ portrait of Lady Elizabeth Whitbread by 
Sir Thomas Lawrence, P.R.A. 

A portrait 

BARNET LEWIS, ESQ. 

on TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 25th 

AND THREE FOLLOWING DAYS, AND 

“Blind-man’s Buff” by George Morland. on MONDAY, MARCH 3rd, 1930 

THE IMPORTANT COLLECTION OF 

PICTURES & DRAWINGS, OLD FRENCH FURNITURE, 

OBJECTS OF ART @ SILVER 

FORMED BY THE LATE Pet 

tg Sh fh 
A George I silver-gilt Cup and Cover by David 

Willaume, 1733. 

A portrait of Thomas Wildman, Esq., by 
George Romney. 

of Mrs. Francis Wood by Sir Thomas 
Lawrence, P.R.A. 

“Morning: Higglers Preparing for Market” by George Morland. 

AT THEIR GREAT ROOMS, 8, KING STREET, ST. JAMES’S SQUARE, LONDON, S. W. 1. 

Telegrams & Cables: Christiart, Piccy, London. 

Illustrated catalogues may be obtained from the Auctioneers, or may be consulted at the Offices of The Art News, 20 East 57th Street, New York, and at their Agents in Boston, Philadelphia, etc. 

(For addresses see page 14). 
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. In the same room is found the| Among the eccentricities of the ex- | ————— == —=—_—S—==— 
Prizes Awarded | 4 htee hibition that attracted notice were | 

° A d SI | largest work of the exhibition. | | hn Carroll's “The Cloud,” showing | 4 
es ae Sia é anale |vonn arroll’s e ( » 8 

mn cademy 2OW | Thomas Benton's sous tall _— IS! lady of somewhat artificial person-| || 
embodying the “History of New (ality floating comfortably in what ap- 

(Continued from page 3) York” in its Indian, Dutch, Civil War| pears to be an ethereal mummy-case, 

best landscape in the exhibition to 5. and recent sage nar an ae, and Buk’s “Music of — ume 
: : . ; ception may be characterized as mod-| Duchess Calls Forth” an “Early Fe 7 ~ric . , ‘ > é r > . : ” , : Walter Morris vf Philadelphia fo ernist, Mr. Benton is even more up-| Teens,” by Nura, apparently are pre- 

“Arorwark.’ to-date in his “Smugglers” in another| sented to indicate a child’s idea of 
Beck Gold Medal for the best por-|room, a _ story of bootleggers, hi- life 

| 

trait, to Leon Krol] of New York for jackers and sleeping policemen. Jonas Lie is represented this year | | 

“Joie.” Among the other paintings in the | with a decorative canvas, “Phantom | || 
' ‘ ‘ ' large room are “Mill of Old Milton” | Ships’; Raphael Sabatini with ‘“Dec- | Te oY ; " rizea . > 2 A ’ 
Waltes Lippincott Prize for the best|)" kimer Schofield, Edward W.| oration,” Morris Hall Pancoast with 

figure painting to Abram Poole of! Redfield’s “Mill Race,” Daniel Gar-| “Village in Winter,” Eugene Higgins 
New York for “Miss Greta Kemble|ber’s “Goat Hill,” Charles Taylor’s | with “Flood Victims,’ George Biddle | || | 

Cooper.” “The Dead Tree,” John Graham's | with a “Mexican Dance” and Yarnall | 

: . “Street Abstractions” and two mod-| Abbott by “Church of the Holy Spirit | 
ary S *rize for » bes aint ig : “p ; : : pepo : . ange 

Mary Smith Prize for the best p ; ernistic still life productions by Ar- | at Ronda, Spain. “Miss Barbara” is 
ing by a Philadelphia woman artist, thur B. Carles. another of Edwin M. Dickinson's | || 
to Grace Gemberling for “Rocks and Most of the old contributors among | Works in a purplish effect. { 
Flowers.” the portrait painters are back, rein- New York scenes appear to be pop- 

George D. Widener Memorial Gold | Sorced by comparative newcomers./ular. There are Edward Hopper’s 
, Violet Oakley’s portrait of ‘“Her|glimpse of the Williamsburg Bridge » the best piece of sculpture, | ; ° ; , , : . tal 

Medal for ne “ a hs $ : _ | Majesty, the Queen Dowager of|with a group of tenements at the 
to Mitchell Fields of New York for) Greece,” George Gibb’s likeness of|back; Glenn Colman’s “Jefferson SIR THOMAS LAWRENCE 
“Torso.” | Dr. R. Tait McKenzie, the sculptor; | Market” and John R. Grabach’s “The | |} 

James McClees Prize for the best) @ painting of Mayor Mackey by, Village, New York,” and_ several | || 
; : -, | Cesare A. icciardi, ¢ ‘ ‘trai ors -TeRRC 

composition in the sculpture exhibi- | ~°*4T A. Ricciardi, and a portrait | others. OLD MASTERS 
IEE Miles Saaene of Maw York entitled The Diplomat,” by Robert The Grafly exhibition proved, at the 

. xian - cS 7 Susan, attracted much attention at opening, to be an interesting addition p o , ¢ £ | > "ive " rie vu i. » ser > j " . > > . ~ ‘ 
Te - and — — es — goog ir — For “The here to the sculpture show. How Mr. Grafly MODERN FRENCH and 

1e@ jury in charge oO langing © | mat, the subject, wearing a bDright developed his ideas is graphically ; 
ose Ct oe tetAlieteaiel bem, load enon . j aia all - : PP tae — io AMERIC STERS | pictures pursued an intentionally hap | red cravat to blend with the color of | shown by more than half a dozen . RICAN MASTERS 

hazard method of mingling the varl- | the chair, was Richard J. Beamish, a|gketches and finally the working 
ous schools of art, so that one of the | Philadelphia newspaper man. model of his Meade Memorial in 
abstract conceptions of Mr. Brecken- Leopold Seyffert, William M. Pax-| Washington. There are several frag-| || REIN] Y 4" ! 4 | 
ridge himself, such as Aeronautics }ton, Leslie P. Thompson, Charles W.| ments, and also his working model| || 
oF oe ang “_ of — ‘S| Hawthorn, K, Inukai, Frederick A.|for the “Fountain of Man,’ shown at| {| 
as ely as not to be in 1e@ Same | Rosley Lilian Westcott Hale, George | > Pan. eel eee yy) siti ; ri — a ‘ . Se ‘ : i sley, L s . ge |}the Pan-American Exposition in 1901, 730 FIFTH AVENUE I 7 VORK 
general vicinity ag a prosaic still life |Luks, Ernest L. Ipsen, Lazar Radiz,|and his working model for the heroic NEW YORK 
by George Byron Browh showing | Ada C. Williamson and several other|pioneer mother monument at the 
three eggs abou. to be fried on a gas |portrait painters are represented. |Panama-Pacific Exposition in 1915. = —— 
plate. 

As representative of conservatism 
and modernism and the various stages 
between.are the whole assemblage 
of portraits, nudes, still lifes, marines, 
industrial scenes and landscapes. 

The American artists contributing | 
to the show have sent works from )|fj| 
three continents. Scenes of the 
Basque country have come from Rolf 
Stoll and George E. Browne, of Spain 
from Carroll Bill and George L. Boyes, | 
of Paris from Andrew Winter and Guy | 
Pene du Bois, of the Congo forest 
from Paul B. Travis. Various parts of 
Europe also are depicted by several 
other artists. 

The central space on the west wall | 
of the large gallery, the most coveted | 
of all spots, is occupied this year by 
Paul Trebilcock’s “‘Antheia,” a large, 
pale skinned nude woman reclining 
on a couch in a formal garden. On 
either side are Charles Kilgore’s 
“Fiesta,” a Spanish episode in front 
of a iarge red church, and Victor Hig- 
gins’ “Interior,” a mass of flowers on 
a brass tabouret. 
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“THE OLD-FASHIONED DRESS” 
One of thirty-six paintings by 

Pennsylvania Museum of Art by the artist's 
Thomas Eakins, and Miss Mary Mrs. 

Adeline 

Thirty-six Paintings 

by Eakins Given to 

Pennsylvania Museum 

(Continued from page 3) 

in the form 
by the 

Philadelphia artist, 
one of the fore- 

of contemporary 
The collection 

artist’s widow, Mrs. 
and Miss Mary Ade- 

both of Philadelphia. 

announcement of the ac- 
which will be placed on view 

of 
late 

tee on modern art, 
thirty-six paintings 
Thomas Eakins, 
now recognized 
most exponents 
American painting. 
the gift of the 
Thomas Eakins, 
line Williams, 

In making 
quisition, 

as 

is 

at the Museum on the Parkway early 
in the spring, Mr. Ingersoll said that, 
in addition to its value as the most 
comprehensive collection of Eakins’ 
work in the possession of any mu- 
seum, it is a peculiarly fitting me- 
morial to a native of Philadelphia. 

lt was while at Jefferson Medical 
College that Eakins became acquaint- 
ed with the famous surgeon, Dr. 
Samuel Gross, and through attendance 
at his clinics was inspired to paint 
the large canvas, “The Gross Clinic,” 
so familiar to Philadelphians, now 
hanging in the new building of the 
Jefferson Medical College on Walnut 
Street. The “Sketch for the Gross 
Clinic” included in the gift made 
to the Museum. 
“Thomas Eakins has not long been 

accorded that recognition by the gen- 
eral art loving public,” Mr. Ingersoll 
said, in his announcement of the gift, 
“to which the quality of his work, 
power and his exceptional genius en- 
titled him, and which long since 
ommended him to the esteem of 
noisseurs, 

‘Eakins’ work, after 
of many painters of 
not understood nor 
during his lifetime. 
ers and critics 
vitality. 

“The story told 
Sargent’s first visit 
and the preoccupation 
in asking him the 

is 

iis 

rec- 
colh- 

the 
the 

fully 
Only 

saw 

example 
past, was 

appreciated 
a few paint- 
tremendous 

SO 

its 

is of John Singer 
to Philadelphia 
of his hostess 

names of people he 

By THOMAS EAKINS 

Eakins recently presented to the 
widow, 

Williams. 

like 
is 

would 
‘There 
reply 

to meet. Sargent replied, 
Eakins, for instance!’ The 

came, ‘And who is Eakins?’ 
“That the museums of America 

have appreciated the man is shown by 
the fact that examples of his work 
exist in the Metropolitan Museum, the 
Brooklyn Institute of Arts, the Penn- 
sylvania Academy of the Fine Arts, the 

| Pennsylvania 

| tion 
|there are a 

|} such 

| large 

Chicago Art Institute, the Oregon Art 
Museum, at Portland; the Los An-| 
geles Museum of Art; the Carnegie 
Museum, Fort Worth, Texas; the 
|Corcoran Art Gallery, in Wasington, 
D. C.; the museums of Utica, Cleve- 
land and Worcester, as well as the 

|collections of numerous schools, hos- 
pitals and private individuals.” 

Mr. Ingersoll declared that the gift | 
of the artist’s widow is particularly 

contains 
of the sub- 

displayed his 
and observa- 

thorough review of 

because it 
amples of practically all 

|jects in which Eakins 
thoroughness of interest 
tion, and gives a 
his development. 

important ex- 

is in 
Schuylkill 

Boxing depicted 
Rounds”: rowing on the 
represented in the picture called “The 
Oarsmen”; the life of the West by 
“Home Ranch” and “Cowboy Sing- 
ing”; sailing by “Sailboats Racing on 
the Delaware” and “Becalmed on the 
Delaware River.” Eakins’ interest in 
the early sculpture of America is 
shown by the canvas “William Rush 
Carving the Allegorical Figure of the 
Schuylkill.” 

The 

is 

many portraits which Eakins 
painted with such fidelity and realism | 
may be studied 
Arthur B. Frost,” 
“Portrait of Dr. 
of the Academy 
the “Portrait 
Collector of 

in the “Portrait of 
the illustrator; the 
Edward J. Noland,” 

of Natural Sciences; 
of Mrs. Frishmuth, 

Musical Instruments”; 
“Marguerite in Skating Costume”; 
and in the portraits of Harry Lewis, 
Miss Blanche Hurlbut, Rear Admiral 
G. W. Melville, and that of Mrs. 
Frank Hamilton Cushing. 

The well known pictures “ 
cert Singer,” “The 
Fashioned Dress,” 
all of which were 
bitions of Eakins’ 

The Con- 
Actress,” “The Old 
“The Black Fan,” 
shown in the exhi- 
work at the Metro- 

“Between 

The Art News 

1917 
Academy 

1917-18 

gift 
these 

the 

Fine 
the 

addi- 

Museum in and at 
the 

included 

politan 
of 

Arts in 
deed of 

in 
In 
works, 

are 
the 
better 

to Museum. 
to known 

small studies, 
the Concert 

for a Figure in 
Between Rounds,” the earlier version 
of “William Rush Carving the Alle- 
gorical Figure of the Schuylkill,” and 
the “Sketch for the Gross Clinic.” The 

canvas, “The Crucifixion,” 
formerly in the Overbrook Seminary, 
is also among the pictures given to 
the Museum. 

The list of 

number of 

the “Sketch 
the “Study 

as for 
Singer,” 

Thomas 
fol- 

Massa- 

awards which 
Eakins received in his lifetime 
lows: 1878, Silver Medal, 
chusetts Charitable Mechanics’ Asso- 
ciation; 1893, Medal, Columbian Ex- 
position, Chicago; 1900, Honorable 
Mention, Paris Exposition; 1901, Gold 
Medal, Pan-American Exposition, Buf- 
falo; 1904, Gold Medal, St. Louis Ex- 
position; 1904, Temple Gold Medal, 
the Pennsylvania Academy of the 
Fine Arts; 1905, Proctor Prize, Na- 
tional Academy of Design; 1907, Sec- 
ond Prize, Carnegie Institute, Pitts- 
burgh; 1907, Gold Medal, American 
Art Society Philadelphia. 

Museum 
of which 

the 
art, 

members of 
on modern 

The other 
committee 
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MADRID LETTER 

Toledo Church Becomes 
Museum 

Exhibition of Carlos Lezcano 
XI1Tth Century Frescoes Found | 

in Toledo 

Recent Acquisitions of National | 
Archaeoloical Museum 

Annual Exhibiton of the 
National School of Painting 

By E. 

Church 
has 

TEROL 

San Vicente 
transformed into a 
to the initiative of 
patronized by Car- 

All the churches in To- | 
ledo have contributed by sending the | 
old objects of worship they 
pense with, which 
collection of antique 

The 
Toledo 

of in 
been 

museum, thanks 

the City Chapter, 
dinal Segura. 

could dis- 
resulted in 

works of art 
has 

on 

Mr. Ingersoll chairman, include | 
Fiske Kimball, director of the Penn- | 
sylvania Museum, secretary; Adolphe 
Borie, Carroll S. Tyson, George Howe, 
Charles R. Richards, and John S&S. 

is 

| Jenks. 
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| important 
| codices, 

| in 
the and needle-painted embroidery. 
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unusual rarity and value. 
the museum 
rangement, but when it is properly 
organized it will undoubtedly vie in 
importance with other similar institu- 
tions in the Imperial City. 

Books and manuscripts constitute 
'one of the most interesting sections. 
| Especially notable are several most 

IXth century Visigothic 
the splendid set of the first 

issue of Cardinal Cisneros’ Muzarabic 
Missal, and a rich collection of early 
Arabic manuscripts from the parochial 
archives. 

All branches industrial art are 
represented, the finest examples in- 
cluding several early pieces of His- 
pano-Moresque luster pottery, a emall 
collection of Gothic tapestries and sev- 
eral rare oriental and Spanish rugs of 

At present 
new lacks definite ar- 

of 

| the XVth and XVIth centuries. There 
is an important forged iron crucifix by 

aster Domingo Cespedes, maker of 
| the imposing “reja’’ of the Cathedral 
choir; frailero armchairs covered with 
tooled leather; a rich collection of al- 
tar fittings in gold and silver, chased, 
repoussé jeweled and enameled; and 
an extensive assortment of vestments 

silk, velvet and brocade, with ap- 

The greatest glory of the new mu- 
(Continued on page 20) 

| Group of exceedingly fine Georgian mahogany chairs and tables, the upholstery of 18th 

Century needlework embroidered in brilliant colours on a blue ground. The group is 
enhanced by fine antique porcelain Lamps and Art Objects from the Farmer Collection. 

HE most distinguished conception of the modern fine home finds 

its complete gratification in the Farmer collection—the choice ex- 

amples of XVIIth and XVIIIth Century English Furniture, the rarely 

lovely Lamps, Decorative and Utilitarian Objects in precious old 

Porcelains and Potteries, in Jades, Quartzes, Carnelians and 

other semi-precious stones. Among these treasures, persons of cultured 

taste are certain to find objects that will enhance the beauty of their 

lO EAST DSO™ STREET-— NEW YORK 
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MADRID LETTER | 

(Continued from page 19) 

seum, however, lies in its picture gal- 
lery, containing no fewer than sixteen 
original and authenticated works by El 
Greco, brought for the most part from 
the churches or convents for which 
they were originally painted. The gem 
of the entire collection is the famous 
“Assumption of the Virgin” which 
shares with “The Burial of Count de 
Orgaz” the honor of being considered 
the finest El Greco painting in Toledo. 
Next in importance comes the won- 
derful “Christ taking Leave of the 
Virgin,” one of El Greco’s most touch- 
ing compositions, remarkable for the 
intensely dramatic expression of the 
figures. 

The Rev. Antonio Sierra, a learned 
scholar and member of the Archaeo- 
logical Institute has been appointed 
keeper of the new museum. The build- 
ing adds to its intrinsic merit the ad- 
vantage of being most appropriate for 
its present purpose. It is spacious and 
well lighted, and the various rooms 
have been tastefully arranged and dec- 
orated. Standing in the heart of the 
city, close to Zocodover, it will soon 
become one of the most popular of 
Toledo’s monuments 

. - * 

The Society of Art Friends have or- 
ganized a posthumous exhibition of 
the works of Carlos Lezcano. It is an 
irony of fate that the artist should 
not have lived to see his art trium- 
phant in his own land. Carlos Lezcano 
held frequent exhibitions abroad, in 
America, in Argentina, in aris 
(where he exhibited as late as a year 
ago) and his success was considerable, 
but he had never held a show in Spain 
and was only known to a very few. 
Year after year Lezcano wandered the 
length and breath of Spain, showing 
a marked predilection for the sites 
hallowed by legend or history. These 
were the most powerful incentive to 
his talent and inspired him to works 

of intense emotional feeling. The six- 
ty-two pictures now shown testify to 
the heights that can be reached by a 
master of technique when his artistic 
feeling is urged by powerful stimuli. 

* - * 

An important discovery has been 
made in the Romanesque church of 
San Roman, in Toledo. Alterations in 
the choir having been decided upon, 
workmen proceeded to remove a thick 
crust of white-wash covering the walls 
and in so doing uncovered the original 
tempera paintings, which expert ex- 
amination proved to belong to the 
XIIIth century. The Provincial Monu- 
ments Commission has taken charge 
f the work and informed the Acad- 

emy of Fine Arts in Madrid so that 
the necessary measures for the preser- 
vation of these murals could be taken 
immediately. 

* * * 

The National Archaeological Mu- 
seum reports several important recent 
acquisitions, a Roman Christian mar- 
ble sarcophagus being of outstanding 
merit. The Museum already possessed 
others, but this one is quite different | 
and unique. It was discovered by a 
peasant as late as November last near 
Berja (Almeria), and declared State 
property, the peasant being liberally 
rewarded. The sarcophagus is carved | 
in high relief with seventeen figures, | 
representing The Rising of Lazarus, 
Christ Entering Jerusalem, and other 
Biblical scenes. The figures are very 
expressive and show traces of the | 
original polychromy. This piece be- 
longs to the [Vth century. 
Many of the Museum's new acquisi- | 

tions are objects which were about to 
be exported and which the Government 
bought. The proceeds of excavations 
have furnished an important quota, | 
the remainder being purchases made 
with funds of the Museum. The exca- 
vations in the Celtiberian Necropolis 
of Atienza yielded an important col- 
lection of arms and armor decorated | 
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“KING AND BOY” 
Recently acquired by Mr. Max Epstein of Chicago from Bohler 

and Steinmeyer, New York. 

By HANS MEMLING 
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with niello probably unique. The pur- 
chases include the Vives Collection of 
Phoenician pottery from Ibiza, and 
various examples of Hispano-Moresque 
ware, rugs, embroideries and early 

| carvings. 
The numerous accessions of recent 

| years have created the problem of in- 
sufficient space. Besides the objects 
exhibited, the Museum owns a vast 
stock of specimens of little interest to 
the ordinary public, but of immense 
value to the specialist, and these can. 
not be properly studied. It has even 
been suggested lately to decrease the 
number of exhibits, leaving on view 
only the finest representative pieces, 
as the present accumulation is apt to 
become fatiguing. A plan has also 
been put forward to divide the Museum 
in three parts: the Iberian Museum, 
the Archaeological Museum and the 
Museum of Mediaeval Art. 

* - * 

The annual exhibition of the pupils 
ot the National School of Painting, 
Sculpture and Engraving is one of the 
classical events of the art season. It 
consists of work done by the pupils 
in their colony of El Paular, in the 
Guadarrama mountains, and also in 
the course of various expeditions to 
places of pictorial interest. This year 
the historical city of Santillana del 
Mar, with its numerous Romanesque 
buildings, was selected. 

One hundred and seventeen works 
are shown, including oils, water colors, 
drawings and etchings. The subjects 
are mostly landscapes. A notable ex- 
hibitor this year is Her Imperial High- 
ness Margarita Habsburg Bourbon, 
Archduchess of Austria, who demo- 
cratically shared in all the life and 
labors of the other students, and shows 
a collection of drawings that speak 
well for her future success as an 
etcher, this being the goal for which 
she is preparing. 

The exhibits as a whole are dis- 
tinguished by a freshness and vitality 
that clearly indicate the ideals of the 

| school. 
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MONUMENT TO “THE EARLY NEW ENGLAND SETTLERS” 

Recently unveiled in Elm Park, Worcester, 

Tatlock Praises Worcester 

Memorial by Maurice Sterne 

By R. R. Tariock 
In the Worcester, Massachusetts, 

Telegram 

The fact that a visitor from Eng 
land writes about a modern work of 
sculpture in America may require a 
word of explanation. I am prompted 
to express my opinion for what it is 
worth, not because I pretend to know 
much about modern American monu- 
ments but because of what I have suf- 
fered on the other side of the Atlantic 
through contemplating (sometimes 
with frank and incontinent dismay, 
sometimes with that resignation that 
is too often the chief attribute of our 
profession) the thousands of modern 
works of sculpture that are now plen- 
tifully sprinkled over what was once 
called by no less an authority than 
William Blake, “England's green and 
pleasant land.” 

An extensive study of modern Eng- 
lish monuments has led me to 
for the appointment of an English 
Royal commission or even a Parlia- 
mentary committee, of which I have 
seen myself in imagination a member, 
so instructed as to compel its 
bers not to raise new statues to the 
skies but to raze the old ones to the 
earth. 

That sounds simple but it would in 
fact be intensely difficult and as re- 
gards the most objectionable work of 
recent years, absolutely 
Admitting the first contention, let us 
examine in a word or two the second 
one. Who, I ask, would have the te 
merity to remove, just because of its 
sheer badness as art, the memorial] to 
our Nurse Cavell? It stands in a glo-| 

churches of 

yearn | 

rious island site at the very gateways 
of the National Gallery and of the Na- 
tional Portrait Gallery, which, next to 
Westminster Abbey, is the most just 
ly applauded Valhalla in England. It 
is the work of Sir George Frampton, 

| Who for some inexplicable reason has 
come to be regarded as a great sculp 
tor or a great man. And last but not 
least, its chief features are in effigy 
(1 use the expression advisedly) of 
an English lady and martyr whose 
beauty of soul, whose courage and 
whose intelligence have endeared 
themselves to all. 

As long as marble lasts and English 
hearts beat true that particular monu- 
ment must stand, eyesore as it is, in 
the middle of St. Martin’s place. 

But it is in the fields and lanes and 
beside the beloved little 

England that the ham- 
| mers and chisels of our sculptors have 

| tered 
wrought the biggest havoc. We en 

the great war when it first be- 
gan and quitted it like yourselves only 
at the bitter end; and when the dark 
|days of peace succeeded the scarcely 

mem- | 

| 

impossible. | 

darker days of war, who could blame 
the thousand and one little rural com- 
munities who searched the pockets of 
the local poor and found money 
enough for a village war memorial 
who could blame them if they chose 
all the worst available designs and 
rejected the few that represented the 
spirit of real sculpture or lapidary 
art? Their sacrifice, they well 
knew, was trifling compared with that 
of those they sought so pathetically 
to commemorate, but it was just as 
sincere and in its way as noble. Who, 

as 

village | 

for many a generation will have the 
heart to remove those objects, at once 
sympathetic and lamentable’ which 
they caused to be erected? Who will 
ever steel his heart to obliterate the 
}names of their dead? 

Sometimes an art critic’s task is 
anything but grateful. It has been 
very easy for me to point out over 
and over again that in England the 
few good sculptors we possess or who, 
English foreign, happen to. be 
available there, are not encouraged by 
the authorities, Dobson and_ Gill 
simply are boycotted by the big com- 
mittees. It has been just as easy for 
me to tell these authorities that Eng- 
lish sculpure, as they know it, is the 
sick man of artistic Europe. But it 
has been excessively difficult for me 
to condemn the humble country wat 
memorials. London is a different mat- 

or 

ter, for in London there is an abund- 
ance and a variety of culture, and it 
is not right that London should be 
let off so easily. Nor, thank heaven, 
has she been so let off. 

These observations 
have little or nothing to do with the 
Rogers-Kennedy Memorial to the Pil- 
grim Fathers which I saw for the first 
time today in the park at Worcester. 
It is as my readers knew before I did, 
the work of a young sculptor named 
Maurice Sterne, occupies a site in an 
open space of singular beauty and is 
carried out in Trani (volcanic) stone 
and in bronze. 

I met Mr. Sterne for a moment in 
New York and saw some of his pic- 
tures at the Reinhardt gallery there, 
but beyond that he is to me a mere 
name, and at that an unfamiliar one. 
I have no'preconceived idea of method 
by which his design was accepted by 

may seem to 

Worcester and am extremely vague 
about the names of those who pro- 
moted the scheme. In writing this 
note, these are not my concerns. 
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Saturday, February 1, 1930 

By MAURICE STERNE 

Massachusetts. 

that in this 
single case at any rate, Massa- 
chusetts, from a European point of 
view, has scored a really big success. 
If I were to abandon my mind to con- 
ventional patriotism I should write as 

English “fan,” for the fact 

What I want to say is 

an art but 
that an insidious respect for truths 
keeps creeping in. Quite frankly, | 
should prefer to see the Sterne mon- 
ument in Hyde Park, London, Eng- 
land, rather than at Newton Hill, 
Worcester, Massachusetts, U. S. A. 
But it would be as absurd on my part 
to be prejudiced against a work of art 
because of its locality as it would be 
absurd on yours be prejudiced 
against its creator because he is not 
American born. The greatest lesson 
that American art lovers can learn 
and make the world believe, is that 
true art knows no frontiers. If that 
lesson cannot be absorbed and passed 

'LO 

on by a people as cosmopolitan as 
those of the United States, then it is 
clear that it cannot be absorbed and 
passed on at all. Besides, as a witty 
and eminently well informed student 
of art said in the columns of this 

WALLIS & SON 
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and Foreign Artists 

THE FRENCH GALLERY 

158 New Bond St., London, W. 1 

Mt 

~ 
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journal, the Pilgrim fathers them- 
selves were not themselves American 
born. No objection of this kind would 
be trivial in London; in Worcester it 
would be ludicrous. 

The characteristic 
memorial seem to me to place it far 
above the vast majority of European 
memorials of this kind. And the chief 
reason for this impression may be 
summed up in the word “Simplicity.” 

qualities of the 

Mr. Sterne, if I am not mistaken, 
would be the last person on earth to 
agree with me that his work has any 
essential correspondence with the art 
of that grandfather of all modern 
sculpture, Giotto. 

And yet it appears to me that there 
is more than a slight justification for 
the notion. The new sculpture does 
not of course embody the bewitching 
combination of force and tranquility 
that characterize the monuments of 
the great Florentine; nor does it ex- 
press the marvellous co-ordination of 
hand and eye. But it has more than a 
little (modern in spirit though it be) 

(Continued on page 23) 
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Strzygowski on 

Authenticity of 

Early Silver 

By JosEF STRZYGOWSKI 
In The Art Bulletin 

The Art Bulletin for December, 1926, 

the 

Joseph 

famous 

Wilpert, 
valuable 

contained an article by 

Roman archaeologist 

n which after making con- 
tributions bearing on the authenticity 

of the Karly Christian sarcophagi of 

Rome and related sculpture he turned 

to the consideration of small objects 

ym=sitihe East Despite his recog 
nized if somewhat over ecclesiastical, 

authority in matters Roman, Wilpert 

long seemed ill disposed toward nas 
non-Roman material, and in this case 

his conclusions appear less cautious 

and reserved than the scholarly char- 
The eter of irt Bulletin would seem 

to demand In my \/tai-lran und 
Volkerwanderung | emphasized the 
difficulties presented by the study of | 

the 
Roman equip 

the treasures discovered in 
nto which, with purely 
ment, Wilpe rt has plunged so hastily 
\s I had occasion in 1910 to respond | 
(in the Romische Quartal schrift) to} 
his eriticism of my publication of the 
Golenisheft Chronicle so I now feel the 
necessity of questioning this 
and some of what I then wrote 
practically be repeated verbatim to- 
day It is still a question of the 
Orient or Rome, still a matter of his 
arguing in a Way that seems to me un- 
worthy of his scholarship. 
The part of Wilpert’s article which 

| shall mainly deal with concerns the 
great chalice of Antioch” and the 
hook about it by Dr. Gustavus A, 
Kisen, for which I wrote a foreword. 
Viv long subsequent critique of Eisen’s 
hook in the Jahrbuch der asiatischen 
Kunst Wilpert ignores and seems to 
think I am in perfect agreement with 
Kisen in everything, particularly in 
his early dating of circa 50 to 70 A. D. 
My reference to Eisen as a classical 
archaeologist, which Wilpert stresses, 
is, | believe, fully vindicated by Eisen’s 

book, more recent Glass, its Origin, 
History, Chronology, Technic, and 
Classification to the XVIth Century. 
Now as regards the dating of the 

chalice, I have already decisively 
stated my objection to one of Eisen’s 
points that taken by itself makes a 
bad impression, namely, the use of the 
fifty-seven rosettes on the upper rim 
or ie determination of the date. 
Kisen (counting from the twelfth year 
of Christ life) thus arrives at the 
date circa 64 A. D., a reasoning to 
Which I have taken exception—for 
why seize on such external and pre 
sumably accidental things to fix the 
date of origin? I think it better not 
to use such more than doubtful evi- 
dence and to stick to the more cus- 
tomary argument, but it is unneces- 
Sary to repeat what I have said else- 
Where about the date of the chalice, 
Sine Wilpert is not so much con- 
cerned with the date as with the idea 
that the chalice is a forgery. 

His first reason for regarding the 
chalice with suspicion is the uncer- 
tainty and contradiction in the _ re- 
ports of its discovery, already empha- 
sized by Jerphanion in his book Le 
ealice @Antioche. It is illuminating, 
however, to compare the history of 
the discovery of the treasure of Nagy- 
Szent-Miklos in 1799 and other treas- 

East, | 

article, | 
could | 

| 

| 

“PORTRAIT OF A YOUNG MAN” 

The Art News 

By CARRAVAGGIO 

Lent by Wildenstein and Company to the exhibition of Italian painting 
of the sei-and settecento at 

since. In 
peasants 

ures found 
there were 

those days too 
and dealers, the 

former dividing the treasure between 
them and trying to keep its source 
secret, the latter collecting it and try- 
ing to penetrate the secret—with the 
inevitable harvest of contradictory 
reports. What is always needed is 
not so much of equivocal discussion 
and considerably more of organized 
exploration, putting into the field 
people of scholarly equipment and 
capable of giving qualified judgment. 
For even Wilpert, who strenuously 
objects to my praise of the chalice, 
admits that it “‘would be inestimable 
were its authenticity above question.” 
Here we have as we formerly had in 
the Mshatta facade a definite 
incentive to investigation in the East. 

case of 

If we are going to take these things 
seriously and not merely as subjects 
for conversation we must undertake 
studies on the spot as Butler did in 
the case of the Syrian churches in- 
troduced to the scholarly world by de 
Vogue. 

In giving other grounds for doubting 
the authenticity of the chalice, Wil- 
pert cites such a confusing array of 
opinions that he seems almost to 
make the chalice responsible for all 
that has been said about it. I shall 
try to focus my discussion on the 
chalice itself. He objects to the pro 
portions of the vessel; since it does 
not exactly correspond to the form 
otherwise indicated for chalices of 
that period, and especially because it 

Tatlock Praises Worcester 

Memorial 

(Continued from page 22) 
of Giotto’s directness and of his de- 
lightful habit of saying just what he 
Wanted to say and no more. The 
Vision and the faith of the founders 
of America are evident in every scene 
that is depicted, and there is a wist- 
ful note of tenderness besides. 

As | walked round the monument 
I felt again and again that the sculp 
tor had absorbed the fragrance, the 
spl ndor and the sentiment of old 
Florence and had added as a final 
grace a certain dignity and (to use an 
old English word) a certain ‘“gen- 
tility” that he would seem to share 
by nature with the Fathers them- 
Selves His work has something of 
the grandeur and the repose of an im 
mortal. 

In closing these few words of con- 
eI tulation to Worcester and to 
Sterne, May one who cannot in this 

by Maurice Sterne 

° 

part of America at any rate, feel him- 
self quite a foreigner, venture as a 
word of advice, not to the sculpto1 
but to the community of Worcester? 
Do not, I and implore you, 
decide off hand that the combination 
of white stone and brown bronze is 
incongruous. The monument 

little harsh on this ae 
present. But the el 

frosts and snows, the wind 
and sunshine will soon in 
memorial with a patine of 

their own. Time and weather will 
mellow the surface before we are 
much older, and then, as I at any rate 
believe, your finest public monument 
will be universally regarded as one of 
the loveliest works of art in the 
country and vastly more. satisfying 
than the majority of its kind on the 
other side of the ocean. 

beseech 

does 
seem to be a 
count just at 
ments, the 
and rain 
vest your 

the Wadsworth Atheneum 

does not stand more firmly he con- 
cludes it is modern. To my mind, 
however, it would be more suspicious 
if all these external qualifications 
were precisely met. It disturbs him 
that Christ and the apostles are set 
in vine scrolls, where they have no 
firm support and must, he feels, in- 
evitably fall out. Evidently he judges 
a work of art by the crass criteria of 
actuality; these may fit in a measure 
the art of Ancient Egypt and Mesopo 
tamia, the Hellenic countries and 
Rome, but not the East-Aryan art of 

(Continued on page 2h) 
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page 23) 

this like Mshatta 
facade, is representative, namely, the 

the 

derived 

(Continued from 

which chalice, the 

art of Mazdaism and section of 

Christian art from it, 
defined in 

early 
which I 
Christian Church 

have my Origin of 
Art. For the arrange 

ment of Christ and the apostles there 

are parallels even in Hellenistic vari- 
the well 

with 
ants of Iranian models. On 
known Lateran pilasters vine 

decoration a ladder leans against a 
vine scroll growing out of a vase; ac 

cording to the criteria of actuality the 
whole thing would be unstable like 

Christ and the apostles. Again, on 
the vine-decorated column drums in | 

the Constantinople museum Christ as 
Good Shepherd stands on a vine scroll 
and would fall like the seated figures 

on the chalice. The same applies to 

the Baptism on these drums; the 

water of the Jordan seen in the scrolls 
would also the 

Such 
would tumble down as 
three figures of the group. con- 

siderations are inapplicable outside a 

narrow range of European art con 

cerned with the imitation of actuality. 

Eisen absorbed and pleased 
with the Greek type of figure that he 

did take up 
had written a second part dealing with 

was 80 

not these matters. If he 

the history of the vine scroll and its 

Mazdaistic significance, to which 1 

have referred in my study of Mshatta 

and Wilpert 

have been deprived of this argument 
and of any worry because while Christ, 

repeatedly since, would 

“so to speak, is sitting on the first 
floor, the apostles are placed on the 
mezzanine.” 

Wilpert has won considerable ap 
plause by pointing out parallels to ob 
jects he considers forged. As former 
ly for the “Cup of Constantine” so now 
for the chalice he has found a late 
artistic source from which its maker 
presumably drew. This is a Renais 
sance monument, Filarete’s bronze 
doors at St. Peter’s, on which there 
is a Nalvator Mundi seated on a sort 
of acanthus throne to give the forge 
the idea of seating Christ on scroll- 
work. Here too was a model for 
the arrangement of animals in the 

scrolls, the eagle with outspread wings, 
the hare eating grapes, snails, locusts, 

butterflies But the so-called 
chair at Ravenna furn 

more closely related 
are countless others 

and 
Maximianus 
ished a much 
model and there 
between its date and that of Filarete’s | 

such as the Breviarium Grimani | doors, 
'and many other manuscripts. For the 
Mazdaistic art which was the inspira 
tion of all this style of work in Europe, 
I may refer to my little book Perso 
Indian Landscape (in which cf. par 
ticularly fig. 16). And there is some 

still, one of the 
treasure 

rather different 
the Japanese 
Villth and [Xth century, 

Though this mirror 
might at first seem to have nothing to 
do with the chalice or with the art of 
Christian Rome, I have already shown 

| by confronting a painting on silk in 
the Zerin-je Temple at Tokyo with the 
mosaic of SS. Cosma e Damiano how 
the characteristic type of Iranian land 

both to the Far East 
|}and to the West. Now if we compare 
the Shoso-in mirror with the chalice 

with Filarete’s doors, we see 
alike on all three is the 

with animals 
remarked in 

frieze of 
mo 

thing 
mirrors in 

the 
Shoso-in. 

house of 
the 

scape migrated 

|} and even 
how nearly 
scrollwork 
It is, as I 

| connection 
the Ara Pacis 
saics of the annular 
anza, a Mazdaistic 

late Hellenistic times found its 
both into Roman art and into the art 
of the Far East. At Rome, besides the 
doors of Filarete, there Early 
Christian sarcophagi with vine decora 
tion which Wilpert thinks must have 
been the models for the chalice. He 
holds that if the chalice were genuine 
Christ and the apostles would stand in 
front of the vine scrolls, as on a 
sarcophagus of the grotto of St. 
Peter's, but that as it is the decora- 
tion is composed of two incompatible 
elements. He fails to take into ac- 
count that the vine on the front of 
the sarcophagus as well as the niches 
on its ends are traditional signs of 
the Mazdaistic divinity merely taken 
over by Christian art He does not 

that the chalice may furnish 
key to the understanding of 

decoration 
have already 
with the 

Augustae 
vault 
symbol 

scroll 
and the 

of S 
that in 

way 

Cos 

are 

FueSS 
him a 
various Roman monuments, like the 
mosaic of SS. Cosma e Damiano al 

|ready referred to. It is true that 
in the case of the chalice as in that 
of the Roman sarcophagi two orig- 
inally remote traditions are amalga 
mated, the Hellenistic-Roman and the 
Mazdaistic-Iranian, but Wilpert fails 
to understand this and attributes to 
a forger what is unfamiliar to himself. 
He thinks of the vine as a smybol of 
autumn, to which putti vintagers be- 

|} long, and accordingly finds Christ and | 
ithe apostles in the midst of vine 

| | | | 
| | 
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scrolls inappropriate and indicative of | service to call attention, on the other, way, and this fact must be taken into 
the artist’s “limited acquaintance with | 
Early Christian art’’—possibly a boom- 
erang remark, for Wilpert, looking at} 
everything with Roman has re- 
jected all he cannot understand. With 
due and thankful recognition of his | 
industry one cannot but wonder at the 

his horizon. 

eyes, 

narrowness ol! 

I am curious to what the Clas- 
sical archaeologists will say to Wil 
pert’s next sally, the pronouncement 
that the Boscoreale treasure is a 
modern fabrication; thus the double} 
representation of Christ on the chalice 
is deprived of an ancient precedent. 
The sarcophagi of Ravenna are drag 

see 

ged in as the source from which the 
forger took the Christ as model for 
his Augustus. According to Wilpert 
there are all sorts of mistakes in cos- 
tume and gesture, offenses against the! 
approved fashions indicated by the Ro 
man monuments. I do not wish to 
anticipate the Classical archaeologists 
but I should like to speak of just one 
ybject, the plate with the bust of 
a woman commonly interpreted as 
Africa. She is surrounded with a 
whole curiosity shop of attributes that 
seem for the most part to have no 
possible connection with her. Wilpert 
has failed to observe that exactly such 
contradictory assemblage of attributes 
is a striking characteristic of territory 
where Hellenism was only a veneer 
and its mythology ill understood. | 
have long been publishing examples 
of this sort One which Professor 
Plenge has recently sent me for ex- 
amination is a Coptic tapestry and 
therefore not subject to question as 
to authenticity as bone carvings and 
the like might be. On it is seen a 
figure with a lion’s skin across the 
breast but otherwise emphatically 
naked; the figure has a nimbus and 
two right feet! To the right beyond 
an attacking lion is a second “saint.” 
To the left there is, according to 
Plenge, a monster with remarkably 
little legs, a curled tail, and an ele- 
phantine head wearing the double 
crown of Egypt. Below, between the 
legs of the principal figure is a trident 
between two dolphins. Can Wilpert 
apply the standard of Roman “com- 
mon sense” to this typical example of 
the Oriental confusion of antique tradi- 
tions or seek out the Roman models | 
of the forger? 

The East, in so far as it was de 
pendent on Iran, was primarily con- 
cerned only with landscape and orna- 
ment, in this accordingly with 
the vine scroll as a symbol of the 
might and glory of God and the idea 
of salvation, for one familiar with 
the conception of Hvarenah will grasp 
at once this significance in the decora- 
tion of the chalice. It 
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hand, to the perpetuation of Greek 
types in the human figures enclosed in 
these vine scrolls. 

Not essentially different are Wil- 
pert’'s other arguments against the 
authenticity of the David plates in 
New York. Throughout he takes a 
Roman artist as standard and says 
“an antique artist would never have 
committed such an error.” But he 
seems to forget that it is the artists 
of the East that he has to deal with. 
They continually disregard Wilpert’s 
touchstone, correct antique costume. 
What Rome in its more realistic than 
artistic mood held of chief importance 
Was not so regarded everywhere, In 
the East taste went its own different 

consideration in the study of objects 
of East Christian art. Incidentally, be 
it noted that the important silver 
smith’s stamps, which Rosenberg has 
studied and to which I intend to re 
turn in another connection, have not 
been discussed at all by Wilpert. He, 
as well as some others of his perusa- 
tion, reminds me of the Chinese at the 
time of their discovery of Iran in the 
IInd century, B. C. As they, with their 
orthodox belief in the Chinese pagoda 
as the hub of the universe, were then 
much upset, so now at the modern re- 
discovery of Iran are those Early 
Christian archaeologists who have 
been accustomed to attribute a similar 
central position to Rome. 
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Rulings on Sale of Etchings 

Beardsley Drawings in Sotheby 

Sale 

Duveen Room Opened 

Pictures to Be Sold by Duke of 

Richmond and Gordon 

Recent Derains at Lefevre’s 

Ceria Shows Still Lifes and 

Landscapes 

Emma Ciardi at Fine Art 

Society 

Protitable Investments 

Italian Sculpture at Burlington 

House 

Sickert Resigns from Presidency 

of Royal Society 

Richmond and Gordon Pictures 

to Be Sold 

Mr. Lockett Agnew Thomson to 

Manage Barbizon House 

Galleries 

Prof. Trevelyan Elected Trustee 
of National Portrait Gallery 

By Louise GoRDON-STABLES 

There seems to be a possibility that 

the Fine Arts Trades Guild will mod- 
ify its rulings in regard to the rela- 
tions between etchers and their pub- 

lishers. The recent leap in prices 
of successful prints has made etchers 
of standing antagonistic to a system 
which excludes them from all profits 
once the plate has been disposed of. 
A system of royalties seems to be 
the equitable solution of the problem, 
and this would benefit the public as 
well as the artist. Collectors who 
have acquired specimens of etchings 
which have brought the recent record 
prices in our salesrooms are in a less 
desirable position than collectors of 
paintings and drawings who know 
that theirs is the only example extant. 
And it seems unreasonable that a liv- 
ing etcher should derive a far smaller 
margin of profit from his work than 
the firm that markets it. With the 
market for etchings continually widen- 
ing it seems inevitable that there 
should shortly come a change in this 
situation 

* * * 

In February there will be an oppor- 
tunity to see whether the work of 
Audrey Beardsley continues as popu- 
lar among the intelligentsia as it was 
a quarter of a century ago, for the 
pick of the Beardsley drawings from 
the collection of the Hon. Evan Mor 
gan will come up for sale at Sotheby’s. 
Among the drawings to be offered are 
“Night Poem,” drawn for the famous 
Yellow Book, and “Messalina,” de- 
signed as an illustration for the 
Juvenal Satires. In spite of changes 
in taste it will not be surprising if 
it is found that the value of the draw- 
ings has actually increased for the 
excellence of their technique is evi- 
dent. 

* * «* 

The opening of the Duveen Room at 
the National Gallery has fortunately 
taken place while the Italian pictures 
are on view at Burlington House. The 
new gallery is given over to the 
Italian school and shows our own 
Crivellis, Mantegnas, Cosimo Turas 
and others to the best advantage. The 
bays into which the long gallery is 
divided lend themselves admirably to 
the grouping of pictures into various 
schools and periods. The new method 
of lighting, concentrating the illum 
ination upon the walls, proves itself 
essentially practical although at first 
One finds some slight difficulty in ac 
commodating himself to the semi 
opaque central barrel of the roof after 
coming from other rooms where the 
lighting is more diffused. 

It is to be hoped that the Burlington 
House exhibition will arouse interest 
In Italian art to such an extent as to 
Sreatly increase the number of visitors 
at Trafalgar Square. 

* co * 

1 understand 
whose 
those 

that Captain Spink, 
firm is to conduct the sale of 
pictures which the Duke of 

Richmond and Gordon has decided to 
part with, has made an interesting 
discovery in regard to one of them. 
He finds that the “Portrait of General 
Wolfe” is by the XVIIIth century 
painter, J. S. C. Schaak, and not by 
either Joseph Highmore or George 
Hitchcock, to both of whom it has 
at different times been attributed. 
Careful cleaning has brought Schaak’s 
Signature to light and the assignment 
of the picture to him is the more 

tee oe hh Almere ne fe 

The Ant News 

is known that in So much stress has been laid upon | 
portrait of Wolfe| the monetary value of the Italian} 

masterpieces now being exhibited at| 
Burlington House that certain enter-| 
prising individuals have made public 

| the prices paid by the government for | 
various works now in the National 

probable because it 
1762 Schaak had a 
on exhibition. 

It has now been decided that the 
dispersal of the Duke’s pictures will 
include a number of portraits, among 
them the Sanders portrait of the fift: 
Duke (made familiar by the engrav-| Gallery. Surely the results of these 
ings of Macbeth-Raeburn, John Lucas! purchases should justify a greater | 
and others), the Gainsborough por-| generosity than is shown by the 
trait of Pitt and John Jackson’s por-| meager allowance now made for this 
trait of the fourth Duke. Those who]! purpose. It has been ascertained, ac- 
specialize in sporting pictures will be | cording to The Daily Chronicle, that 
interested to learn that a fine Stubbs|tor Baldovinetti’s “Portrait of the 
is also to be disposed of. | Countess Palma of Urbino,” one of the 

Incidentally, the portrait of Maste1 | gems of the collection in Trafalgar 
Lambton from the Duke of Durham's Square, only £160 was paid some| 
collection, known as “The Red Boy,” sixty years ago. The same sum bought | 

which was also entrusted to Messrs. | the “Salvator Mundi” of Antonello da | 
Spink, is reported to have been finally | Messina. Canvases by Boltraffio and | 
disposed of to an American collector, | RBorgognone cost uc but little more and | 
who will pay not less than £200,006 |eyen examples of Botticelli were | 
for it. |}added without greater expenditure of | 

public funds. 
* * ne 

The Derain show at the Lefevre Gal 
leries includes eighteen recent works 
by the artist. It is obvious from thes 
pictures that his aim has been in the 
direction of still greater simplification 
but the strength of his work has not 

It may have been considered extrav- 
agant to spend £800 for Filipino 

| Lippi’s ‘Adoration of the Magi” in 
|1874 but it is difficult to say how | 
many times the masterpiece has in- | 
creased in value since that time, As 

been sacrificed. His mastery of rhyth-|a nation we should find pleasure in 
mic design stands out conspicuously | recalling that Piero della Francesca’s | 
whether he is treating a figure group, |“Baptism of Christ” was acquired for | 
a portrait or a flower piece. In the} as little as £241 since works of the| 
landscapes one is conscious of an in-| same quality by the painter nowadays | 
creased power in the reach sums in the neighborhood of 
space and atmosphere. £75,000. Instances of similar appre- 

suggestiou ot | 
Without giv 

ing the spectator any very definite | ciation in the value of early Italian 
impression of a sharply’ defined in-| paintings might be multiplied  in- 
dividuality of outlook or temperament, | definitely. Surely in no other 
these paintings represent very clearly | could such amazingly profitable in- 
stated impressions of objects and vestments have been made. 
scenes as they appear to the artist. | * * * 

| 

way | 

| 

I hear that the Manchester Art Gal | 
| lery has- acquired “The Aloe Tree” In the enthusiasm over the paint- 

from the Peploe exhibition held at|ings at the Italian exhibition, the | 
these galleries at the end of 1929.|sculpture is in danger of receiving less 
This painting is a fine example of the 
artist’s work. 

than its due share of attention, and 
this in spite of the fact that the group 
includes the remarkable trio of 

; statues of David, by Donatello, Ver- 
What most in-|rochio and one attributed to Michael 
now exhibiting | Angelo. All come from the Bargello 

“SLE Galleries. Within | Museum in Florence, the last men- 
limits this French artist | tioned having stood for many years 

achieves considerable’ success both | unrecognized in a niche of the thea- 
with his still life studies and with| ter jp the Boboli Gardens. It is in- 

landscapes, although a certain pre-| teresting to compare the three, the 
cision of touch militates against his | Donatello standing, as it were, mid- 
developing much more than a some-| way between the joyous grace of the 

* * a 

Obviously design is 
terests Ceria, who is 
at the Leicester 
well defined 

what pedestrian ensemble. His street | Verrochio and the impressive distine- 
scenes seem lacking in that vitality | tjon of the Michael Angelo 
with which a Utrillo can invest such 

The XVIIIth century tapestries, ex- 
hibited in the Central Hall, and the 
cassoni with their rich decorations in 
gesso, are also among the items which, 
although of considerable importance in 

subjects even when no figures appeal 
in the composition. On the other 
hand Ceria’s draughtsmanship is good 
and his color pleasing 

= * 8 themselves, have not received their 
| At the Fine Art Society, New Bond | full share of attention because of the 
1Street. Emma Ciardi is following up| Outstanding brilliance of the paintings. 
lher success of a year ago. She is 
now concentrating on romantic groups 
rather in the Longhi tradition as far 
as accessories are concerned, but the 

}settings are often in the style of the 
|XIXth century French school. The 
| hazy evening atmosphere which sur- 

Richard Sickert, who never remains 
long out of the limelight, has resigned 
from the presidency of the Royal 
Society of British Artists to which he 
was elected a year ago. He gives as 

| rounds her masked women and their} his reason that such an office must 
|}cavaliers suits the mood of her com-| necessarily interfere with his work. 
|positions and the spirit of fantasy in| Within the Society, however, it is felt 
which they are conceived. As wel] | that the real reason lies rather in the 
as these decorative salon pieces there | inability of the committee to carry out 

. . | not considered sufficiently successful| of Richmond and Gordon to sell some 
to justify its continuance. Mr. Sickert,| of his pictures raises the interesting 
who was Whistler’s favorite pupil,| question as to which he will decide 
seems to have something of the mas-| to part with. It is said that at pres- 
ter’s impatience in the face of oppo-| ent he is conferring with various art 
sition, experts and it is conjectured that he 

| may elect to dispose of a few works 
The announced decision of the Duke | 

* * & 

(Continued on page 26) 
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are more direct pictures, with thei 
subjects drawn from Venice, in which 

|}the admirably suggested deep skies 
}and light Italian air prove her ability 
|to realize on canvas the actual as well 
as the imaginative. 

certain projects proposed by him, one 
of which was to hang pictures without 
a jury by lot in order that every mem- 
ber might enjoy an equal opportunity, 
regardless of merit. This plan has ac- 
tually been tried, but the results were 
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COMING AUCTION 

SALES 

AMERICAN-ANDERSON GALLERIES 

GOULD-JOURDAIN ART 

Exhibition, February 8 

Sale, February 12-15 

announcement of 
Association-Ander- 

According to the 
the American Art 
son Galleries, Inc., antique furniture, 
decorations and art objects from the 

estate of the Charles A. Gould 

and from the collection of Mrs. V. M. 
Jourdain, will be sold from February 
12th to 15th in the afternoons. The 
objects will be exhibited from Febru- 
ary 8th. The catalogue lists more than 

late 

LONDON LETTER 

(Continued from page 25) 
at high prices rather than a great 
many for lesser sums. The collection 
includes some notable Romneys and 
Van Dycks and many ancestral por- 
traits. It may be that he will hesi- 
tate to disrupt the continuity of the 
family records. 

Sotheby has already been entrusted 
with the work of dispersing several 
thousand books from the Duke's 
library. This sale is take place 
before Easter. 

to 

x ne nS 
it is reported that Mr. Lockett 

Agnew Thomson is to succeed the late 
Mr. D. Croal Thomson, his father, in 
the management of the Barbizon 
House Galleries. This recalls the fact 
that Mr. Croal Thomson was 4s- 
sociated with the firm of Agnew prior 
to his joining the French Gallery. It 
was then that he devoted much 
thought to the development of the 
Staats Forbes and Alexander Young 
Collections, utilizing his intimate 
knowledge of the Barbizon school and 
of the Dutch masters of the XIXth 
century. It is largely due to his un- 
ceasing activities in this connection 
that appreciation of these works 
spread so widely in England. 

Prior to his partnership with Ag- 
new’s, Mr. Croal Thomson had been 
director of the Goupil Gallery. In the 
retrospective volumes dealing with the 
year’s activities, which he brought 
out annually ai that time, the names 
of certain modern British painters fig- 
ured prominently. Among those for 
whom he had great admiration were 
Frank Brangwyn, Wilson Steer, D. Y. 
Cameron and Sir George Clausen. 

* * oa 

Professor G. M. Trevelyan, Regius 
Professor of Modern History at Cam- 
bridge, has been elected Trustee of the 
National Portrait Gallery. The choice 
of a historian in this instance seems 
a very wise one for the word of such 
an authority on works admitted should 
be of considerable value. 
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|a thousand items, including English | American pieces include a two-han-]Jof the XVIIIth century, also numbers | Charles II work box, covered in 
and French porcelains and pottery, 
English, French, American, Italian and 
Spanish furniture, oriental rugs, Chi- 
nese and Japanese objects of art and 
Georgian and American silver and 
Sheffield plate. 

Probably the finest ilems are to be 
found among the furniture. English 
XVIIIth century pieces include 
early Queen Anne parcel-gilded wal- 
nut mirror, a pair of Hepplewhite 
shield-back chairs and a pair of carved 
and gilded gesso and wood _ wall 
sconces with eagle motives. Among 
the French pieces should be men- 
tioned a Louis XV fruitwood and wal- 
nut poudreuse and several Louis XVI} 
specimens, notably a carved and 
lacquered console attributed to J. B 
Sene and signed pieces by Pillot in 
cluding a white and gold trumeau and 
a finely carved walnut settee with four 
armchairs to match. There is also a 
Louis XVI mahogany commode in the 
manner of Saulnier. 
Among the most interesting exam 

ples of early American furniture are 
a pair of Sheraton mahogany and 
satinwood inlaid card tables, a 

an | 

claw | 
and ball foot tilt top mahogany table, | 
about 1770; a Massachusetts serpen- 
tine front scrutoire in mahogany, 
about 1775; a cherrywood secretary 
bookcase about 1780 and an 
cherrywood block-front secretary with 
claw and ball feet, made in Connecti- 
cut about 1775. 

In the group of Italian furniture sold 
in the second, third and fourth ses- 
sions, are a pair of Tuscan carved 
walnut cabinets of the early XVIth 
century; a Genoese XVIIth century 
carved and parcel-gilded canopied bed- 
stead; a burl walnut secretary cabi- 
net, Lombardian, of the early XVIIIth 
century; a set of eight Directoire 
fruitwood chairs, and a Tuscan XVIIth 
century carved walnut armchair, up- 
holstered in appliqué crimson velvet. 
Among the few Flemish pieces is an 
ebony and tortoise shell cabinet with 
repoussé mounts, dating from about 
1700, elaborately fitted with many 
small drawers, some of which are con- 
cealed and others decorated with 
small painted scenes. 
Among the silver of the third 

sion are three George III items, an en- 
graved silver tankard by John Kid- 
der, London, 1783; a covered tankard, 
London, 1797; and a Sheffield 
two-handled urn, about 1795. Also in 
this session are a pair of William IV 
silver chamber candlesticks and an 
Imperial Russian enameled silver tea 
set which belonged to Alexander III. 

ses 

inlaid | 

|the property of the late A. 

plate | 

.century 
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dled sugar bow! and cover by Harvey 
Lewis, Philadelphia, about 1800; an 
engraved tankard by Moulton of New- 
buryport, Massachusetts, about 1810; 
a tea or coffee service made by the 
J. B. Jones Company of Boston about 
1815; and an early pewter communion 

;}service with lighthouse shaped tank 
ard. 

To be mentioned among the early 
English porcelains are a gray salt 
glaze pitcher by John Dwight of Ful 
ham, dated 1688, which is similar to a 
jug in the Lady Schreiber collection 
in London; a pair of Colebrookdale 
potpourri jars, about 1795; two Chel 
sea porcelain figures, about 1770, one 
with gold anchor mark; a XVIIth cen 
tury early Staffordshire “Tiger” jug, 
mounted in silver; and two Wedgwood 
basalt urns, about 1780, both marked. 
The French group includes a Sévres 
bleu de roi chocolate pot, dated 1790, 
decorated by Etienne Le Guy, while 
among the Italian ceramics is a rare 
Urbino majolica dish, dated 1534. 

CHRISTIE’S, LONDON 

MODERN PAINTINGS AND 

WATER COLORS 

Sale, February 7 

Modern paintings and water colors, 
H. Briggs 

and of Messrs W. W. Sampson & Son 
will be sold at Christie’s on February 
7th. A large proportion of both the 
drawings and the paintings are works 
of such outmoded favorites of the last 

as Detaille, B. W. Leader, 
John Linnell, Madrazo, Leighton and 
kindred loves of the Victorian col- 
lector. A few items, however, appear 
of interest, among them a _ Corot 
“River Scene,” which came originally 
from the artist’s sale, and a Delacroix, 
“Scene from a Play.” Among _ the 
drawings are to be found a series of 
landscapes by David Cox, and exam 
ples by Birket Foster, Copley Field 
ing, Cotman, etc. 

BOYCE FURNITURE AND 
PORCELAIN 

Sale, February 6 

Decorative furniture and porcelain, 
the property of the late Mrs. George 
Price Boyce and other consignors, will 
be sold at Christie’s on February 6th. 
The furniture, which is largely English 

THE LEICESTER GALLERIES 

Leicester Square, London 

ERNEST BROWN AND PHILLIPS, Proprietors 

a) | 

BEST MODERN ART | 

a 

The PROSPER GUERRY STUDIOS 

NOW AT 113 EAST 62nd STREET, NEW YORK 

Tel: Regent 9530 

PAINTINGS 

TREATED and RESTORED 

Saturday, February 1, 1936 

em- 
a small group representative of earlier | broidery, panels of Queen Anne oan 
periods. Among these are a number | Charles II needlework, etc. A number 
of oak tables, a chest and a cabinet of |of Louis XV pieces conclude the sale. 
Jacobean workmanship, a few James | - : 
Il chairs and a Tudor armchair in oak. | SOTHEBY’S I ONDON 

~~ 4 + 4 + 
The Queen Anne pieces are more nu- 
merous and include, besides tables, | RIDLEY-HOOLE ET AL, 

BOOKS AND MSS. 
mirrors and a set of six chairs, several 

Sale, February 17, 18, 19 

handsome pieces, among them an in- 
laid chest of drawers, a marquetry 
cabinet of rich design and a secretaire. 
A wide selection of XVIIIth century 
types may be found in the large group 
of Sheraton, Hepplewhite and Chippen- 
dale pieces. 

Valuable printed books, autograph 
letters and manuscripts, the property 
of Viscount Ridley, the Rev. Arthur 

The majority of the well known Eng-| S- Hoole, the late Sir John Gatti and 
lish manufactories are represented in|®ther consignors, will be sold at 
the porcelain collection, which em- Sotheby s on February 17th, 18th and 
braces ware from Chelsea, Plymouth, | 19th. Readers of Tur Art News will 

undoubtedly be most interested in the 
series of seven drawings by Aubrey 
Beardsley, one of the most unusua] 

(Continued on page 27) 

Wheildon and Staffordshire, as well as 
a few Delft and Nankin pieces. A few 
early embroideries and textiles are a 
feature of the sale, among them a 

ee 

MARGRAF & CO. 

The building erected about 1780 Unter den Linden 21 

ANTIQUITIES—OLD FURNITURE 

TAPESTRIES 

MANAGEMENT: 
Prof. Dr. Hermann Schmitz 

BERLIN W. 8, 

Unter den Linden 21 

Catalogue with 60 illustrations upon request 

Gustav Cramer 

ee 
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BALZAC GALLERIES 

102 East 57th Street 

New York 

Exhibition of Sculptures by 

RODIN 

JULIUS H. WEITZNER 

Old and Modern Paintings 

SPECIALIZING TO THE TRADE 

9 EAST 57th STREET NEW YORK 
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AUCTION SALES 

REPORTS 

'KESSLER ART | 

| BRINGS $204,977 

Extremely high prices were obtained at 
| the sale of rare XVIIth and XVIIIth cen- 
|} tury art from the estate of Mrs. George 
A. Kessler of Paris which took place at 
the Rains Galleries on January 23rd, 24th 

}and 25th. Capacity crowds thronged the 
}auction rooms during the course of the 
| three session dispersal, which realized 

a grand total of $204,977.50. Throughout 
|} the auction bidding was extremely spirited 
land a large proportion of the items re- 
alized prices far in advance of the esti- 
mated returns. XVIIth and XVIIIth cen- 
tury furniture, tapestries, paintings, en- 
gravings, oriental rugs and objects of art 
were included in the sale. A list of items 
which brought $400 or over, together with 
the names of purchasers when obtainable, | 
follows: 
16—Set of eight Chippendale mahogany 
dining chairs; A. Wentworth..... $520 

1083—Kerman rug, 12 feet 6 inches x 9 aa 
fe Se ere PF $425 

107—Kandahar rug, 20 feet 3 inches x 12 
ee eee 

171—Old English sterling silver’ tray, 
William Fountain, London, 1808; Pete 
PE 5 Sciu s wa ks nse'ed 6 os bre eke $450 

175—Pair of old English sterling silver 
candelabra, J. Crouch and Wm. Reid, 
London, 1818; A. Meaker........ $775 

211—Antique Chinese jade electrolier; E. 
I SRE re LN HS $400 

220—Old English sterling silver covered 
tureen, Joseph Craddock and William 

4 Reid, London, 1816; E. Springer. .$555 
223—Pair of old French rosewood and 

marqueterie inlaid card tables; A. 
Perr eee ere eee $460 

”» 225—Louis XV design Kingwood roll top 
desk; KE. Springer 5 

226—English mahogany Duncan Phyfe 
| three-part dining table; A. Wentworth | 
Pe ee eee eee 
227—Set of eight English Chippendale ma- | - neo , "6 

hogany dining chairs; T. aby ; $480 | TWO BABIES By ¥. KUNIYOSHI 
| 231 and 232—Six Spanish walnut dining In the Downtown Gallery exhibition at the Grand Central Galleries. 
} chairs and two Spanish walnut tall _ 

high back chairs; J. Benson....... $880 - 
|} 254—Pair of verdure tapestry —_ ‘ sitved | 269 “yo rug, 12 feet 11 inches x 9 back side chairs; A. Wentworth.$720 

beechwood small fauteuils; B. Castles Bee inch; W. V. Dalton........ $420 | 994-_pair of Louis XVI kingwood com- 
SSERSECO OSH BAN EDESS Sede esse e0d ORS $400 Rebar carpet, 16 feet x 13 feet; L modes; Vivian Siegel....... cscs: $850 

262—-Miniature marble example of C ame Sel... Se wesewiieredaudseek eames $400 ’ , ne Wine ee. El Sens eee ee nee ses kee eee be ee eee he }06—Se ; ‘ee origin: olore *rench va's sculpture of Pauling Bonaparte, et of three original colored 1 . ; le eng 289—Set of 12 English Sheraton mahogany engravings, by Janinet; “L’Aveu diffi- 
. >. Vamsan 265- ni sally hogging Ra or ws = ” dining chairs; R. McKeon......... $720 cile,” “L’Indiscretion,” ‘La Comparai- 

. “pec WwW > _ =_— ” eF feet 6 inches: A. Touriel........ $570 292—Louis XV kingwood and marqueterie | son”; Seligmann Rey and ¢ ner ae 
“FLOWERS WITH RED TABLE CLOTH” — By DOROTHY VARIAN | 968"“Kanaahar carpet, 14. feet 2 inches fl inlaid commode; A. Hermsen.....$625| «sere = settee eee eeeeew ene, +++ $1,965 

In the Downtown Gallery exhibition at the Grand Central Galleries. RO WaOht By BM ci ss cedecavicsacee $410 | 293—Set of 12 English Chippendale lad ladder- (Continued on page 28) 

COMING AUCTION | |CHINESE AND JAPANESE NORBERT FISCHMANN. GALLERIES 

ART 

SALES Sale, February 11, 12 MUNICH, Briennerstrasse 50 b (opposite Schiller-Monument) 

7 : The London Commercial Salesrooms 
(Continued from page 26) | rj . Vahruarv . 9 ‘ | vee aed beng | will sell on February 11th and 2thaI|OLD PAINTINGS GOTHIC SCULPTURES 

of them being a night piece in pen} collection of antique Chinese art, to-| ere _ 

and brush, first published in The Yel-| gether with a group of modern Japa- 

low Book in April, 1894, and one of | nese porcelains and carvings. In the 
See ame: aia Sinema. | former category are porcelains in blue | jj) 

the few productions in which Beards- | and white, famille rose, famille verte, 

ley attempted the difficult 
: task of | turquoise, self colér, celadon, blanc- a J WISSELINGH fo ‘awing black ack - | de-chine, et in the form of jars, drawing black on black. Other out-|de-chine, ete. vy - ne . 

standing features of the sale are sev-| beakers, bowls, plates and figures. A 

SCHULTHEIS || FERARGIL 

GALLERIES ie : 
FINE PAINTINGS Established 1888 | group of early bronzes is also featured, 

together with some antique Chinese 
rugs, cloisonné, carved red _ lacquer, 

numbers of contemporary woodcuts. | carvings in hardstones and modern |§} HIGH CLASS 
The sale also includes some important | jade. Carvings in ivory and walrus, 
autograph letters of English authors, | bronzes, Satsuma ware and decorative | §| T 
Spanish incunabula, rare first edi-| objects in semi-precious stones are PAIN INGS 

eral very rare early editions of Boc- 

caccio, many of them having large 

TVTT TT TTT T1111. D 
* - FRE > N. Price 

AINTINGS | gy gr 

TITITITIC LLL A 

tions al iterary manuscripts in the modern Japanese group. | §} . 
sand Iterary manuscripts. found In . Pi by American and Foreign artists 

Mezzotints , Etchings 37 EAST 57TH ST., NEW YORK 

NEW YORK AU CTION CALENDAR | ae : | PUBLISHERS SAAR RA AA BA RABA DA AA BARA BARA RA AARARA RADA BARA RA RA AIEEE iF 
aaa nied a 

OF TH N Y 
American Art Association Fifth Avenue Auction Rooms pe — 

» » | . . . Anderson Galleries, Ine. ‘el — si Fourth Ban tat ar biects | | 30 East 57th Street Fe omens i: — > art objects ‘“ FREDERICK KEPPEL 
—s S . and miscellaneous “‘nishings. 

January 30, 31, February 1—French furni- Plaza Art Galleries, Ine. C. \¢ - Kraushaar 
ceeate oF tha’ aie a es Ce 9-18 East 59th Street . & CO 
Stats 0 re tate Mme, AUX Collard-| January 29, 30, 31, and February 1—Col- | ff} ™ ‘ 1 ° Duvinroy of St Diaier, Haute-Marne, |4"tehicn ‘of American and taneiih Turn | fl 78-80 ROKIN AMSTERDAM | Art Galleries 
pee y ore er o — Anare sourlier- ture and decorations by order of Miss . = : na ae 
Collard of Paris. Fannie Bradley of Hiiltown, Pennsyl- | _ SE A NN aE a LA OR 680 Fifth Ave. New York On Exhibition 

retenary +, 6—Books, the property of the pine rg mg —_ goer ed: oe ee 
ate G. W. H. Ritchie of *rovidence, sets, irs editions ane sporting OOKS, { cee> 
Rhode Island, PR ge Ww St ade eat | including the library of Mary C. Allen. | ff] MAURICE H GOLDBLATT ETCHINGS 

: f ; “i * | February 6, 7, 8—Collection of oriental and } . PAINTINGS - ETCHINGS ; 
Februz q ce nore co aa . ‘hi 7 d : : . Sel ae re ve y me BY ruary 6—Hooked rugs collected by | Chinese rugs by order of C. H. Ananian. | Art Ex rt Mrs. Edward O. Schernikow of New | pe v ; York City. , Raine Galleries : | Paintings Authenticated and BRONZES # ontemporary Artists 

f 3 East 58rd Stree ; 
February 7, 8—Collection of Chinese art | February 5-S—Old English and French | §} and Appraised by Modern Masters 

orme Vv > ‘ > vey ‘e “hi ,r of 7 “ni m « rhiects Po ny Pas ra ric | ~ a i < « ie ‘ ‘Sia : by the late Lee Van Ching of furniture and objects of art from vari 219 No. MICHIGAN AVE. . 16 East 57th Street 
inghai, China. ous European private collections. Chi "Sage 

‘i _ |i thicago, Illinois American and European Art 

_ FOREIGN: AUCTION | CALENDAR, nena ¢-<: == . 

° 
BERLIN venruary ?—Modern pictures and watar| The Pennsylvania Academy London K voto 

nternational Kunst Auktions Gallery color drawings, the property of A. H. |! i sos Feb @ Sant ” . J Briggs and of Messrs. W. W. Sampson | §) of the Fine Arts | H Osaka ‘ ae . bruary 25—The collection of Count & Sons | , . | Peking Shanghai 
Eugen Karatsonyi. Fel : aris 28—T 7 : ; The Oldest Fine Arts School 

February 25—Art from Castle Schon-| "“pita) Ts ie: See OF Se ee in America | 
yrunn, ™ . _ fl 

| March 5—The Lansdowne marbles | DRAWING, PAINTING, | YAMANAKA & CO. 
" Rudoph Lepke London Commercial Salesrooms if} ILLUSTRATION, SCULPTURE 680 Fifth Ave., New York 

y oP a ang Dobrikow collection of East | February 11, 12—Chinese porcelains, | ' a, 
Ma Siatic Art. 7 carvings in ivory and_ semi-precious | ff} Br et 4 oe Hyd ree- 
“arch 18—The Vieweg collection of paint- stones. | —- siege Me Hapa ings. HILADELPHIA W K F ART 

MILAN | Country School OR S Oo 
LONDON Galleria Geri CHESTER SPRINGS from 

Christie, Manson & Woods February 7, 8—Antique and modern paint- | satiate | | | 7 February 6—Decorative furniture and| ings. lllustrated Booklets, Address the Curator JAPAN AND CHINA DAY BRITE REFLECTOR CO. 
Dorcelain, the property of Mrs. George | March 20, 28—Antique and modern paint- | | 703 S. BROADWAY = ST.LOUIS,MO. 

rice Boyce. ings, and objects of art. . — " as - a 

a 
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: 2 : | . | se ¥ 
237—Romney, George “Emma, Lady | 380—Carved Chinese rose quartz female | GOLDSMID-STERN within engraved | borders. (London) ; 

AUC j ION SALE Hamilton,” 22 x 17 inches; I. Keyes figure; A. Heckla .... siege $430 : - | Collected and I ublished by Thomas . J — * @ : ‘ r » - - 97 . — a ag ee Re at, le ee ‘a . $3,200 | 381--Chinese rose quartz covered vase, \SALOMONS BOOKS, PART IL) McLean (ca. 1827); James J. PA 
43% sOV: rs ‘isco, “The Guardsman,’ mounted into two-light electrolier; J. : | maa tee ae cos eee eee =e See ‘ 

REPORTS 229_Gov, Prancineg “The Guardeman,” |" wounted. so she slectrolieg 3  -eagiaek. hens. si aaa 
Worthington : Pr Xe aay . $4,700 | 352 Chinese ivory group Ec. Springea American Art Association-Anderson | Album. Colored and engraved title. = ; tena Ae ize 22 x 16%] é $1,000 |Galleries, Inc.—Colored plate books| Pass attributed to Alken, and 16 col- Ac (Continued from page 27) es Gee Sener Sere a nnd nome carer mad tsay, mounted | ne eet are ored plates by C. B. Newhouse. Lon- KE . inches; A. Hermsen as $400 |: - <r Seer ak: i. o iden’ ae $950 and a Cruikshank collection from the don: Messrs. Fores, 1845. First B e > oo _ — 7 > 4 —a " se ‘ » 7 n sold 8 J 4 > 7 0 ae vo - - aS : ~te, al ns < > Fe alt pda teehnr> © an 

309- an of pa. ni _guencel meen? aoada} 341- na = aa Rg ee 385—Pair of royal Sevres porcelain vases library of the late Sir David Lionel - s dition; A. F. Baxter (Record) . $3,900 

“Tepaiting vy Marker” “At Nearket.” ws eee: Jaeopenies ‘ with pedestals to match; E. Springer |Goldmid-Stern Salomons, Bart., Part “2 moony colored, plates. The Sporting Ad’ 
| Soming from Market,” “Returned MISCELLANEOUS meet Seabee SaSeesstesss sna sy) +> ise; he |I, were sold on January 16th and 17th. ioe ies mak | bale a F o9 " " —s 9@ P ¢ oat ese eA? . ot — 3! : 1 ce a e( il 1 agate! ~. > : a 4 é . > . -n- from Market"; E. Springer... .. .$2,600 343, 344, 345, 346, 347 Collection of five | ‘haat J Blume wiaicehe ne. $L800 The grand total for the sale was graved by G. Hunt. London, 1822 

311—Russell, John (Attributed to). “Eng- fans made by Mr. Alexander Blumen: | 5.7 Antique French solid silver center- | $62,591.00. Important items and their first edition, the six numbers com- Th 
lish Lady,” original pastel 28 x 36 — a7 painted by famous 2738.00 | piece, depicting the “Roman Bath” ;| purchasers follow: Me ee ee 0 
incomes: ©. Pramk@l...ccccccvcess $1,400 Ge. Bi. SRAW eoeveccccecoevccnccers : gy) AO rae $4,450 : . . > : §i—Annals of Sporting and Fancy Ga. j 

512—Russell, John “Lady Fitzherbert,” | 349—Brussels tapestry, 1750, cartoon by | 258 Antique ebony Viennese cabinet; J. 16—Aeronautics A Collection of Orig- zette (The); A Magazine, Entirely _ 
original ‘pastel, 23 x 29 inches; E. LeClere, “Coat of Arms of William of | a ae er ere oe $780 | inal Drawings, Rare Engravings, Por- appropriated to Sporting Subjects and i 
PEE Sc wacerecesouves cine Behe $450 Orange of England, with Knight of | 399 French Louis XVI design mahogany | traits and Printed Matter depicting Fancy Pursuits. With complete se. n 

313—R ll J r OM s. J kson,” ori the Garter on Border,” 9 feet 8 inches commode; A. Wertheim........... $725 | the History of Ballooning and Aerial ries ‘of 158 colored and uncolored (m Ise : JacKSson, Eo 7 % ) - | ' ° . . . Geet oleae th PO me Mong 2 ne x 8 feet: B. Castles..... : $10,000 | s99 x Vith century Italian carved ivory Var patton, from the ae ggg oO plates, by Samuel Alken, Cruikshank . 
: aa Sate nity ha $1,000 | 350—-Brussels tapestry, with the Royal counts; CG. PF. Shaw........av: $1,400 | Baloous y Mountgolfier to the Yea and others. London, 1822-8. With b a Sums erases. bees etarevs Se eel Brussels factory mark, XVIIth century, | (93—XVIIth century carved ivory cruci- | 1x69, and illustrating the Careers o} the June number; H. F. Dittrich P 

3i¢— Russell, Jone. ae fon. original cartoons by J. F. Van Den Hecke, “La fix; V. Siegel ..... sete daig ot, nf all the most famous professors OJ) ........... Ter? eee) $1,200 - pastel, 18 x 24 inches; J. Le Roy. .$625 Science,” 12 feet 10 inches x 12 feet 10|395—English — sterling silver tankard, | the Art. Collected and arranged by! 95 _(apperley, C. J.). Memoirs of the a OIL PAINTINGS inches; 8S. Schepps ...... ~ $7,250 made in London, 1685; F. Weeks. .$425 | . ees s a n. W na 6 yates oar Life of the late John Mytton 12 col “4 
. , * P ales 17 j ster a . . volume containing advertisements, , : 4 7 

315—Baptiste, Jean. Pair of still life |351—Brussels tapestry, XVIIth century, sel ge Rh Fg ~~ - ae ~— bills posters ete. of the balloon oe mae Seve — etched by Henry F . . . ". wo . . " . ‘ussels facto ark, . CITCa iov, DY JO q Son; A. | aot ~ — = « p cen sondon, 835: first sAiti j 
flower subjects, 28 x 40 inches; = vo oe ae 5g oe f — ae I Fe) ae re Sea ee PPT Se $400 | ascents of Charles Green, collected by iineaat og os a bye: ¥ hee) «AY 
Seligsberg wine mote. oly PRLS tales hE Sh Bada $900 or heos ; ‘de | is XIV.” ‘on || 398—English sterling silver four-piece tea | himself and forming a record of his 997 we et . . , pte K 317—David, Jacques Louis. “Farewell of L/Apotheose de } 20uls te a 7 10 and coffee set, Sheffield, 1817 and 1818. } career both in England and abroad, | »°‘(— ruikshank, George. Moustrosities ' 
Marshal Ney,” 26 x 22 inches; P. poaeee fo oe oe | cones by John Watson; H. E. Potter... $675 1822-1854 V. p, 1783-1869; EF Of Steere ae ceon Cane Seer Coes Seam . aa Rage cn a $1,150 inches x 12 feet inches ; S. Schepps | ,., “Solid silver French six-piece tea and SEE ooo oe Ae ee he de eae $6,756 (2), I827, 1822, (2), M824, 1825-6. 12 : 
ne aos weer <SEOUD, Be Bi sshesecs sevvestecereoscecs oe + «9,00 ” coffee set : A. Begin Pee ee . $410 56—Alken, Henry. Sporting Discoveries, colored caricatures by George Cruik- Are 

20 inches; W. Doran............ ,,81,300 $52 Pair of bronze groups, Louis XIV 402—English sterling silver jardiniere, or, the Miseries of Hunting. By Ben shank, four 1 of the _ plates mee early Ww 319—Corot, J. B. C. “Landscape,” 9 x period, “Daphne and Apollo,” after Le Rebecca Emes and Edward Barnard Tally-Ho, 7 colored plates by Henry ete,  SASGOM, SS See oe 
12% inches; A. Glennon......... $5,200 Bernini and “Enlevement de Prosper- London, 1821; A: Begin........... $675 Alken London, 1817, first separate an original oereree drawing of (one + 320 Greuze, Jean Baptiste “Girl with pine par Pluton, after Jean) a 03—Antique royal Persian  Khorassan edition; James J. Fox......... $1,300 a oe ll nt te se. ee” a 
Dove,” 20 x 20% inches; Mrs. L. Gold- og ulogne 7 A ). F rankel. . me he Babe Bed $3,2 be palace carpet, 43 feet x 20 feet; A. 60 Alken, Henry. A Cockue y's Shoot- | Ber izhei : % — ,, om Es, on $2,250 Louis XVI ormolu and Sévres clock ep Ms ‘ 4 . . ; BCPOIBMGMMC 2. ccc stew siesees $540 Ard ee . so a a ialtelhas “Solelie Raginala” > Sella ietialatadad A person, v0" , - 2 4 - aa. & = . * ew I RG ea ee eh ete ae fie elie $3,800 ig Season in Suffolk 6 colored plates 271 Cruikshank, George The Gin SI 

s31—Pragueard, Jean Honore, | Land- by Dubois, Paris, 1780; Seligmann Rey | jo4—Kerman meshed palace carpet, 20 by Henry Alken London, 1822;}"' in to euteeliaak  oeee = scape, Rest by the Wayside,” 21 x 17 eg eee $1,500 feet 6 inches x 13 feet 6 inches: A James F. Drake. Ine $1.15¢ Woodeuts by Cruikshank. London el 
inches; A. Fanoni...... Asparalee el $1,500 | 355—Louis XVI bisque de Sévres_ three- Dorr , $i 250] 68— Alke n Henry. Indispe nsable vy (1869). First edition. Inserted are 12 

322—Lebrun Vigée “Viscountess De piece clock set; L. Golden....... $1,000 | 196-_Antique ctakdanen Miee ecm wheat ate tee 2 . 7 rae I q 4 25 pages of original sketches or trac. 
oe 4 My ; - . __ ’ : : —Antique Persian Sultanabad palace complishments; or Hints to City Gen m. , ths. tiered 2 ith : 

Vandreuil,” 27 x 37% inches; M./356—Louis XVI mahogany writing table, carpet, 25 feet 8 inches x 14 feet 5 tlemen 4 plates, colored, unsigned sket he > Cruikshank’ in th oc ‘“l wan Fe . , log , a" >) Smringe _- . » — y head sketches ; csheé > ar- 
aga arron aes Be ae 62 5 0.9:8'4 bE EAL, $5,600 signed by Wassoux, 1770; E. Springer ens 2. TOO: ..k cccecanocaer $1,050 London: Printed for Edward Orme, rs aie ‘ < H a W TE oy $650 a 
323—Reynolds, Sir Joshua. Portrait of PS as. Totes wee eee eee en eee eeesees $625 107—Antique Persian Feraghan carpet, 23 1824 Plates dated 1815, wrappers | 499° Gruikshank._ George. 4 Coll a . 

cee Eherrs.” 2) = 38 inches; J. Dolan | 367—Loule XVI commode, signed by 5a- feet 8 inches x 13 feet 5 inches; A. 1824; Edgar H. Wells........... $650 |" "of about $56 caricatures, moatiy te 2 Pal Rae Ree tas . $3,800 geot, 1770, in rosewood; 8. Schepps cha Soa kre ee te nc te ae a ei $700} 73—Alken, Henry. Military Duties, Or onlora’ mounted. inlaid or folded rn wy 324 Hoppner, John, Miss Bridget \ in POSS hau, tt tee eee s ene teen eee seeees $1,275 108—Antique Persian Sultanabad carpet, currences, etc. ete, Manuscript title pat ‘ ery , . oy 
ee ~ ; «Begg pooh sponse peneeveng 305 ne a A nee eee-Naee Cunneeees, 25 feet x 14 feet; A. Kasab..... $1,150 and 56 hand-colored etchings, inlaid (Continued on page 30) R 325 wen, iliam. “The Two Sisters, rock crystal topaz and amethyst drops, t 

28 x 30 inches; W. Doran...... 2,400 ee PS SS: eee a ical teal ceees ee ee EE by 
326—Greuze, Jean Baptiste, Siedlintion,” 359 Pair ‘of sterling silver nine-light tc 26 x 22 inches; E. Springer..... $3,300 candelabra; G. “*P. Shaw.......... $420 — = of 
327—Ingres, Jean Auguste Dominique. | 360—Carved and gilded Louis XVI bed; pe 

“Sister of Napoleon.” 36 x 26 inches; EN eOe cake as bh de wb tae 64 $1,150 
oT oe Sa ee $1,600 | 361—Pair of Beauvais point blue satin Bab 

328—Nattier, Jean Mare “Duchess de oe UC er are $425 7 
Chalerauroux,” 36 x 29 inches; P. | 362—Pair of red silk velvet portieres with e 5S 
SE eee $7.200 appliqued Renaissance border and Cl ppliq 

329—Lorraine, Claude. “Landscape,”’ 24 x valance; L. Golden ............- .. $625 —_— to 
oe cee s- Ee. De Wie ...cccocsie $1,100 | 368—Antique Kermanshah rug, Tree of INC, 

3230—Poussin, Nicholas, “Woodland Life design, 14 feet 3 inches x 10 feet Bal: 
Scene,” 28 x 38 inches; J. Blume Se Gh DR a chcbencesaae $550 hi 
SEMEL beak «tha ene iwetsneesee $2,000 | 369—Kermanshah rug, 20 feet 8 inches x 3 East 51st Street, New York Re 

331—Van Loo, Carle. “Portrait of a 12 feet 8 inches; O. Frankel...... $1,100 
Lady,” 36 x 28 inches; J. Dolan.$2,400 | 370—Kermanshah rug, 14 feet 8 inches x Bar 

332—-Monticelli, Adolph. ‘Royal Retinue,” 10 feet 11 inches; O. Frankel..... $575 Ce 
8% x 21 inches; T. Fennon.......$425|371—Kermanshah rug, prayer pattern, 18 PAINTINGS and WORKS of ART m 

333—Boucher, Francois. “Repose; Nude feet 6 inches x 13 feet 10 inches; L. Bi 
Figure Reclining,” 35 x 46 tnches; H. en Aan shee ea ware Wis ala od debe 08 $4,000 Belt 
EES a a $1,900 | 372—Royal silk Hereke rug, 13 feet 6 , es 2 ol 

334—Gordon, Sir John Watson. “Portrait inches x 9 feet 9 inches; L. Harris. $800 Ancien Palais Sagan, 57 Rue St. Dominique PARIS 9 Rue de la Paix Pt 
of a Lady,” 30 x 25 inches; N. Gibson | 373—Antique silk Tabriz rug, 9 feet 5 V ss 
ae. csWebcu het neeeev sce004 $2,250 inches x 6 feet 8 inches; L. Golden El » i: 7 
rr ee ee CM Pee ccc hs. O6.0.0 568 he bes es ensedeecses $800 te covery,” 16 x 13 inches; A. Herman | 374—Hereke silk palace rug, 9 feet 3 a SL ———— — - ——— _—_—_—___-__— _ SS € 

[APM Sass) 4Kbdedevrecedascwesder $600 inches x 6 feet; S. Seligsberg.....$425 - om 
336—Delacroix, Eugene. “The Nubian | 375—Royal princess Bokhara rug, 17 feet | + 

Girl,” 14 x 10% inehes; A. Herman 10 inches x 7 feet 9 inches; B. Meckle- re 
SY ea ee $425 rere Pere 
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Calendar of Exhibitions in| New Yor | | 
| 

: os 

v2 ; jes, 50 East 57th St.—)| Durand-Ruel Galleries, 12 East 57th St.—| Mural Gallery of Contemporary Art, 47 (GAINSBOROUGH (GALLERIES, INC. 
Ackerman oeme ~ ag by American and xhibition of drawings by Degas, Guys,| West 52nd St.—Exhibition of work in _ 
ftchings, anes. wens Cassatt and Puvis de Chavannes, Feb- aa media, eae work by Wil- 

tish | wary is iam Gropper, arnar Gussow, George 
a lub, 23 Park Ave.—Oils and re Sk ey oe T ‘Masten and manueio momane. | RICHARD VITOLO RICHARD E. ENRIGHT | 

sdvertising © " by Louis Lozowick, to| Ehrich Galleries, 36 East 57th St.—Exhi- - : President Vice-President Lithogr ~ eth. bition of old masters, through February. Bascom of Modern At 730 Fifth ies 
Februar ) | Uxhibition o “Painting in -aris,”’ 

> Sons, 125 East 57th St. | Ferargil Galleries, 37 East 57th St.— through February 16th 
Thomas Agnew & Sor ’ Portraits by Minga Pope Patchin, to 

Old masters. | February 2d. Paintings by Luigi Lucioni} National Association of Women Painters — 
Ainslie Galleries, 677 Fifth ee tage and prints by Frank Nankivell, Febru- and Sculptors, 17 East 62nd St.—Ex- 
ar erics artists and old} ary 3rd to 19th. Exhibition of sculpture hibition of paintings by Emily Nichols a y rican artist ine iry ore I & : ) : 
aan bg en | by American artists, through February. Hatch and sculpture by Mabel Conkling, Old and ©Gontemporary natal oc ‘ : ve aie . to February 15th. ’ : jerson Gal-| The Fifteen Gallery, 37 W est sith St.— c 

american, re A’ Nast bith Ste Portraits | Paintings by Andrew T, Schwartz, | y, Neumann, New Art Circle, 9 East | Masters 
leries, ~- "Costa, to February Ist. through February Ist. | Paintings by 57th St.—An exhibition of international 
by oe by Julius’ Franke, to Febru- Winthrop Turney, February 3rd moderns, American, French, German, — — 
hong ag Exhibition and sale of original through 15th. Italian and Russian. irs . “igs , as > ‘. - 
ave rs - Denys Wortman for the iftv-si Street Galleries, 6 East 56th | — : 
Seneat of Ld Needle and Bobbin Guild, "bt iaemariat canihition’ of paintings New York Historical Society, 170 Central 
pebruary 2nd to 8th. by Anthony Angarola, to February 15th. of th bets nr gree ne lg Pte vow 222 59 h S N Y k i Sculpture and drawings by Leo Lentelli 7 Ae et - Ea W est t treet ew tor “ American Place,” 509 Madison Ave.— and paintings of Egypt by Harriet Lord, York stage, 1850-1910, through February | . An Am p 97 yaintings by 2 nt os 28, 1930. Exhibition of <4 " - pail it te to February 8th. we gia O' Keeffe, “ebruary ith ) ; , _ x - on : “—— 
com 9th. G. R. D. Studio, 58 West 55th St.—Ex-| New York Public Library, 476 Fifth Ave— = 
— , hibition ot _ paintings by_ Gutman, Corridor, third floor, early views of | DEE EI 

Architectural League of New York, 215 Rothschild, Schwab and Sokole, to American cities. Room 316; exhibition | 
West bith St.—Forty-fifth annual ex- February Ist. of lithographs and wood engravings by . _ "ne > era at ws 

ion of the League, February Ist to : s : spies. 9929 Ce > Honore Daumier, to March, 1930. Room | hibition Gainsborough Galleries, 222 Central Park et aun L ) ] 
Mareh 2nd. South.—Old and contemporary masters. wer — m pees in aig BRIMO DE LAROUSSILHE 7 rapny, nrougn Maren, 

, 0 Park Ave.—Exhibition | Gallery of Living Art, 100 Washington 
nate Caer iy Cushing and wood- Square East.,—Permanent exhibition Of | New York School of Applied Design for | 3 ee by Gertrude Hermes, to February progressive XXth century artists. Women, 160 Lexington Ave.—General 

12th. Paseal M. Gatterdam Gallery, 145 West exhibition. | Works of Art for Collections 

| Art Center, 65 East 56th St.—City Gar- itaabees . : i Newhouse Galleries, 11 East 57th St.—| 
: dens Club of New York City Sky Gar-| Goldschmidt Galleries, 730 Fifth Ave.— Paintings by Medard Verburgh, to} TAPESTRIES — PAINTINGS 
} dens, to February Ist. In the he Old paintings and works of art. February 8th. } “ cchings by Gordon Grant, O ; d 
, Se ruary ist; and etchings and color|]Grand Central Art Galleries, 6th Floor, } Arthur U. Newton, 665 Fifth Ave.—Paint- From Early Middie-Age to the Renaissance 
. wood blocks by Charles W. agedagge es Grand Central Terminal.—An exhibition ings by XVIIIth century English mas- ) » . Ini j re Vy 7 «i ; y sae ‘ re : > vet ~e Yebruary 4th to 21st. Paintings — D} of paintings, sculpture, water colors, ters. 

farted Bate and wood block ~——s drawings and prints by contemporary 34 Rue Lafayette, and 
vs oinette I. Scudder, February 3r¢ American artists of the Downtown Gal-| O’Hana and de Cordova, Ine., 148 East 
= a7 "Work by the New York Society lery, to February 15th. Sketches made 50th St.—Spanish and French antiques, 58 Rue Jouffroy (Boulevard Malesherbes) 
t Craftsmen and Mexican crafts, seml- at the Geneva conferences by Violet primitives, objets d'art. PARIS 

ap ecieheneeery Oakley and paintings by Frederick A. 
, 3 Waugh, February 4th to 15th, Opportunity Gallery, The Art Center, 65| sasrome 

Babcock Galleries, 5 East Sith St-—1ex- East 56th St.—Paintings selected’ by |} hibition of water colors by Dodge Mac-| Hackett Galleries, 9 East 57th St.—Exhi- TH r#: a H "Bent tc FE aocate “y 13th 
Knight, to February Ist. Paintings b) bition of seven sculptors, to February ROEMES - penton, to Pebruary oth. | 

Charles W. Hawthorne, Pebrusry Sri) Sth Frank Partridge, 6 West 56th St.—Exhibi | - E x J J 0 St.) - 
to 15th. Harlow, MeDonald & Co., 667 Fifth Ave.— tion =, old Englioh furniture, Chinese | FIRST-CLASS PAINTINGS : ee 2 Exhibition of etchings by Rembrandt, porcelains and paneled rooms. Derain, Mati Pi Renoir, C d zac Galleries, 102 East 57th St.—lEex ‘ppg i eal. ‘ : erain, Matisse, Picasso, Renoir, Cezanne, Modigliani, Manet, Douanier Rous- Oe on of bronzes and drawings by during February, Re ea ee seau, Soutine, Fautrier, Goerg, Utrillo, Seurat, Chirico, Marie Laurencin, etc., etc. a a Teabruarv § § earso . eries, ote 1 ve.—nselectec todin, through February 8th. P. Jackson Higgs, 11 East 54th St.—Au-| group exhibition of ten young sculptors, CHOICED PIECES OF ANCIENT NEGRO ART 

Barbizon Branch Gallery of the Art thenticated old masters. February Ist through 20th. 59 Rue La Boétie, PARIS 
dep : 63rd St.—Paintings by , - . ae came, 108 ee poets Artists of the Holt Gallery, 630 Lexington Ave.—Exhibi- | portrait Painters’ Gallery, 570 Fifth Ave— | — TO 
mom ; F sbruary 23rd tion of contemporary American art, to Group of portraits by twenty American a — ene ern ee — 
Bronx, to Fe ss February Ist. Oil paintings by Jean artists. 

PTT . Jacques Pfister, February 3rd through Belmont Galleries, 576 Madison Ave.— . ; 
. : : 

Primitives, old masters, period portraits. 28th, The Potters’ Shop, Ine., 755 Madison Ave. First-class Paintings 

& Stei Ine. Rits Cartton | “Souerd Jonas Gailery, © Bast 66th St-— setae tr Carlee cies eee Boehler Steinmeyer, Ces Paintings by French XVITItl ‘enturyv sculpture by Charles M, arder ane ar 
‘Hotel, Suite 729.—Paintings by old mas- par and PON cog 2 Gh bbe yg acts of contemporary American prints, to 8 ge 8 

, ors February Sth. 
saat Kennedy Galleries, 785 Fifth Ave—Print . 

/ Bonaventure Galleries, 536 Madison Ave.— collection of Americana, including por-| Rehn Galleries, 693 Fifth Ave.—Paintings 
Autographs, portraits and views of his- traits, views and historical prints. by — 
torical interest. 

ELISABETH PARAF 

Hotel Keppel Galleries, 16 East" Sith St.—EX-| Reinhardt Galleries, 730 Fifth Ave— 
Paul Bottenwieser, Ambassador ; neta hibition of wate colors and contempo- Exhibition of paintings by Picasso and 

Suite 504-6.—Paintings by old masters. rary drawings, to February 15th. Derain, 1900-1929, to February 21st, 

James Chapin, to February 8th. | L__ — 

| 
} 
| 

Bourgeois Galleries, 693 Fifth Ave.—Fine | Thomas Kerr, 510 Madison Ave.—Antiques. | James Robinson, 731 Fifth Ave.—Exhibi- | 
aintings. tion of old English silver, Sheffield plate | 5 — Kleemann-Thorman Galleries, Ltd., 575 and English furniture. | 23bis Rue de Berri, PARIS (Cham} ~~ Elysées) 

Bower Galleries, 116 East 56th yo Madison Ave.—Exhibition of prints by FIRST-CLASS OLD PAINTINGS ings of the XVIth, XVIIth and NVIIIth l. Friedlander, during February. Roerich Art Center, Riverside Drive at) |) cent English school 1l0srd = St.—Exhibition of paintings by | J oe er __ | Kleinberger Galleries, 12 East 54th St—] Emma Fordyce MacRae, February 8th | FRENCH Fl JRNITU RE (18th Century) James D. Brown, 598 Madison Ave. : Old masters. to March 7th ——— ——— —————— 
hibition of paintings, porcelains, rare anineeeeniiaemianiemianadaiad aera Caen 
fabrics and objets d'art, now current Knoedler Galleries, 14 East 57th St.—Ex-] Rosenbach Galleries, 15 East 51st St.— z hibition of water color portraits by Mrs. Exhibition of an XVIIIth century Au- 9 99 e E yp tees b- er: pee DR ne trons William Ivins, Jr., February. 3rd to 15th. busson tapestry, to February 15th. “7 AR MODERNE L U E R N 
rooklyn—Exhibition of contemporary : S.A 

| Belgian painting, sculpture and graphic) yeaushaar Galleries, 680 Fifth Ave.—| Rosenbach Galleries, 202 East 44th St— i ieee arts, to February 23d Colored draw } 
ings by American Indians, the collec- Exhibition: of watel colors by odin, Antiques and decorations. PAINTINGS BY 

= ) f Miss A. E. White, through February 38rd to 15th. : 7 “i Cezanne, Corot, Courbet, Daumier, De- Bonnard, Cross, Dufresne, Raoul-Dufy, 
lh ” : on B ar Paul Rosenberg & Company, Ine, 647 gas, Gauguin, Lautrec, Manet, C. Monet, Henri-Matisse, Modigliani, Pascin, Roussel, 

1 J. Leger & Son, 695 Fifth Ave.—Paintings| Fifth Ave-—Modern French paintings.|]l] Pissarro, Renoir, Sisley, Van Gogh, ete. Signac, Utrillo, Vlaminck, Vuillard, ete. 
Brummer Gallery, 27 East 57th eae yy old masters. Shins Gittins ik Winkie pen ee ial ns A ; = Neh a on seein 

a wee by Max Jacob, | sonn Levy Galleries, 569 Fifth Ave—Old| Sporting and marine paintings by vari-| = during February. masters. ous artists. 
rererers Gomncins, oe ny St.—Ex- | Little Carnegie Playhouse, 146 West 57th | scott & Fowles. 680 Fifth Ave.—XVIIIth E R N E S | D E F R E N N E 

1ibition of early Chinese art. St.—Portraits and landscapes by i ae he ee I Fa f+ podem < y : 
Feeseell Secathoune. an i as paintings and modern 41 Rue de Seine, Paris 

Butler Galleries, 116 East 57th St.—Deco- a . 
rative paintings and a_ selection 4 Little Gamers. 29 Wont ne py orn nos Jacques Seligmann Galleries, 8 East 51st M oO D E RN P A I N TIN G S 
Currier and Ives prints, through tion of silver by modern American St.—P: ‘ ‘ ° 
February. craftsmen and Lapparra of Paris, Eng- SOE, APRS GAS SUlUE, Early and recent works by Utrillo and Vlaminck 

lish reproductions and antique silver. | Messrs. Arnold Seligmann, Rey & Co. 
Carlberg & Wilson, Inc., 17 East 54th St.— Inc., 11 East 52nd St.—Works of Art. 

Exhibition of XVIIIth century English | Macbeth Gallery, 15 East 57th — — — f and French portraits, primitives and Landscapes by A. T. Hibbard, A. N. es Silberman Gallery, 188 East 57th St.—| [| ee | sporting pictures. to February 3rd. 18th annual exhibi- Paintings, objects of art and furniture. | ]| | TI L I N 
tion of thirty paintings by thirty artists, | ( “oS kK f | 

Ralph M. Chait, 600 Madison Ave.—Ex- February 4th to 18th. Marie Sterner, 11 East 57th St.—Paintings | ]} as. au mann 
hibition of early Chinese art now by Ebihara and sculpture by Noguchi, , esse Century French Masters current. Macy Galleries, 6th F _ February 3rd to 15th. Ancient Tapestries, Point | . ; B lacy Galleries, 6th Floor, East Building. H A 11R A ns 

.) bitio f ‘awings, pastels, water ; 25 4 uDer — Chambrun Galleries, 556 Madison Ave.— PO cy vow ghd pict eS a Valentine Gallery of Modern Art, 48 East Old Paintings, ign ntiques samen 
Exhibition of the work of Helene attack ine Hahwanes 7 57th St.—Paintings by Marcel Gromaire, >. : a awe “| Perdriat, to February 16th. artists, during February. to February 1st. Exhibition of paint- 23 Faubourg St. Honore, Paris 

ings by Alexander Brook, to February E ae ; Charles of London. 780 Fifth Ave. (the | Metropolitan Galleries, 578 Madison Ave.— 15th. — a Heckscher Building).—Paintings, tap- American, English and Dutch paintings. 1 
estries and works of art. | Van Diemen Galleries, 21 East 57th St.— pal ik ° Metropolitan Museum of Art, 82nd St. and | ‘(9 a abin ben , : ais P tt Daniel Gallery, 600 Madison Ave.—Paint- Fifth Ave,— pen (selected master- | on mneteee. ar es Oo 1er ings by Peter Blume, to February 15th. pieces), English embroideries and prints | Vernay Galleries, 19 East 54th St.—Ex- [~ 

by Winslow Homer, through February. | hibition of XVIIIth- sentury 1 ‘ant als nd Shippin Agent De Hauke Galleries, 3 East dist St.— Exhibition of copies of Egyptian wall | mone <5 pieces, Pen wall fielste, | GALERIE VAN LEER Packer a 2 F pp g g — mtg paintings, water colors and paintings from tombs and palaces of oak and pine paneled rooms an | 14, Rue Gaillon, Paris — drawings. the XVIIIth and XIXth Dynasties and a ‘ict , : — woodcut illustrations by Arthur Boyd Weyhe Gallery, 794 Lex Ave.—Ex- Painiin since Cezanne | Packer for the Metropolitan Museum 
7 re i sma 9 East 57th St.—Board Houghton, through February 9th. hibition of “nha aa ie aa q New York man Robinson, a twenty year retrospec- | lithographs by Wanda’ Gag, through > ott es to February Ist. Paintings aby Mileh Galleries, 108 West Sith St.— | February Ist. Paintings and drawings 41 Rue de Seine, Paris (6) | 

mse Clemente Orozco, February 3rd |" paintings by Nelson C. White and West| by Victoria Ebbels Hutson, February | [| . - — - through 28th, African water colors by Erick Berry,| 38rd to 22nd. i De ia eels ; : , to February Ist. Paintings by Horace : emotte, Ine. 25 East 78th St.—Gothic EK. Brown, February 3rd to 15th. Whitney Studio Galleries, 10 West 8th St. 5 oat } 
stetecures, tapestries, ivories, enamels. | —Exhibition of paintings by John Stained glass, furniture. Montross Gallery, 26 East 56th St.—| ny pM s —, oomnee py samen 

: é Exhibition of pictures by the Dutch | Agostino and sculpture by Lautchan- Downtown Gallery, 1183 West 18th St.— . nw audi illo r. sky, to February 8th. | 
Recent paintings of “Hotels and Cafés” entieers  Soeumay Mend: — . Ancient P aintings by Stuart Davis, to February 10th : ; ‘ | Wildenstein Galleries, 647 Fifth Ave.—|f) e e 

A. S. Drey, 680 Fifth Ave.—Old pai Roland Moore, Inc, 42 East 57th st.—| P#intings by old masters. | A. S. Drey, 6: 1 Ave.—Old paintings bad : ’ » #2 & tii a oe 
and works of art. Chinese art. | Women’s City Club, 22 Park Ave.—Loan Gothic and Renaissance 7 RUE ST. GEOKGE 

exhibition of paintings by Walter Shir- . Dudensing Galleries, 5 East 57th St.—| Morton Galleries, 49 West 57th St.—Re- | law, February Ist to 28th. Works of Art PARIS 
Paintings by Arnold Blanch and draw- cent water colors by Emil Holzhauer | : 2 
ings by Peppino Mangravite, through and paintings by Edith Reynolds, to) Yamanaka Galleries, 680 Fifth Ave—| Paris, 32 Bis Boulevard Haussmann imiieaaal 7 February, February 10th. Works of art from Japan and China. '! 



AUCTION SALES 

REPORTS 

(Continued from page 28) 

TON-YING CHINESE ART 

Art Association-Anderzon 
Galleries, Inc.—The Ton-Ying collection 
of Chinese art of 1930 was sold on Janu- 
ary 24th and 25th, bringing a grand tota 
of $91,760.00 Important items and their 
purchasers follow: 

Pair yellow 

American 

potiches with original! 62 sits ; aS i as th 
folio. London, various dates. 3 vols. ; covers, Tao Kuang; W. W. Seaman 
a eee ... $1,750 NS oo ie 1, ee $850 

424—-Daniel, William. A Voyage Round | \g9--pair Imperial Fei-ts'ui jade bow!s, 
Great Britain, undertaken in the Sum Ch’ien-lung; Clapp and Graham $1600 

mer of the Year 1813, and commenc- | 163—Pair Imperial yellow jade tea bowls 
ing from the Land’s-End, Cornwall with original covers, Ch’ien-lung; an 
By Richard Ayton. With series of L., Hofheimer he ve 
208 . ‘ P t Willi 171—Carved coral vase with cover, with 208 colored aquatints by illiam branches of trees and “Birds of Hap- 
Daniell. London, 1814-25; 8 vols.; piness;"’ Lee Van Ching $2,100 

A. Baxter ...... bee eeeee $670 173—Carved lapis lazuli covered vase, 
522—Egan, Pierce Life in London; o7 with Fu-lions among clouds; ¢ : I 

. ‘ ; ) ele kien i eit $600 the Day and Night Scenes of Jerry EMO «oseeeeres ' 
| ¢ 174——-Pair carved rose quartz table screens 

Hawthorn, Esq., ete 26 colored with green jade stands; Mrs. George 
aquatint plates designed and etched {(". Harris $900 
by I. R. and G. Cruikshank; 3 folding i81—Pair Imperial Peking eramel vases 
sheets of € ngraved music London Ch'ien-lung; Lee Van Ching $800 
1821, first issue of first edition; Ernest | j4g Glazed pottery statuette, T’ang pe 
R. Gee Keveves ; $610 riod; Clapp and Graham . . $600 

572—Forrester, A H The Holiday | 243—Gilded bronze statuette of a Bod- 
Grammar By Alfred Crowquiil hisattva T'ang period; W. W Sea- 
Frontispiece and 6 divided plates by eee eee seeee 3.500 
George Cruikshank London, 1825, 275—Imperial Chun Yao bowl, Sung pe- 
first edition, with frontispiece dated riod; Clapp and Graham ‘ $1,450 
1824; Dr. A. 5S. W. Rosenbach $700 | 277—Imperial Chun sae dish, Sung , pe- 

632—Ciould, John. The Birds of Aus a riod; Clapp and Graham . vos s 92,000 
tralia, 1848; with Supplement, 1869 279 — _ a ae” bowl, Be | 

, . ‘ . . : ’ . reriod, we i ee ee ’ 681 colored plates, comprising more ”. Seachbioom chrysanthemum bottle 
than 1,000 bird portraits London K'ang-hsi; Ralph Chait $3,600 
Published by the Author, iS45-8 is ~ | 987 Peachbloom amphora, K'’ang-hsi; C 
vols.; Mr. J. &. Phipps wort WN BO 9 xs sadalte ties pilk gene ee 

834 Gould, John The Birds of isia 291 Imperial Lang Yao beaker-form 
530 colored plates London Pub vase, K’ang-hsi; Parish Watson and 
lished by the Author, 1850-83, 7 vols.; GOMPONG 646 5500c6sscee- m $1,300 
Mr. J. 8. Phipps ..- $950 | 993-- pair Imperial apple-green bowls, | 

636—Gould, John A Monograph of the Ming; Lee Van Ching . oe ee » $1,600 
Trochilidae, or Family of Humming- | 334—Pair Imperial famille rose porcelain 
Birds. With the Supplement, com vases, Ch’ien-lung; Ralph Chait $1,600 | 

pleted after the Author's Death by | 366—Three - color eh baluster-form vase 
R Bowdler Sharpe. $18 colored K’ang-hsi; cS, %. 200 coon: - $1,600 
plates, each picturing several birds. | 367—Pair finely decorated famille Fone | 
London, 1861-87, 6 vols.; Mr. J. S potiches, Yung Cheng; W \ a? | 
Phipps a oa <m ..$525 man, agent ....... . $1,500 | 

ee . , > . 278—-Pair famille verte vases, K’ang-hsi 667—Grimm, J. L. and W i German 'C T. Loo $2,200 eS ae 
] Popular Stories, Translated from the 

Kinder uwnd Hans Marchen, collected I ke 
by M. M. Grimm, from Oral Tradition HAUG E-TILLING H AST FU RNI TURE, 
22 etched plates by George Cruik TAPESTRIES, ETC. 
shank London, 1823-6, 2 vols., first American Art Association - Anderson 
issue of first edition; Brick Row Book | Galleries, Inc Antique furniture, fabrics, 
i Cts 2 cides see pe’ ad ey $525 tapestries, paintings, oriental rugs and ob- 
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The Art News 

jects of art from the estate of Mme. Chris- 
tian Hauge and property of Mr. A. W. | 
Tillinghast, with additions, were sold on 
January 15th, 16th, 17th and 18th The 
grand total for the sale was $100,456.00 
Important items and their purchasers fol- 
low : 
Zo Fereghan Herati carpet, 16 feet 9 

inches long by 7 feet 10 inches wide; 
V. Williams ... $300 

419—Pair parcel-gilded silver equestrian 
groups, Augsburg, XI Xth century; Mrs, 
David L. Loew > .$270 

168—Set of twelve tooled leather and 
carved dining chairs, Italian, XVIIth 
century style; Trigger Art Shop ..$390 

493—-Pair carved marble oblong jardi- 
nieres, Roman style; L. H. Lap- 
i Siebes we oeueddeah> oe iee soe .. . $480 

658 Pair Georgian gilded eagle consoles, 
English, XVIIIth century; B. Butt- 
field nee PS ee Ere $280 

679—-Hepplewhite mahogany serpentine- 
front sideboard, English, circa 1785; 
Ben Brown : Sate 

684—Ceorgian carved and gilded over- 
mantel mirror, English, XVIIIth cen- 
tury; Ginsburg and Levy ....... $370 

691—Carved and inlaid walnut cassone, 
Venetian Renaissance; E. Holt... .$300 

709—Antwerp tapestry, early XVIIth cen- 
tury Repatriation of the Dead Odys- 
seus,’’ 9 feet 6 inches high by 10 leet; 
A. Arnold + ‘ Vsbbe Ped $6§50 

714—Flemish tapestry, “Episcde from the 
Life of the Virgin,” late XVIIth cen- 
tury, 9 feet 2 inches high x 10 feet 4 
inches ; Frank Mermet.............. $550 

720—-Oudenaarde verdure tapestry, early 
XVIIIith century, “Paysage Fleuri,” 9 
feet 4 inches high x 15 feet 10 inches; 
Piase Cursosity BOD. ..cccsccvecs $950 

721—Felletin hunting tapestry, XVIIIth 
century, 8 feet 9 inches high x 8 feet 3 
inches; Victor La Hana............$600 

722—Felletin hunting tapestry (companion 
to the preceding) XVIIIth century, 9 
feet high x 7 feet 4 inches; Victor La 
Hana . . 8600 

739—-Ghiordes carpet, 20 feet 5 inches long 
x 11 feet; Starbuck & Hunt......$525 

8$43-—-George I silver coffee pot, London, 
1718; W. W. Seaman, agent.......$700 

SS7—Rodin, Auguste “Grief; bronze 
statuette; McClure Halley........$1,025 

889—Bronze statuette of Hercules, Italian, 
XVIilith century; M, M. Renwee.$1.000 

946—Brussels tapestry panel, XVIIIth 
| century, S feet high x 4 feet 5 inches; 

Charles of London. ie ; . $700 
%48—Brussels silk-woven tapestry, 

XVIIIth century, “Hermes and the 

68 6 ee ee ee ee ee ee eee 

Robert C. Vose 

(Established 1841) 

-. PAINTINGS 

by Old and Modern Masters 

CARRIG-ROHANE 

Carved Frames 

559 Boylston Street 

BOSTON Copley Square 

ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee 6 ee ee re er ee eee 

Saturday, February 1, 1930 

Shepherd,” 7 feet 10 inches high x 6 Grist Mill,”” painted by G. H. Durrie, 
ae . . ‘ os . ~ _ feet 1 inch; I. Lande............... $950 lith. Currier & Ives, dated 1864, large 

952—-Antwerp armorial tapestry, late Solio, SOOd WBFOIM 26. esccccwcteun $450 
XVIIth century, 9 feet 3 inches high x 1200—“The Cares of a Family.” pa 
7 feet 9 inches; Charles of London — 1 are s o a amily, painted 
yen dbenav he o WE shwe che0d nese se, scene by A. F. Tait, lith. by N. Currier, 

957—-Late Renaissance silk-woven garden dated 1856, large folio, wide margin; 
tapestry, circa 1600, 10 feet 6 inches > ee ee hme ee $600 
a x 9 feet 1 inch; Charles of siaee| 152—"‘Quail Shooting,’’ from Nature and PER ©eoeecertesoeeesesesstecesece ) . SE pthc les veh Abbas 7 n Stone by F. F. Palmer. ai f 

959—Flemish tapestry, “Enfants Jouants,” ~ soon - ; 4 i. . a ee m. ath, and 
8 feet 3 inches high x 9 feet 6 inches; UONSNCS OY N. Currier. olio, good 
Victor L’Hana ee ee - +o» $1,050 margin, fine copy; Mrs. E. H. Wil- 

9S6—Kirman medallion carpet, 18 feet long SOM cee ce weer eer e renee eeeeeteneeens $425 
x 10 feet 6 inches; F. W. MeDonald 

Shek aks peonhetee reba ka a bison e $750 : 
. COHEN AUTOGRAPHS 

MICHAELS CURRIER & IVES , 
LITHOGRAPHS American Art Association-Anderson 

---— | Galleries, Inc.—Autographs from _ the 
American Art Association-Anderson | @State of Dr. Joshua I. Cohen of Baltimore, 

Galleries, Inc.—Currier and Ives litho-| Maryland, were sold on January 15th 
graphs, the _ collection of Mrs. Rita| The total for the sale was $22,438.50. Michaelson of New York City, were sold| Important items and_ their purchasers 
on January 22nd, bringing a total of| follow: 
$20,332.50. "te : g . ” = . $20,332.50. Important items and their| 139 paine. Robert Treat (Signer from 
purchasers follow: Massachusetts) Letter igned. 3 ‘ . , on SEALS CH USCS ). etter, signed. o pp., 
15—American Frontier Life, *‘The Hunt- folio. Ticonderoga, Nov. 30, 1775. - 

pot pth gr painted by A. F. Tait, Gen. Richard Montgomery. Signed also ey by Currie! and Ives, dated by tobert R. Livingston and John 2, large folio, good margin; Mrs Langdon, members of the Continental Pe ee er eee $700 Congress from New York and New 
1) “The Last War-whoop,”” painted by Hampshire, respectively. Official in- 

A, By . ae lithograph of N Currier, | structions from the committee of the I. Maurer’s signature “inthe ‘plate, | Continental Congress for. the. guidance datec 856, large folio, wide margin, of General Montgomery during his ad- 
companion to the following; E. Leip- | vance against Canada and Quebec; H, 
oo. pp LTE oe eee CET ee eee OU fae” TUT LITT Ty Te $625 

o0—""The Pursuit,” painted by A. F. Tait, | 194—Paper money of the XVIIIth century lithograph of N. Currier, L. Maurer’s issued and used in America A col. signature in the plate, dated 1856, antl ae var 2 70 a ea —— : : lection of ove 2,00 pleces of the large folio, wide margin, companion | ‘ : s4, ' ‘ ‘> the iecetine 150 | Colonial, State, Continental, City and 
54—“The Last Shot,” L. Maurer. @el.. | a ne — of ( seat, includ- 

lith. by Currier & Ives, dated 1858 a a: - rom . of the thirteen large folio, good margin, slight scorch. 0 gi ” Rane ers and states and with a 
ing in upper part; T. Radcliffe ..$475 oon) . collection of the paper money 

55—Life on the Prarie, “The Trappers or 2 A the ¢ ontinental Congress dur- defence, ‘Fire fight Fire,’ ” painted by ing ae Revolution, Printed or engraved 
A. F. Tait, lith. Currier & Ives, dated| 7¥).7e™amin Franklin, James Parker, 
1862, large folio, good margin Le Davis, A. & W. Green, Paul 

78—American Winter Scenes, ‘Morn- Revere, Nathaniel Hurd and others. ing,’ F. F. Palmer, del., lith. & pub 1708-1800. With autograph material, 
by N. Currier, dated 1854, larg folio, | Bound in 14 vols; Israel Sack... .$8,250 
fair margin; Mrs. E. H. Wilson $475 | 60—Franklin, Benjamin (Signer from 

s6— me shenkewtving Ratated Bo | ree eg Autograph letter, signed, i. rrie. urrier & ves lith., page, 4to, ead Quarters, Cambridge 
dated 1856, large folio, wide margin Oct. 26, 1775. To Joseph Gresaan and clean copy; Mrs. E H Wil- Watertown, noting exact time at which SOM ...00 eeecsesees Reet eee : a+ $900 | Franklin assumed control of the Post 114—Winter in the Country, ‘The Old} Office Department; H. McCarey... .$775 

_ LRSARRER MARAADDsPADRPADONT RARAARAADAARARAERSRADAALAADAARAREAARESDADL PESTER EEEPET! EY 

Ambassador Hotel, New York 

~ Park Ave. and SIst St., Suite 504 to 506 | 

OLD MASTERS 

Opposite the Hotel Esplanade 

5 Bellevuestrasse, Berlin W. 9. ! 

iii) 

NAUM M. LOS 
SCHOOL OF ART 

Thorough Fundamental Training in 
Sculpture - Drawing - Painting 

Constructive Anatomy 
Day, Evening and Summer Classes 

1947 Broadway Phone Trafalgar 0022 
New York City Write for Circular. 

L. ORSELLI 

Italian Antiques 

| 

3 Borgognissante | 
FIRENZE, ITALY 

The Clapp & Graham Company 

514 Madison Ave., New York 

OLD and MODERN PAINTINGS 
and WORKS of ART 

Estates Appraised or Paintings Bought 

PRINTS BY 

I. FRIEDLANDER 

_ KLEEMANN 

_ THORMAN 

GALLERIES, 110. 

| 575 Madison Ave., New York 

= ——EE 

| BABCOCK 

GALLERIES 
5 East 57th Street N. Fe 

Paintings—Water Colours 

Etchings 

‘Scott & Fowles: 

| Paintings 

Drawings 

N.E.MONTROSS 

Works of Art 

Bronzes 

680 Fifth Avenue 

(Fifth Floor) 

Between 53d and 54th Sts. 

NEW YORK CITY 

MONTROSS GALLERY 

26 East 36th St. NEW YORK 

THOMAS J. KERR 

formerly with 

DUVEEN BROTHERS 

IMPORTANT PAINTINGS BY OLD MASTERS 

ANTIQUE WORKS OF ART 

TAPESTRIES FURNITURE 

510 Madison Avenue (4th floor) New York 

WessTERN Newsparer UNion, New York 


